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US move towards Brotherhood ban
could upend Turkish-Qatari strategies
► Support to Muslim Brotherhood-affiliated
groups is a major pillar of Turkey’s and
Qatar’s influence strategies in the region.

Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

A

plan by members of the
US administration to
designate the Muslim
Brotherhood an international terrorist organisation is expected to be yet another irritant
in troubled relations between Ankara and Washington.
The move could also put fresh
pressure on ties between Washington and Doha. Like Turkey,
Qatar is a major backer of the
Muslim Brotherhood. It is also the
site of the largest US military base
in the Middle East. Both Turkish
and Qatari strategies in the region
could be upended.
The government in Doha, accused by regional rivals of funding Islamist extremists, has not
publicly commented on the possible designation of the Brotherhood by the United States.
Writer Josh Hammer

The Muslim Brotherhood is
“the international Islamist
group that serves as the
mother’s milk for much of the
Sunni extremism that plagues
the Arab world.”
Despite the Muslim Brotherhood-affiliated groups’ claim
to moderation, experts see the
wide-reaching Islamist network
as one of the main sources of radicalisation in the region.
In the conservative opinion
website the Daily Wire, Josh
Hammer described the Muslim
Brotherhood as “the international
Islamist group that serves as the
mother’s milk for much of the
Sunni extremism that plagues the
Arab world.”
NATO member Turkey has been
told by Washington that it faces
a “with us or against us” choice

in its relations with the United
States. Ties are under strain by US
support for Kurdish militants in
Syria, Ankara’s wish to buy Russian military hardware and by
Turkey’s determination to pursue
close relations with neighbour
Iran despite the threat of US sanctions.
Gunter Seufert, a Turkey expert
at the German Institute for International and Security Affairs, a
think-tank in Berlin, said a designation of the Muslim Brotherhood
as a terrorist group would be “another point of conflict” between
Turkey and the United States.
“This would harden fronts further,” Seufert said by telephone.
US President Donald Trump’s
decision to consider putting the
Brotherhood on the terror list followed a request by Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi.
The proposal to designate the
group set off debate in Trump’s
national security team, reports
said. The plan was formulated
as hardliners such as Trump’s
national security adviser John
Bolton and US Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo have widened their
influence on US policies in the
Middle East.
It is unclear whether the US
move would be ultimately directed against specific branches such
as the Egyptian Brotherhood or
the movement in general, which
has hundreds of thousands of followers in several countries but no
central authority. Under US law,
someone who provides “material support” to terrorist groups is
subject to extensive penalties.
Material support is defined
widely and can cover providing
funds, transportation or counterfeit documents, giving food,
helping set up tents or distributing literature. Foreign nationals
who deal with such groups can be
denied US visas or removed from
the United States if in the country.
That could put Turkey into a
difficult position. The govern-

Supporting the move. National security adviser John Bolton (L), US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo (C)
and President Donald Trump attend an event at the White House in Washington, last February.
(AP)
ment of Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan has given shelter
to members of the Brotherhood
who had to leave Egypt and other
countries. Along with Qatar, it is
one of the major sources of support to Islamist groups across
the region. Trump’s move could
jeopardise that influence-yielding
support. Erdogan’s ruling Justice
and Development Party (AKP), a
group with roots in political Islam, has ideological ties to the
Muslim Brotherhood.
Erdogan was a strong backer of
former Egyptian President Muhammad Morsi, a Brotherhood
member ousted in a militarybacked uprising in 2013. To this
day, Erdogan uses the Brotherhood’s so-called Rabia hand sign
— four outstretched fingers with
the thumb lying on the palm —
when greeting crowds at election
rallies and other functions.
AKP spokesman Omer Celik
criticised the US initiative, say-

ing the Brotherhood was an “organisation that is committed to
democracy and justice and has
always kept its distance from violence.”
Erdogan, who likes to portray
himself as a leader of the Muslim world, will try to hold on to
his support for the Brotherhood
even under US pressure, possibly
fuelling more tensions between
Washington and Ankara.
US Vice-President Mike Pence
recently said Turkey had to
choose between buying a Russian missile defence system and
remaining “a critical partner” in
NATO.
In another point of friction, the
US administration has been trying
to put together a regional alliance
against Iran, while Turkey is cooperating with Tehran in Syria and is
looking for ways to evade US sanctions to keep buying oil from Iran.
Qatar also criticised Trump’s
Iran policies but has not clearly

spoken up against the Trump
move to ban the Brotherhood. It
has, however, criticised US cancellation of Iran oil import waivers. Tehran returned the favour
by criticising the US move against
the Muslim Brotherhood.
Whatever the outcome of the
ongoing debate about the US
move, it is likely to focus on the
Brotherhood’s sources of support.
Turkey and Qatar are “the primary state backers” of the organisation, Jonathan Schanzer of the
Foundation for Defense of Democracies in Washington said in
congressional testimony last year.
“If US policymakers truly wish
to undermine the global reach of
the Muslim Brotherhood, it must
take a hard look at the group’s
state sponsors,” he said.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab
Weekly correspondent.
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In Cairo, after Ramadan prayers comes night-time entertainment
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

E

gyptian tour operators prepared special programmes
for Ramadan, the Muslim
fasting month that turns
Egypt into a magnet for visitors
from Arab countries.
Ramadan begins this year as the
Egyptian tourism sector shows
signs of strength amid a more stable political and security situation.
“Arab tourists prefer to come
here, especially at this time of the
year, because Ramadan in Egypt is
always different,” said Ali Ghonem,
a member of the board of the Egyptian Tourism Federation.
Egypt has a special allure during
Ramadan. It is home to some of the
oldest mosques and Ramadan in
Egypt is about prayer but it also of-

fers nightly entertainment and culinary delights.
Soon after Muslims break
their daily fast, many adults
head to mosques, especially
the large ones, for prayer.
Nightlife starts after
the evening prayer.
The centuries-old
district near Cairo’s
downtown
known as “Fatimid Cairo” is at
the centre of nightlife during Ramadan but dozens of
other places vie for
attention with special programmes.
In Fatimid Cairo,
which includes
Khan el-Khalili bazaar and al-Azhar
mosque, a
millennium-old

Islamic house of prayer that has been
overseeing the country’s Muslim
faith since its construction, nightlife
is rich, beautiful and memorable.
The district boasts many
cafes but most visitors prefer
Fishawi, a 200-year-old
cafe that gained fame as a
meeting place for Egypt’s
cultural, political and
artistic celebrities.
Apart from the Egyptian water pipe, the
cafe offers traditional
hot drinks. It is in the
heart of Hussein Square
where faith juxtaposes
with the cheerful spirit
of the month.
Khan el-Khalili
is crowded with
souvenirs shops and
stalls selling Egyptian perfumes,
herbs and clothes, all

precious gifts visitors can take back
to their countries.
A visit to Fatimid Cairo feels like
a journey in time; everything in the
district demonstrating loyalty to its
original builders. The homes, the
alleyways and the economic activities of the district are the same as
they were centuries ago.

The centuries-old district
known as “Fatimid Cairo” is
at the centre of nightlife
during Ramadan but dozens
of other places vie for
attention with special
programmes.
Outside the old city, Cairo’s
five-star hotels and entertainment
centres offer a different but similarly enjoyable experience during
Ramadan. Most hotels have programmes that include delicious

iftars, singing, occasional dancing
shows and suhur, the meal before
the day’s fasting starts at dawn.
Apart from its history, culture,
cuisine and spirituality, Egypt has
an edge in terms of prices. With
the Egyptian pound’s low exchange rate — $1 is equivalent to
17 pounds — Egypt has become a
cheaper and more affordable destination for average budgets.
Ghonem said bookings have
poured in from Arab countries, especially Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and
the United Arab Emirates.
“Most Arab tourists come from
those three countries,” Ghonem
said. “Nevertheless, we receive
bookings from other Arab states.”
Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor to
The Arab Weekly.
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Viewpoint

How Trump’s
move might impact
Maghreb’s Islamists

I

Alaya Allani

wonder if the leaders of
political Islam in the Arab
world in general and in the
Maghreb countries in
particular were surprised by
White House spokeswoman
Sarah Huckabee Sanders’s
statement on the United States’
possible move to designate the
Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist
movement.
The decision would have
significant implications for
Islamist movements in the
Maghreb countries, which are
either preparing for elections, as in
Tunisia, or for active participation
in the political process, as in Libya
and Algeria.
The issue is particularly relevant
for Tunisia’s Ennahda Movement,
which is considered part of the
current of political Islam.
Ennahda, which analysts say could
perform well in parliamentary and
presidential elections this year,
given the fragmented nature of
rival parties, will have to
reconsider its strategies in light of
the possible US action.

The Maghreb region
is expecting
fundamental
changes that are
likely to be
detrimental to
political Islam and
its allies.
The US move to designate the
Brotherhood a foreign terrorist
organisation could put the
spotlight on controversial issues
Ennahda has tried to suppress.
Among them are allegations that
Ennahda formed a secret security
apparatus, played a role in the
assassinations of politicians
Chokri Belaid and Mohamed
Brahmi and helped recruit and
send fighters to Syria and Iraq
when Islamists held power after
2011.
In addition, hundreds of Islamist
charities and proselytising
societies in Tunisia have been
accused of money laundering and
supporting terrorism.
Should these issues resurface
before the elections, Ennahda’s
political performance might be
affected by a likely decrease in its
reservoir of loyal voters.
Such issues could prompt
Ennahda to search for a way out of
the contentious files and consider
the goal of staying in parliament
and not participating in a
government after the 2019
elections.
It could also lead to pro-Ennahda
votes dropping to less than 20%. In
such a scenario, the movement
would be forced to accept a new
party law in Tunisia banning
parties formed based on ethnic,
religious or linguistic grounds,
plus a second law concerning civil
society associations and their
funding and activities.
The US move would also have
repercussions for other Islamist
movements in the Maghreb.
The Algerian branch of the
Muslim Brotherhood — the
Movement for Society of Peace,
aka Hamas — stands to be further
weakened.
The party, which struggled
under the leadership of its late
founder Mahfoud Nahnah, has

taken a hit with the outbreak of
popular protests. The movement
split after it decided to be part of
the government during the rule of
former President Abdelaziz
Bouteflika and is now trying to
create an expanded front to enter
elections scheduled for July.
However, its chances of winning
anything substantial in the
elections are very slim because it
has no convincing programme.
Today, most of the movement’s
voting base is made up of middleaged people and there are
rumours, because of their relations
with Bouteflika’s brother Said, that
some of its leaders are corrupt
With the United States’ possible
decision to classify the Muslim
Brotherhood as a terrorist
movement, the Islamist current in
Algeria would be shunned by most
of the country’s disgruntled
youth.
In Libya, political Islam has not
left a good impression on the
population, either.
Libya’s branch of the
Brotherhood’s alliance with the
Libyan Islamic Fighting Group and
Ansar al-Sharia contributed to the
destabilisation of the country.
These allied Islamist formations
became part of the so-called
“Armours” involved in destroying
Benghazi, Sirte, Derna and other
cities
They are involved in the battle
for Tripoli against Field-Marshal
Khalifa Haftar’s Libyan National
Army in a desperate attempt to
impose their authority.
Islamists in Libya have been
deeply implicated in corruption
and most of their leaders, wanted
on criminal charges at home, have
fled the country.
If the United States follows
through on the terror designation,
it will likely seriously damage
Islamists’ electoral base in Libya.
Analysts estimated that, if Libya’s
Islamists participate in the next
elections, they would be unable to
win 7% of the vote.
In Morocco, the potential US
designation is likely to have less of
an effect on Islamists because it is
the king’s responsibility to
monitor the religious
establishment there.
It is the Justice and
Development Party that
represents the Islamist current in
Morocco and while the party may
share common ideological
grounds with the Muslim
Brotherhood, it has no
organisational ties to the
Brotherhood.
In Mauritania, the US move
could have important implications
for presidential elections in July.
Two candidates are vying for the
presidency: the government’s
candidate Mohamed Ould Cheikh
Mohamed Ahmed and the
opposition’s Sidi Mohamed Ould
Boubacar. The latter is a serious
contender and is supported by
Tawasol, the Brotherhood’s arm in
Mauritania, and other parties.
With the potential US decision
regarding the Brotherhood, the
victory is very likely to go to the
ruling party’s candidate.
The Maghreb region is expecting
fundamental changes that are
likely to be detrimental to political
Islam and its allies. Whether the
US decision is adopted or
postponed, the current of political
Islam in Tunisia, the Arab world
and the Maghreb will fall into a
structural, not circumstantial,
crisis that is likely to last for
decades, not years.
Alaya Allani is an expert on
Islamic extremism. He teaches at
the University of Manouba in
Tunis.

In designating Muslim
terrorist organisation, th
Kelly Kennedy

Washington

T

he White House confirmed
that the United States is
considering
designating
the Muslim Brotherhood
as a terrorist organisation, bringing
cheers from those wary of Islamism but also questions regarding
the legal complexity of the move.
“The president has consulted
with his national security team and
leaders in the region who share
his concern and this designation is
working its way through the internal process,” White House spokeswoman Sarah Sanders said in a
statement released April 30.
The New York Times reported
April 29 that US President Donald
Trump was considering the designation of the Muslim Brotherhood
after being lobbied by Egyptian
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi.
The Muslim Brotherhood opposes the Sisi government. In addition
to Egypt, several countries, including Russia, the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia and Bahrain,
have designated the Brotherhood
as a terrorist organisation. In most
cases, that came after a 2013 military-supported uprising in Egypt
toppled the rule of President Muhammad Morsi, a long-time Brotherhood member.
If the designation were to go
through, individuals and companies could face travel and business
restrictions because of contacts
with the Brotherhood-affiliated
groups and individuals.
The possibility of the designation
is not new. US Senator Ted Cruz, a
Republican from Texas, introduced
a bill in 2017 to designate the Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organisation and pushed for it again last
fall.
Cruz reiterated his views in a social media post May 1. “I believe
that the Muslim Brotherhood maintains a global network of Islamists
and Islamist groups, including terrorist groups,” he said.
During his time as a congressman
from Kansas, US Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo also pushed for the
designation.
Jonathan Schanzer of the Foundation for Defense of Democracies
in Washington told US lawmakers
in a testimony last year that the
Brotherhood’s ideology was “the
gateway to Islamist violence.” He
also accused Turkey and Qatar of
being “the primary state backers”

of the organisation.
Previous US initiatives regarding
the Muslim Brotherhood were lost
in limbo because of legal complications of the move.
Michele Dunne, director of the
Rafik Hariri Centre for the Middle
East at the Atlantic Council, explained on social media that, if the
Trump administration moved forward, the secretary of state would
have to inform Congress, which
would have seven days to review it.
The Muslim Brotherhood could
seek judicial review to determine
whether the designation is legal.
This might be where the designation would run into difficulties
because the administration would
have to prove how a loose organisation such as the Brotherhood

would fit the definition of terrorism.
Robin Simcox, Margaret Thatcher fellow at the Heritage Foundation think-tank, wrote in the Conservative that the proposal should
be taken seriously.
“Labelling the group a terrorist
organisation would be a tricky needle to thread,” Simcox wrote. “For
starters, here in the US, the government has, unfortunately, chosen to
engage with Muslim Brotherhood
legacy groups like the Council on
American-Islamic Relations. Even
the Trump administration has
done so.”
“If there is indeed credible evidence that Brotherhood groups
are carrying out terrorist acts and
the US can legally designate them

Trump’s move against Brotherhood could put
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

U

S
President
Donald
Trump’s push to designate
the Muslim Brotherhood
as a foreign terrorist organisation is likely to upset the cautious strategy followed by Tunisia’s
Islamists to build political clout
ahead of elections this year.
Tunisia’s main Islamist party, the
Ennahda Movement, will have to
reckon with rising suspicions about
its alliances and connections at
home and abroad.
Its leadership is insisting that
Trump’s initiative has no bearing on their status. “We are not
concerned by the labelling of the
Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist organisation. We do not
interfere in the affairs of other
countries and wish that all Arab
countries unite,” Ennahda President

Rached Ghannouchi said.
Even before Trump’s move, there
were European secularist worries
about the significance of Ennahda’s
possible control of Tunisia’s societal fabric and its democratic transition.

Ennahda’s Islamists
were so engrossed by the
exercise of power and
influence that they
failed to hedge against a
change in the
international and
regional environments.
Ennahda, which has participated in eight Tunisian governments
since 2011, has been struggling for
years to separate its identity from
the Muslim Brotherhood’s. Perhaps pre-emptively, it has sought
for years to rebrand itself as a Tunisia version of Muslim democracy and engaged in PR efforts to

that end abroad.
Tunisian President Beji Caid Essebsi ended his power-sharing
arrangement with Ennahda last
September after a 4-year alliance,
saying the Islamists failed to make
good on promises to move away
from their fundamentalist roots.
There is also an investigation
into Ennahda’s activities following
accusations by lawyers and leftist
activists that Ennahda ran a “secret
organisation” to infiltrate the military and other state institutions.
Ennahda’s leaders dismissed the
allegations as a “smear campaign”
to hurt its chances in November’s
elections.
“We have quit political Islam to
enter Muslim democracy,” Ghannouchi proclaimed in 2016 at a party convention dedicated to separating political activity from “da’wa”
— religious preaching.
However, few believed that
“Muslim democracy” was within
Ennahda’s reach.
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Brotherhood as foreign
he devil is in the detail

Strong rejection. A 2013 file
picture shows an Egyptian man
in Mansura throwing the logo of
the Freedom and Justice party,
the political arm of the Muslim
Brotherhood, into the fire. (AFP)

as foreign terrorist organisations,
it should unquestionably do so,”
Simcox added. “If that evidence
does not exist, then the hard part
really starts: The US will have to
work with allies to roll back the
Brotherhood’s ideology. That has
proven a step too far for past US administrations. It would be a pleasant surprise if this one could break
that cycle.”
The New York Times said “alternative ideas” discussed by the
White House included “trying
to identify and target a terroristlinked group with ties to the Brotherhood that has not yet been designated or limiting any designation’s
scope to the Egyptian branch.”
That would mean banning specific branches and figures instead of

If the designation were to go
through, individuals and
companies could face travel
and business restrictions
because of contacts with the
Brotherhood-affiliated
groups and individuals.
blacklisting the whole movement.
Egyptian editor Abdel Monem
Said Aly has described a distribution of labour between the Brotherhood and terrorist organisations
operating in Egypt. He wrote in the
Cairo Review: “While organisations
such as [the Islamic State] ISIS or
al-Qaeda made their terrorist operations in Sinai and the Western
Desert, the Muslim Brotherhood

concentrated its operations on the
Egyptian mainland.”
Establishing connections between the loose-knit organisation
and the global jihadist network will
not be easy. “There are offshoots,
such as the Islamic State and alQaeda. Obviously, they may have
originated in the Muslim Brotherhood but it’s a big stretch to say the
Muslim Brotherhood is a terrorist
organisation,” said Imad Harb, director of research and analysis at
the Arab Centre Washington DC.
The designation would be more
“symbolic than tangible,” said
Barak Barfi, a research fellow at
New America, a Washington thinktank, “because the Brotherhood
does not have assets in the US and
has not funded or met with American officials.
“It would serve President Sisi’s
narrative that he is fighting terrorists of which the Brotherhood is
the vanguard. Such a designation
would allow him to tell Egyptians
that even the United States understands the evils of the organisation.”
However, Barfi said he wondered
how the designation might affect
policy in Libya, Syria, Tunisia and
Yemen, where the Brotherhood has
branches active in government or
in opposition groups that cooperate with the United States.
The move could complicate relations with certain allies, such as
Turkey and Qatar, who have strong
ties to the Brotherhood and who
host members of the organisation.
Domestically, experts said the
designation would be problematic
for the United States in more practical ways.
Andrew Miller, deputy director
for policy for the Project on Middle
East Democracy in Washington and
the former director for the National
Security Council’s Egypt and Israel
Military Issues department, stated
on social media that the move
would put pressure on resources.
“It is certainly fair to object to the
(Muslim Brotherhood’s) political
philosophy (as I do), particularly on
moral issues and attitudes towards
other religions,” Miller wrote, but
then asked, “Do you think that pursuing the (Muslim Brotherhood) is
so important that you are willing to
risk pulling resources from groups
that have not just the intent and
capacity to strike the United States
but also a demonstrated track record?”
Kelly Kennedy is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Washington.

damper on Islamists’ ambitions in Tunisia
Lotfi Zitoun, a top Ghannouchi
adviser, recently snapped: “We
must free Islam as the religion for
all Tunisians and work and act as a
political party involved in politics.”
Sceptics cite historical and sociological connections between Ennahda and radical Salafists.
“Ennahda is suffering the most
from terrorism and the allegations
by some that the Salafists are the
pool of reservists for it had been
proven untrue,” said Ghannouchi.
Analysts said Trump’s move,
even if it were not put into effect
before this year’s Tunisian elections, would put Ennahda’s civic
and democratic commitments under scrutiny.
“I do not believe that Trump’s
move will have a direct effect on
Ennahda but it will make the party
more subject to political and ideological attacks by its adversaries,”
said Slah Jourchi, an expert on Islamism.
“Ennahda insists it is a Tunisian
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party with no link to the Muslim
Brotherhood but the campaign
against it by its adversaries keep
suspicions alive.”
Ennahda’s leaders recognise that
the party has its origins in Muslim
Brotherhood Central but insist they
broke away from the organisation
in the 1980s and are now a Tunisian
Islamist movement.
To appeal to their traditional constituencies, however, Ennahda’s
leaders occasionally relapse into
conservative narratives such as opposition to equal inheritance between men and women.
Analysts said Ennahda’s Islamists
were so engrossed by the exercise
of power and influence that they
failed to hedge against a change in
the international and regional environments that had helped them
advance on the local political scene
during the past eight years.
“Those who had fostered political Islam and gave it a role in the
Arab region are moving now to put

an end to that role,” said Tunisian
political analyst Bassel Torjmane,
in reference to the favourable environment that legitimised the Islamists as a political force since the
2011 uprisings.
“The role handed to the Islamists in the Arab region has ended
and this explains the collapse of the
Islamists in Sudan and Libya,” he
added.
Torjmane warned Islamists in
Tunisia that they “could find themselves in the eye of the storm” if
they were to miss integrating the
change in regional and international environments into their strategy.
“Tunisian Islamists must grasp
the reality of the unfolding change
and be part of a Tunisian political
equation and not part of the QatariTurkish equation, which is against
Tunisia’s
interests,”
Torjmane
added.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

Viewpoint

Remembering the
jihadists’ progenitors
Claude Salhani

M

ao Zedong wrote
in his famous
“Little Red Book”
that the first step
towards defeating
an enemy was to
know him. Mao was right but he
was not the first to write that.
Mao plagiarised another
Chinese military theorist who had
written his thoughts hundreds of
years earlier in “The Art of War.”
So advanced was Sun Tzu’s
thinking on military tactics that
his book is still widely read by
senior military personnel across
the globe.
With the rise to prominence of
numerous jihadist figures, a thirst
for information developed
regarding who those figures are
and their backgrounds, what
attracted them to the jihadist
movement and what common
denominator might have led them
to join a struggle in a part of the
world that was alien to them.
Another question is what
connects these violent individuals
to seemingly “non-violent
Islamists.”
This issue has come to the fore
again after the White House
announced that US President
Donald Trump is pushing for the
designation of the Muslim
Brotherhood as a terrorist
organisation.
In a March 2017 report, the Tony
Blair Centre on Religion and
Geopolitics issued a study titled
“Milestones to Militancy: What
the Lives of 100 Jihadis Tell Us,”
which stated that about half of the
jihadists examined had previous
ties to the Muslim Brotherhood
and an additional 12% had ties to
the Palestinian group Hamas.
The study’s findings showed
there is no cookie-cutter mould
shaping jihadist leaders. There
are, however, similarities among a
high percentage of them.
Almost half (46%) had a college
education and about one-third
had combat experience in
Afghanistan. Some 25% had links
to government or military officials
and 16% served time in prison
prior to joining jihad.
The majority of today’s radical
Islamist leadership had not
undergone theological training.
Intelligence reports suggest that
one of the most common items
found in possession of foreign
recruits who travelled to Syria or
Iraq to fight alongside the Islamic
State (ISIS) is a copy of “Islam for
Dummies.”

Even when
proclaiming their
adherence to
democracy, the
followers of the
Muslim Brotherhood
ideology see politics
as subservient to the
goal of imposing an
Islamic mould to a
country’s society
and politics.
Where does the current strain of
jihadist cadres come from? It is a
mixed bag, really.
Several in the top echelons of
ISIS, for example, emerged from
the Iraqi Army, where they served
in front-line positions over the

years, from the war against Iran to
the fight against the US-led
coalition and, of course, in
Afghanistan against the Soviets
when they invaded.
That’s where al-Qaeda was
formed and from where today’s
jihadists emerged. That was the
trajectory taken by Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi, the self-proclaimed
caliph of a global Muslim
ummah.
The battlefield, the
neighbourhood mosque and the
prison cell have turned into
meeting and recruiting locations
where jihadists preach and
convert. Serving in combat
positions creates bonds between
jihadists who develop a great
sense of loyalty towards their
fellow fighters.

A 2017 study stated
that about half of the
jihadists included in
the study sample had
previous ties to the
Muslim Brotherhood
and an additional
12% had ties to the
Palestinian group
Hamas.
An interesting fact that emerged
from a study carried out several
years ago in the occupied
Palestinian territories was the
similarity between Islamists and
Marxists.
There are hardly any similarities
between Islam and communism.
Nevertheless, after the death of
George Habash, the founder of the
Marxist Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine, many of
the rank and file joined the
Islamic Resistance Movement,
Hamas. It was quite a seemingly
implausible transition but it did
take place.
An easier transition is that from
Muslim Brotherhood creed to
jihadism. Both Islamist strains
share a belief in the pursuit of an
Islamic rule based on sharia,
although the means towards that
goal differ and the paths followed
diverge.
Even when proclaiming
adherence to democracy and
non-violent means, the followers
of the Muslim Brotherhood
ideology see politics as
subservient to the goal of
imposing an Islamic mould to a
country’s society and politics.
Such a mould is destructive for
democracy on top of the inhibitive
effect it has on progress in the
Arab-Muslim world.
There will be much debate
about whether the Muslim
Brotherhood should be designated
a “terrorist organisation.”
Whatever the outcome of the tug
of war between the members of
the Washington establishment
involved in the decision making,
the process will shed light on a
connection that has been
politically incorrect to highlight,
that between a supposedly
non-violent organisation as the
Muslim Brotherhood and its
jihadist progeny.
That aspect of the debate will
hopefully wean the US community
of Middle East experts and
well-meaning democracy
advocates from its naivety and put
Muslim Brotherhood
sympathisers on notice that the
illusions about their defining
roots have been dispelled.
Claude Salhani is a regular
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
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Corruption-Fuelled Unrest
Sonatrach’s skeletons
coming out of the closet

y

T
Stirring unrest. Iraqis hold flags during a protest against corruption at Tahrir Square, last February.

(DPA)

The problem with corruption
this unfair system, it is not
surprising that suspicion of
corruption is a leading cause of
Oussama
distrust of politicians and public
Romdhani
office holders. It is also one of
the main reasons for scepticism
about democratic processes and
hether you are
elections.
in Baghdad,
Despite the displayed anger,
Tunis, Cairo,
the attitude of the public
Algiers or other
regarding corruption is ambigucapitals of the
ous and adds to the complexity
Middle East
of combating it. Changing
and North Africa, suspicion of
prevailing mindsets might prove
rulers’ involvement in corrupmore daunting and more timetion tends to spark angry
consuming than changing
demonstrations. In some cases,
regimes.
protests have contributed to the
These mindsets breed a
toppling of long-tenured
tendency to accept widespread
regimes.
— even if relatively small-scale
Demonstrators are not always
— corruption practices in which
aware of the economic cost of
frustrated, cynical or just
corruption. In the region, where
impatient individuals slip small
the prevalence of corruption is
banknotes into the hands of
high, billions are lost every year
unscrupulous civil servants.
in bribes, tax evasion, embezzleThese are frequent practices
ment of public funds, kickbacks
across the region by businessand the like. Wariness about
men who want to expedite their
corruption scares away foreign
application for a permit but also
investors and business operators
by masses of poor people who
and deprives Arab countries of
struggle to receive authorisation
the economic growth they need
even for simple services to which
to create jobs and combat
they are entitled.
poverty.
This type of corruption is the
Corruption is also part of a
result of Kafkaesque red-tape
spiral that involves insecurity
restrictions compounded by the
and the fraying of state institulow income of civil servants. This
tions. It is no coincidence that
is not a victimless practice, as it
countries such as Libya, Sudan,
might seem, as it is the starting
Yemen, Syria and Iraq are at the
point for the permissive mindset
bottom of Transparency Internathat legitimises violations of the
tional’s rankings. Insecurity
law and destroys the credibilfeeds on informal economic
ity of public service.
systems where trafficking,
For many in the business
bribes and terrorist
communities of the
activities go hand in
Arab world, “small
hand.
Despite the
bribes” are sadly
For Arab protestdisplayed anger, the
part of doing
ers, corruption is
business. When
perceived as
attitude of the
that becomes the
unbearably
public regarding
norm, we are only
unfair. The
corruption is
a step away from
degree of frustraambiguous and adds
practices with
tion is often
to the complexity of
even more sweepcommensurate
combating it.
ing effects such as
with young people’s
tax evasion, which
level of education and
deprives the state of
their degree of political
awareness. In most cases,
revenue it desperately
they see a fundamental
needs. Transparency Internacontradiction between their
tional estimates that tax evasion
deep yearning for self-esteem
costs Palestinian authorities,
and their chronic marginalisaalone, $800 million of income
tion in society.
each year.
Their revolt against corruption
Another factor that numbs
is a revolt against official
reactions to corruption in the
narratives that promised them
Arab region is that, in a world of
careers and opportunities but
tribal and regional loyalties,
the social elevator that was
intercession by relatives is
supposed to take them places left
perceived by many as an entitlewithout them.
ment. Call it “wasta” if you are in
Because politicians are
Egypt or “aktaf” if you are in
perceived as the power tools of
Tunisia, it amounts to the same

W

thing: cutting through the queue
where others have been waiting
for a long time. In too many
instances, it is not just leveraging
family connections because
money changes hands.
It is nonetheless large-scale
and politically related corruption
that gets the attention and
ignites mass uprisings in the
region.
In oil-rich countries such as
Iraq or Algeria, abuse of public
funds by senior politicians is
seen as the main reason for the
near bankruptcy of the countries’ nominally well-endowed
economies. For Algerian demonstrators, suspected financial
abuses by the former ruling
“gang” members are not just
criminal, they are unpatriotic.
In countries trying to overcome turmoil, there is also the
risk of vindictiveness taking the
upper hand over the need to shed
light on corruption allegations
and render the corrupt accountable. Mustapha Bouchachi, one
of the leaders of Algeria’s street
protests, warned against “political bias motivating judicial
prosecution of businessmen.”
As a jurist, he saw the dangers
involved in using trials to settle
political scores. “We are in
favour of prosecution but not
selective prosecution or the
weaponisation of justice,”
Bouchachi said.
Fighting corruption in a
climate of revolutionary fervour
has as much to do with cathartic
release as it does with real
accountability. In Arab-Islamic
societies, corruption can be
made to carry a dangerous
religious connotation. Corruption is translated in Arabic as
“fassad,” the meaning of which
covers not just the wide spectrum of financial abuses but also
immoral or anti-Islamic behaviour. Street definitions of
corruption can nudge chaotic
situations towards the slippery
road of mob vendettas.
Sustainable victory over
corruption requires a rule of law
buttressed by a system of checks
and balances and a transparent
judicial process in which citizens
are all equal in text and in
practice. Establishing the
template for that kind of system
may not take place in time for the
evening news but it is a safer bet
than adding cases of injustice to
those of corruption.
Oussama Romdhani is Editor-inChief of The Arab Weekly.

Francis Ghilès

he sacking of Algerian
state oil company
Sonatrach CEO Abdelmoumen Ould Kaddour
could usher in major
reforms in the key sector
the country’s economy.
Sonatrach employs 120,000
people and accounts for 95% of
Algeria’s export income. Until the
advent of Abdelaziz Bouteflika to
the presidency 20 years ago, it was
run by skilled and honest people.
So was the Ministry of Energy. That
changed in 1999 with the appointment of Chakib Khelil to the energy
portfolio, which he held for more
than a decade.
Although the powers he wielded
were unprecedented since independence, he was sacked in 2010
after a critical report by the
Algerian Department of Intelligence and Security (DRS) forced
Bouteflika to sacrifice one of his
liegemen, who allowed the clan of
shady businessmen around the
head of state to get their snouts in
the oil and gas trough.
Khelil worked at the World Bank
from 1980-99 and built close links
with Dick Cheney, who would later
serve as US vice-president, and his
oil and gas services company,
Halliburton.
The style of management of Ould
Kaddour, who was recently sacked
by the army Chief-of-Staff General
Ahmed Gaid Salah, is suspected of
corrupt practices that became the
hallmark of a company that had
been the proud symbol of Algerian
know-how.
He was a protege of Khelil, who
put him in charge of Brown, Root &
Condor (BRC) in the mid-2000s.
This joint venture specialised in
engineering work for Algerian
companies (Sonatrach and the
Nuclear Centre at Draria) and the
British subsidiary (KRB) of Halliburton.
BRC was alleged to have received
large kickbacks from Sonatrach and
the Ministry of Defence for work
carried out at their behest in
Algeria during the boom years
induced by higher oil prices. The
DRS pressed charges of spying for a
foreign power (the United States)
and Ould Kaddour was sentenced
to prison by the military court in
Blida.
Ould Kaddour’s appointment in
2017 signalled a strong return of US
oil interests in Algeria. The
companies had not appreciated the
agreement about a major solar
energy contract with Italian giant
ENI. The Italian company’s
founder, Enrico Mattei, had
advised the Algerians during their
negotiations during the Treaty of
Evian which, in 1962, led to the
independence of Algeria. The
company has retained very strong
links with Algeria over 60 years.
Ould Kaddour’s appointment
came as a bolt from the blue but he
wasted no time in showing his
pro-American credentials. In
November, he bought a 70-year-old
oil refinery in Sicily from ExxonMobil, which had failed to find a
buyer for years. The price of nearly
$1 billion seemed to Sonatrach
insiders exorbitant. Algeria needs
to import nearly $2 billion worth of
refined products annually because
it lacks refining capacity but this
could have been done at a fraction
of the money spent on buying the
Augusta refinery by refining
Algerian crude abroad.
Senior Sonatrach officials and
the Ministry of Energy said they
suspect this only one of many
questionable deals.
Ould Kaddour also promoted
out-of-court settlements in
disputes with foreign partners over

and above the traditional recourse
to arbitration. Sonatrach has, over
the decades, won most of these
cases so why change tack and
resort to out-of-court agreements
whose terms remain confidential?
More broadly, Ould Kaddour’s
desperate attempts to interest
ExxonMobil in investing in Algeria
raised many questions. The US
giant had never shown interest in
investing in the country. The key
question remains: How could a
man convicted of espionage be
entrusted with the future of the key
company in Algeria?
After Khelil was sacked, all
vice-presidents of Sonatrach — bar
one — were taken to court on
charges of corruption. The sentences left a bitter aftertaste among
employees of the company, the
feeling that minor fry were paying
for the corruption of senior
members of the Bouteflika clan.
Four corruption charges filed
against Khelil, and then dropped,
have been reopened by the
Supreme Court in Algiers.
Fish rots from the head downward. Nothing illustrates this adage
better than the Ould Kaddour saga.
The type of management by Khelil
and Ould Kaddour forced hundreds
of excellent Algerian technicians to
flee their country for jobs abroad
where their skills are much
appreciated. Ould Kaddour’s
demise was greeted with undiluted
joy by many in Sonatrach.
However, the manner Gaid Salah
fired Ould Kaddour poses many
questions. It comes amid Algerian
courts calling on senior businessmen and officials to testify about
alleged corruption. Some have
been arrested. Not all of them were
close to Bouteflika.
Leaving Sonatrach rudderless is
extremely dangerous. The company risks losing the trust of some
of its key foreign partners. Today, it
faces three challenges: over its
future strategy, at home and
abroad; over the cleaning out of the
Augean stables of corruption that
characterise Algeria; over the loss
of thousands of engineers.
Due process of law is essential. It
not up to the army, even less to its
chief, who was well acquainted
over more than a decade with how
Sonatrach was managed, to get
involved in a sector in which he has
no competence.
Beyond Sonatrach, Gaid Salah’s
behaviour is increasingly controversial. Backed by Interim President Abdelkader Bensalah, the
interim leader of the second
chamber of parliament Salah
Goudjil and Mouad Bouchareb,
acting secretary-general of the
former single ruling National
Liberation Party — all of whom
were fervent supporters of Bouteflika, the chief of staff is legalising
some parties but not others, some
religious organisations but not
others and adamantly refusing to
legalise the independent League of
Human Rights.
This arbitrary behaviour is aimed
at maintaining as much of the deep
state as possible ahead of presidential elections planned for early
July.
Not one Algerian is duped of this
game of bluff and millions clamour
their opposition every Friday. They
deserve to have a convincing
interim administration composed
of politicians of standing and
repute, young and old who can
manage the country’s affairs until
elections take place. There is no
shortage of competent practitioners, be it in the field of energy or
beyond. The millions of demonstrators to whom Salah is throwing
red meat remain unconvinced of
his honesty or good intentions.
Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.
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Burial of Islamist
leader in Algeria
a bellwether of
fading Islamism
Lamine Ghanmi
Tunis

T

he burial of Algerian Islamist leader Abbassi Madani,
whose Islamic Salvation
Front dominated the country’s first free elections in the
1990s, drew relatively low attendance, which reflected the tribulations Islamists in the Maghreb face
at home and abroad.
Madani’s followers said “hundreds of thousands” of supporters
would attend prayers April 25 to
pay Madani, who died April 24 in
Qatar at the age of 88, tribute before his burial.
However, a crowd of 5,00020,000 attended the rally in Algiers’s Belcourt district, a former
stronghold of the Islamic Salvation
Front, police said.

While Madani’s supporters
wished “God will accept
him in the paradise,” other
Algerians posted
comments recalling the
bloodshed Madani and his
backers caused.
The event came while Algerians have been enjoying their
greatest moment of freedom with
hundreds of thousands of people
marching each Friday since February 22 to press for political reforms

to change the way the country has
been ruled since independence 57
years ago.
The protests showed the societal
shift from Islamism, which was a
legitimising force for opposition by
disgruntled youth.
Protesters, with a noticeable
presence of women, have made
unprecedented references to Algerian secularism-based nationalism
and showed determination to incorporate global values of democracy, governance and tolerance in
contrast to “us versus them” ideology and politics long advocated
by Islamists in Algeria and the
Maghreb.
“All the conditions are met to
make the funeral a show of support that remains for the Islamic
Salvation Front,” said political
writer Nidal Alaoui. “The authorities made no effort to prevent that
support from being displayed as
they have interest in awakening
the Islamist beast.”
Observers said attendance by
Islamists was low compared to
the numbers of people gathered
for the farewell of pro-democracy
leader Hocine Ait Ahmed in 2015
and popular artists such as Amar
Ezzahi in 2016 and Matoub Lounes
in 1998.
“When the death of artists
moved more than the passing of
Abbassi Madani, that means a big
change in the mentalities of the
people,” said Alaoui.
Sociologist and Algiers univer-

No turning back. Mourners carry a picture of Abbassi Madani, founder of Algeria’s banned Islamic
Salvation Front, as they gather outside his home in Algiers, April 27.
sity teacher Said Benmerad saw in
Madani’s burial the end of political Islam as the dominant political
force that lures youth.
“I’m sure the political and warrior Islam has been buried with Abbassi Madani. The time of Madani
and the time of his party are dead
and very dead,” he said.
“Algerian youth are not willing
to pay attention to the promises of
paradise dangled by the Islamists,”
said civic society activist Samir
Bouakouir.
While
Madani’s
supporters
wished “God will accept him in the
paradise,” other Algerians posted
comments on social media recalling the bloodshed Madani and his
backers caused.
“All those people who asked celestial mercy for Madani could be
either idiots or terrorists or maybe
both,” said Mourad Boualem.

Myriam Hilal said: “My prayers
and thinking go to all the victims
of the Islamist terrorism in Algeria
and abroad at this moment.”
An estimated 200,000 Algerians,
most of them civilians, were killed
in massacres blamed on Islamists
during the 1992-2003 civil war.
Madani’s followers formed the
Islamic Salvation Army to spearhead jihad before splitting into
the Armed Islamic Group, which
evolved into a jihadist group that
became a branch of al-Qaeda in the
Maghreb.
Algeria’s Islamist jihadists pioneered tactics of gruesome killing
and fighting, including hijacking
planes, that were later used by alQaeda in its September 11, 2001, attacks on the United States.
Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb
mourned Madani and praised him
for leaving a “heavy ideological in-

(AFP)

heritance, combat and values,” an
indication of the blurred lines between jihadist groups and Islamist parties seeking power through
elections.
Madani, following the same path
as other Islamist leaders in the
Maghreb, started with civic associations focused on “Islamic values” before growing into a political
force.
In the 1960s, he established al Qiyam al Islamiya association, which
was banned after he denounced
the execution of Sayyid Qutb, who
was convicted of plotting to assassinate Egyptian President Gamal
Abdel Nasser.
Qutb’s Islamist theories inspired
Muslim Brotherhood sympathisers
and many Islamic extremists. For
Algeria, it gave Madani ideological
ammunition to the legacy of radicalism and bloodshed.

Wariness grows about role of militants in fighting over Tripoli
Powder keg.
Fighters
loyal to the
UN-recognised
Government of
National
Accord load a
cannon during
clashes in
Esbeia, south
of Tripoli,
April 29. (AFP)

Michel Cousins

Tunis

W

ith the offensive by the
Libyan National Army
into its second month,
the battle for Tripoli remains bogged down. Increased use
of air power by both sides has had little consequence on the ground.
There was a major battle May 2 for
Esbeia, south of Tripoli’s destroyed
international airport, in which an estimated 70 fighters loyal to the Tripoli-based Government of National Accord (GNA) of Prime Minister Fayez
al-Sarraj were reported killed.
The Libyan National Army (LNA),
led by Field-Marshal Khalifa Haftar,
appears to have retained control of
the strategically important town on
the road to the LNA bastion of Tarhouna.
There were reports of the LNA
sending reinforcements to Gharyan,
80km south of Tripoli — again strategically important, controlling the
main route from the south to the
capital. However, the lines remain
the same.
Observers inside and outside Libya said there are fears that the fighting could empower militants to gain
control of the city.
There have been militants travelling, mainly from Turkey, to join the
fight, including Tripoli Revolutionaries Brigade commanders who had
been ordered out of the country by
the brigade’s leader Haithem Tajouri.
Joining the fray on the side of the
UN-backed Presidential Council
have been groups such as the Benghazi Defence Brigades — many of its
fighters having been in al-Qaedalinked Ansar Al-Sharia movement,

designated by the United States and
the United Kingdom as a terrorist organisation — and the militia run by
Misratan radical Salah Badi. Until the
LNA began its offensive, he was a foe
of the Presidential Council.
Also taking part in the GNA’s defence are prominent militants such
as Murad Shetaw, Bashir Khalfallah
and UN-sanctioned Abdulrahman
al-Milad.
Nicknamed “Bija” and head of the
Coast Guard in Zawia, 40km west
of Tripoli, Milad is accused of collaboration with human traffickers
and brutality against migrants. Like
Badi, Khalfallah — known as “Bugra”
(“The Cow”) — had been a bitter opponent of the Presidential Council
and the GNA. In the last year and a

half, he has attacked Tripoli’s Mitiga
airport three times trying to free Islamist prisoners held there.
The militants’ position towards
the Presidential Council was made
clear by Misrata’s Mohamed Bayou,
who was quoted as saying: “We do
not trust them but today we are in
the same trench.”
Known as “Shere Khan” after “The
Jungle Book“ tiger, Bayou was killed
in fighting in southern Tripoli in late
April, a few days after his brother
was killed. His leaderless forces have
reportedly returned to Misrata but it
has had little effect on the battle on
the ground
The prospect of fighting running
into months on end and fears about
the empowerment of militants in

Tripoli appears to be having effects
outside the country, making key international supporters of the LNA,
notably Russia and France, think
about the way ahead.
The Russian Foreign Ministry said
Russian Deputy Foreign Minister
Mikhail Bogdanov, in an April 29
phone conversation with GNA Foreign Minister Mohamed Siala, said
there had to be a political solution to
the crisis, as proposed by UN Special
Envoy to Libya Ghassan Salame.
The following day, Moscow reported that Russian President Vladimir
Putin and Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan agreed on the need
for a ceasefire and the restart of Salame’s political process.
In an interview with Le Figaro

published May 2, French Foreign
Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian, while
appearing to defend France’s support of Haftar, referred to Haftar’s
“imprudence” in attacking Tripoli,
agreed that it had not worked and
said Paris was making efforts to ensure a ceasefire and relaunch of a political solution through Salame.
He also stressed the fears about extremists backing the GNA.
Among those supporting the GNA,
he said, were “certain groups” linked
to political Islam that maintained
links with jihadist groups. There
were also “mafia gangs of smugglers
who torture and enslave migrants.”
They were not fighting for Sarraj
“but for the protection of their criminal activities,” he insisted.
There was also distinct criticism of
Libyan Interior Minister and Interim
Minister of Defence Fathi Bashagha
and Turkey, which strongly supports
Sarraj, and the GNA. This may open a
war of words between Paris and Ankara.
Bashagha, Le Drian said, had criticised France for its supposed interference in the Libyan crisis but he
noted that Bashagha “does not hesitate spending time in Turkey,” so he
did not know who was really interfering.
US President Donald Trump’s
move to designate the Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist group confirms
his stand against pro-Sarraj allies in
Tripoli. Quoting US officials, Bloomberg News reported that Trump had
indicated in an April 15 phone call
with Haftar that the United States
“supported an assault on the country’s capital to depose its UN-backed
government.”
Michel Cousins is a contributor to
The Arab Weekly on Libyan issues.
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Welcoming Ramadan

T

he first week of May ushers in the
beginning of the Muslim holy month
of Ramadan.
The month-long fast, which is one
of the five pillars of Islam, affects the
lives of the overwhelming majority of
the 1.8 billion Muslims around the world.
Observant Muslims do not eat, drink or smoke
from sunrise to sunset. Beyond that, it is a month
of spirituality, exertion and self-restraint.
Even though the calendar of activity is
adjusted to the time practising Muslims abstain
from eating and break their fast, it is a month
during which work is supposed to continue at all
levels.
Regional and international event calendars are
punctuated with the social requirements of the
month. In today’s interconnected world, the
Muslim communities’ Western partners, be they
in business or in politics, are showing growing
cross-cultural sensitivity.
It is a positive sign that a strategic intelligence
firm such as the US-based Stratfor felt the need
to draw the attention of its clients in a special
report to “Ways Businesses and Travellers Can
Prepare for Ramadan 2019″ offering security tips
but also advice “to avoid offending local sensibilities during Ramadan.”
Ramadan is a month during which the lives of
Muslims are permeated not just by a general
atmosphere of religious piety but also with a
festive mood of celebration and joy, especially
during the evening.
The coexistence of the two trends of worship
and joyful celebration is reflective of the
fundamental coexistence between the practice
of the faith and the celebration of life that has
always characterised Islam. Social tolerance has
been the rule if not the ideal for the overwhelming majority of Muslims.
Still, in Ramadan and during the rest of the
year, there will be always those who try to
impose themselves as the guardians of an
austere interpretation of the faith. Using
religious rites or social charity for political gain
is rejected as a transparent and opportunistic
form of exploitation of the faith.
Some extremist groups see Ramadan not as a
month of serenity and peace but an occasion to
commit acts of terrorism against anyone who
does not share their creed.
Their misdeeds are anathema to Islam and
have nothing to with Ramadan’s spirituality and
joy.

The re-emergence
of Baghdadi

T

he appearance of Islamic State leader
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi for the first
time in five years was meant as a
morale booster for his misguided
followers and as a warning to the
rest of the world that the terrorist
group is not finished after the dismantling of
its so-called caliphate.
The video in which he was shown was meant
to detail the global aspirations of the Islamic
State (ISIS), especially beyond its defeat in the
Levant.
The propaganda video released April 29
shows that “ISIS has not completely disappeared but suffered painful blows,” said Iraqi
Prime Minister Adel Abdul-Mahdi.
Coming on the heels of the Sri Lanka bombings of April 21, which killed more than 250
people, Baghdadi’s appearance should serve as
a warning of possible attempts by ISIS and its
dormant cells to inspire other murderous
attacks.
The Wall Street Journal wrote May 2 that “the
Islamic State has lost its caliphate in the Middle
East but it retains the capability to cause
mayhem thousands of miles away. This is the
grim lesson of the Easter Sunday attacks in Sri
Lanka.”
This is why the release of the video on the eve
of the Muslim holy month of Ramadan should
inspire legitimate concern even though the
organisation is very much weakened and its
potential followers under the radar of international security services.
The religious occasion is traditionally used
by jihadist groups to incite additional terrorist
activities.
Security experts are checking the authenticity of the video but also for hidden messages to
potential followers. Baghdadi is shown to
receive hard copy folders containing information about specific regions of the world that
ISIS considers its “provinces.”
Experts, who have monitored al-Qaeda
videos, will be trying to find out whether they
should see any specific warning in the mention
of some regions and not of others. Whatever
flag they carry, terrorist groups remain a
danger for all humanity.
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Lebanon needs a realistic Shia voice

C

Khairallah Khairallah
Lebanon has much to lose if it circumvents required reforms and
pursues a policy based on the fact that Hezbollah is a Lebanese party.

onsidering the increasingly complex regional
conditions, Lebanon’s
predicament is getting
worse. At the root of
this is a refusal to deal
with reality, which says the Lebanese formula is open to improvement and is much stronger than
believed.
Who among us had imagined
that the Syrian Army would one
day exit Lebanon? Who could have
imagined that Palestinian militants would no longer be deployed
all over Lebanese territory after
they had established a banana
republic?
Realism dictates that Lebanon
must be reconciled with itself, preserve its interests and learn from
its mistakes, especially from those
made since 1969.
That year Lebanon signed the
Cairo agreement. There was no
awareness of the reality then and
not even a minimum of common
sense. The political class in the
Arab world was oblivious to the
reality on the field, including that
all the Arab armies were defeated
in 1967 in the war against Israel.
Given that reality, how could the
Palestinian territories be liberated
by Palestinian militants based in
Lebanon?
Frankly, what Lebanese leaders
lack is openness. Sheikh Pierre
Gemayel was very realistic when
he said Lebanon’s strength was its
weakness. Unfortunately, he, too,
fell into the trap of resorting to
weapons in the confrontation with
the Palestinians when that step
should have been avoided.
He failed also to understand the
implications for Lebanon of the
rise of Hafez Assad and his regime
in Syria and the latter’s desire to
make full use of the Lebanese
Christians to push his agenda in
Lebanon.
Assad’s goal was to have
Lebanon in his grip, sometimes
by claiming that he wanted to
protect the Lebanese Christians at
all times by playing the Palestinian
card.
This largely explains why he
objected to any settlement that
would have benefited the Palestinians. He used to say that an independent Palestinian decision was
“a fallacy.” Without being aware
of it, Yasser Arafat helped Assad’s project because he believed
that Lebanon would lead him to
Palestine.
Arafat returned to the Palestin-

ian territories to be buried there
only after his departure from
Lebanon and after realising that
he had to deal with the balance
of power prevailing in the world
and without any illusions. He died
without achieving for his people
what he had always wanted.
Obviously, Arafat did not receive
any help from Israel. Even less
helpful was his belief that he
could exert military pressure on
it. Arafat went as far as importing
weapons from Iran.
Those familiar with that affair
know that it was an Iranian trap
and Arafat fell for it, just as he had
fallen into all the traps set for him
in Lebanon by Assad.
The truth is that Lebanon’s
power resided in its reliance on
reason. For example, when Lebanon refused to take part in the 1967
war against Israel, it was able to
preserve its territory.
Why, then, doesn’t Lebanon
continue to resort to reason to
protect itself and its experience?
This question is becoming urgent,
particularly because Lebanon has
missed all the opportunities that
followed the “Arab spring” and
shoved itself in the Syrian war.
Lebanon should have stayed out
of that war and dealt with the issue
of Syrian refugees by setting up
camps for them in certain areas to
facilitate their repatriation when
circumstances would permit it.
Will Lebanon regain the path of
reason and understand that there
is no such thing as “economic
resistance”? Those who say there
is such a thing are unaware of the
pressure exerted by the United
States on Iran and are especially ignorant of what the US administration can do if it decides to destroy
Lebanon economically, using the
excuse of Hezbollah’s and consequently Iran’s control of political
decisions in Lebanon.
This is not the time for bragging
and useless showing off. This is the
time to avoid sacrificing Lebanon
for Iran. This is the time for any
politician possessing the smallest
dose of courage to stand up and
tell it like it is to the Lebanese.
One brave man named Saad
Hariri has done that. He warned
the Lebanese against dragging their country to a fate like
Greece’s. Greece’s economy and its
banks had the good fortune of having the European Union intervene
to save them. Who will intervene
to save Lebanon when the disaster
occurs?

The Lebanese need to know that
their country is at a critical stage
and they must understand the balance of power in the region and the
world.
The Syrian regime, which some
naive people believe has recovered,
is but another copy of Saddam Hussein’s regime. To flee from its internal crisis in 1990, that regime found
nothing better to do than embark
on a crazy adventure in Kuwait.
There were in Lebanon at that
time some who were betting on
Saddam to win. What happened
was the consecration of the Syrian
occupation of Lebanon.
Perhaps the first thing that
Lebanese leaders, including Shias
who are not affiliated with Hezbollah, should do is adopt a frank and
transparent stance motivated by
the need to face reality and avoid
delusion. Shia leaders should tell
Hezbollah that Lebanon is more
important than Iran and that Iran
must not remain in Lebanon,
nor can it remain in Syria, Iraq or
Yemen in the long run.
Lebanon has much to lose if it
circumvents required reforms and
pursues a policy based on the fact
that Hezbollah is a Lebanese party.
If Hezbollah is far from calling itself
Lebanese, why do some Lebanese
officials resort to that ridiculous
subterfuge?
Reality says Iran cannot win its
war with the United States. It certainly can cancel its agreement to
the nuclear deal but that wouldn’t
change anything.
The problem of Europe and the
United States with Iran is no longer
residing in the nuclear deal. Their
problem concerns Iran’s ballistic
missiles and its behaviour outside
its borders. Iran has no solution
to its internal crisis other than
continuing to increase its meddling
outside its borders, including in
Lebanon.
Are there in Lebanon politicians
who want to understand that the
country’s interests require a new
balance of power that does not
consider the world as a charity?
Most important, there should be
Shia voices that dare say the game
of “resistance” and “refusal” is
outdated and that Lebanon must
deal with reality and not with the illusion that Hezbollah is a Lebanese
party. There is a need for a Shia
voice that will reconcile Lebanon
with reality.
Khairallah Khairallah is a Lebanese
writer.
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Baghdadi video shows evolving
threat from ISIS’s ‘virtual caliphate’

T

Gregory Aftandilian
While there is not enough evidence to say ISIS planned or directed the deadly Easter attacks
in Sri Lanka, the terrorists in that plot may have been inspired by ISIS propaganda.

he recent video appearance of Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi and his
praise of the largescale terrorist attacks
in Sri Lanka highlight
the continued threat the Islamic
State poses to countries around
the world, including the United
States.
The video aimed to underscore
that, despite the loss of its territory and so-called caliphate in Syria
and Iraq, the Islamic State (ISIS)
will be a force to reckon with in
the coming years, especially because it seems to inspire extremists around the globe. While there
is not enough evidence to say ISIS
planned or directed the deadly
Easter attacks in Sri Lanka, the
terrorists in that plot may have
been inspired by ISIS propaganda.
Soon after those attacks, FBI
Director Christopher Wray, speaking April 26 at the Council on
Foreign Relations in Washington,
warned of the evolving threat
from ISIS’s “virtual caliphate.”
The “threat isn’t gone,” he emphasised and countries around the
world should not be complacent
about it. Online radicalisation,
he added, is becoming a “bigger
and bigger problem” and so the
“threat is real.”
This is not the first such warning from Wray. Last October, he
told a congressional committee
that ISIS has “proven dangerously competent in employing
digital communication” and that
such terrorists can “spot, assess,
recruit and radicalise vulnerable
persons” in the United States to
travel abroad or “conduct an attack on the homeland.”
In his Council on Foreign Relations appearance, Wray, perhaps

Continued
threat.
Members of
the New York
City Police
Counterterrorism force
stand guard
in Times
Square in
New York
City.
(AFP)

indirectly referring to US President Donald Trump, said “people
talk about ISIS and the fall of the
caliphate — absolutely true” but
added that the FBI worries about
how ISIS can “organise in a way”
that doesn’t require “the same
kind of physical infrastructure.”
Trump has made several
comments in recent months
suggesting that the fight against
ISIS was over. In December, he
declared: “We have won against
ISIS… we’ve beaten them badly.
We’ve taken back the land.” In
late February, Trump said: “You
kept hearing it was 90%, 92%, the
caliphate in Syria, now it’s 100%.
We have the whole thing.”
He seemed oblivious to the fact
that an estimated 20,000-30,000
ISIS fighters escaped the destruction of the caliphate and hid in
communities in both Syria and
Iraq, various experts said. Some
of those fighters have shifted
tactics and undertaken classic terrorist attacks, as opposed to the
previous policy of trying to hold
territory.
Indeed, in January, ISIS took re-

sponsibility for a terrorist bombing in northern Syria that killed 19
people, including four Americans.
ISIS cells have undertaken several
terrorist attacks in Iraq in recent
months.
Iraqi Prime Minister Adel Abdul-Mahdi, like Wray, has warned
of the threat, stating that ISIS “is
not just a small organisation, it’s
widespread and will try to put
confidence back in its militants
and carry out acts such as those in
Sri Lanka.”
Some terrorism experts say
that, in addition to ISIS fighters
who escaped the fall of the physical caliphate, the organisation
transferred “caches of money
and gold” to other locations,
said Edmund Fitton-Brown, the
former UK ambassador to Yemen
and now coordinator of the UN
Analytical Support and Sanctions
Monitoring Team concerning ISIS
and other terrorist groups.
With such prominent people, including the FBI director,
warning about not being complacent and taking a victory lap,
why is Trump not recognising

these realities?
This has to do with his 2016
campaign pledge to wipe out ISIS
and Trump’s nervousness that his
supposed singular foreign policy
success will be diminished if the
American people in 2020 consider
ISIS a continuing threat to the US
homeland.
Trump’s foreign policy positions in 2016 were contradictory
but seemed to resonate with a
substantial portion of the American people. He called US interventions in the Middle East — such as
the Iraq war of 2003 — a “disaster”
and a very costly mistake but also
said he was determined to eradicate ISIS, saying he would “bomb
the sh.. out of them,” to keep the
American people safe.
With ISIS having lost its physical caliphate, Trump wanted to
use that development to boast
that he accomplished two goals,
defeating this terrorist group and
bringing US troops home. He has
backtracked on the latter, agreeing
to keep about 400 troops in Syria
after stating he wanted to bring all
of them home from that country,
but he has not backtracked on his
claims to the former.
This is not at all surprising since
Trump has exhibited a disdain
for the professional intelligence
services. In late January, he
lashed out at his intelligence
chiefs for giving public analytical
assessments to Congress, which,
among other things, said ISIS was
degraded but not defeated — not
music to Trump’s ears.
Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer
in the Pardee School of Global
Studies at Boston University and
a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.

Corporate West embraces Ramadan but
culturally it’s a work in progress
Rashmee Roshan Lall

A

At some point, there will come a realisation that cultural distinctions between Muslims
and local communities in the West are narrowing, with Ramadan as a case in point.
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period immediately preceding
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the United States, where 80% of
the country’s 3.45 million Muslims say they observe Ramadan.
Ironically, merchants everywhere can count on consumption inexorably rising during a
month dedicated to abstinence
from sunrise to sunset.
What’s clear is growing
corporate acceptance of the
Muslim presence in the West.
There is increasing willingness to
make money selling halal food,
cosmetics and travel, Islamic
financial products and modest
fashion.
What of cultural acceptance?
That remains a work in progress.
Consider the debate around
Ilhan Omar, the hijab-wearing
American-Somali who was one
of the first two Muslim women
elected to the US Congress. Omar
has featured in a video tweeted
by US President Donald Trump.
The video reran Omar’s remarks
about civil rights for American
Muslims after 9/11 but they were
juxtaposed with footage of the
Twin Towers as they fell.
Omar has also been the target
of a poster display by Trump’s
Republican Party in the West
Virginia legislature, comparing
her to the 9/11 terrorists.
Admittedly, Omar’s comments
on the issues of the day are not
always well-judged or carefully
phrased but the attempt to link
her to mass murderers seems to
focus on her choice of headgear
and her faith. While Omar may
be the most prominent American
Muslim facing hostility, she is
hardly alone in her predicament.

As for the United Kingdom,
the Islamophobia national monitoring project Tell MAMA has
claimed an almost 600% rise
in incidents in the week after
the March 15 mass shootings at
two mosques in New Zealand.
Tell MAMA said the incidents
included people pretending to
point pistols at Muslim women,
comments about British Muslims and “associating” with the
Christchurch shooter’s actions.
How to explain this aggression even as there are commercial moves to cater to Western
Muslims? A society’s cultural
perceptions change slower than
corporate strategies.
At some point, there will
come a realisation that cultural
distinctions between Muslims
and local communities in the
West are narrowing, with Ramadan as a case in point.
For instance, the preferred
iftar choice for fasting 18-to-24year-olds in the United Kingdom is chicken and chips, which
can truthfully be described as
pretty darn British. American
Muslim families routinely
queue up for suhoor at IHOP,
the 24-hour pancake chain.
Business knows Muslims are
a valuable part of the Western
market. In this appreciation,
it is well ahead of the rest of
society.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at www.
rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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Defeat in eastern
Syria forces
Baghdadi out
of his hideout
Iman Zayat

Tunis

F

or the first time in five years,
elusive Islamic State leader
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi appeared on video, proving he
is alive despite the crumbling of his
so-called caliphate.
Baghdadi’s media appearance,
after the loss of the Islamic State’s
(ISIS) final stronghold of Baghouz,
Syria, shows that the group is looking to reinforce morale among supporters and extremist cadres in
Syria, Iraq and elsewhere.
It comes as Baghdadi’s grip on
the extremist group is reportedly
slipping. Intelligence reports suggest Baghdadi loyalists have been
at odds with a competing ISIS faction seeking Baghdadi’s ouster
since last September. On January
7, reports claimed, the internal rupture culminated in a gunfight, forcing Baghdadi to flee Baghouz with
his bodyguards.
Abu Muhammad al-Husseini
al-Hashimi, a senior ISIS figure, is
believed to be leading the charge
against Baghdadi. Hashimi recently released a 231-page book titled
“Keep Back the Hands from Allegiance to al-Baghdadi,” calling for
an uprising against the ISIS leader.
In the book, Hashimi levels the
first open challenge to Baghdadi
from within ISIS’s senior ranks,
writing that Baghdadi is a ruthless
ruler who destroyed the organisation’s reputation with his oppressive and excessively violent behaviour.
This may help explain why Baghdadi was willing to risk the release

of what was only his second video
appearance: He needed to prove he
is alive and in command.
Baghdadi’s appearance in the
18-minute clip — he looks older
than his 47 years but in apparent
good health — challenges US and
Russian intelligence reports that he
may have been killed or severely
wounded in an air strike in Syria.
In fact, Baghdadi goes out of
his way to appear strong, militant
and resolute in the video. With a
Kalashnikov rifle by his side and
wearing a pocketed vest, he vows
ISIS will wage a “long battle” and
enact “vengeance” for the group’s
defeat in Baghouz.
In a post audio recording, Baghdadi shows that he is up to speed
with current events, claiming that
the Sri Lanka attacks on April 21
were an act of “vengeance for their
brothers in Baghouz.” Without apparent irony, he condemns the
“barbarism and brutality” of the
West compared with what he describes as the “courage and resilience” of ISIS fighters.
The Sri Lanka attackers claimed
allegiance to ISIS but it is unclear
whether the group merely inspired
or directly plotted the carnage.
The video provides no clues to
Baghdadi’s whereabouts but US officials and Syrian defence forces
said he is likely hiding in the desert
wastelands of Syria and Iraq and
constantly on the move.
Baghdadi’s only prior video appearance was five years ago when
he announced the declaration of
the ISIS caliphate during a sermon
in Mosul, Iraq.
ISIS’s final pocket of territory in
eastern Syria, Baghouz, was taken
by the US-backed Syrian Demo-

Where it belongs. An Islamic State flag lies in an encampment in Baghouz after the city’s liberation
by Syrian Democratic Forces, March 23. 						
(AP)
cratic Forces (SDF) on March 23,
after which thousands of ISIS fighters and their relatives reportedly
fled the city. The UK-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights
said many were moved to al-Hol,
a camp for the displaced in northeastern Syria that holds more than
70,000 people.
The defeat left ISIS at its lowest
point since Baghdadi declared his
caliphate in 2014. It controls no
territory in Syria and Iraq, where
it once reigned over large tracts of
land, is waging fewer attacks and
has a dwindling supply of foreign
fighters and recruits. However, the
group is viewed as far more powerful today than it was when US forces pulled out of Iraq in 2011.
ISIS seems to have shifted more
to hit-and-run guerrilla tactics, including targeted assassinations,
bombings, ambushes and raids. Its
fighters have also begun to reach
out to decentralised supporters
around the world who have no material connection to the group but
share its ideology, following the
strategy of al-Qaeda, from which

ISIS emerged.
Even on the ground ISIS remains
a threat.
US Army General Joseph Votel
said ISIS has tens of thousands of
fighters in Iraq and Syria who could
form sleeper cells, leaving large
areas insecure. ISIS affiliates in
Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula, Afghanistan and other countries remain
active.
Since July 2018, the group has
carried out more than 260 attacks
outside its controlled territories in
Syria, the Global Terrorism Database of the University of Maryland
said.
Most of the attacks were targeted
at Syrian soldiers and SDF members as well as civilians.
In April, Reuters reported a
steady increase in attacks on SDFcontrolled areas in north-eastern
Syria on the border with Turkey,
down the Euphrates River towards
the border with Iraq. Residents
there reported a wave of assassinations of SDF fighters and commanders in recent months.
Baghdadi’s re-emergence poses

a new dilemma for US and European policymakers: How can they
prevent him from re-energising
decentralised fighters, regrouping
fragmented elements and inspiring
supporters to carry out lone-wolf
attacks?
The United States responded by
vowing to track down and defeat
surviving ISIS radicals. The US-led
coalition, the US State Department
said, would “ensure an enduring
defeat of these terrorists and that
any leaders who remain are delivered the justice that they deserve.”
As for the Syrian regime of
Bashar Assad and his Russian allies, the focus is on Idlib and the
jihadist organisations active there,
notably Hayat Tahrir al-Sham,
which controls up to two-thirds of
the province.
An offensive is apparently looming, with reports of Syrian and Russian air power leading a large-scale
attack on radicals’ strongholds in
north-western Syria.
Iman Zayat is Managing Editor of
The Arab Weekly.

A power struggle between radicals looms in Idlib
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

T

he sudden re-emergence of
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the
self-appointed caliph of the
Islamic State, did not alarm
his former friend and present rival
Abu Mohammad al-Julani.
Stripped of all territory once under his control, with an army that
crumbled throughout the deserts of
Syria and Iraq, al-Baghdadi poses little threat to Julani’s powerful Hayat
Tahrir al-Sham (HTS), an organisation deeply rooted at its home base
in Syria.
Much of Julani’s success is based
on learning from mistakes made
by the Islamic State (ISIS). To begin
with, his organisation had no territorial ambition beyond Syria, unlike Baghdadi who tried to expand
both horizontally and vertically,
setting up a wobbly state with weak
foundations in 2014, with affiliate
branches in Egypt, Libya, Lebanon
and Nigeria.
He bit off more than he could
chew, striking deep in Europe and
the Far East, sending shivers down
the spine of the international community with gruesome videos of his
men chopping off the heads of “infidels,” defectors and opponents.
Julani did none of the above, appearing more “moderate” than his
former fellow inmate at Camp Bucca
in Iraq. Julani had very few foreign
fighters in his ranks, relying almost
exclusively on Syrians, like himself,

who spoke one language, came from
similar backgrounds and knew the
terrain on which they were fighting.
At one point, the two men were
the most powerful jihadi commanders in the Syrian battlefield but not
anymore. Baghdadi is out of fashion
and Julani is coming to terms with a
far more capable and dangerous opponent, a Syrian like himself, who
heads an offshoot of HTS called Hurras al-Din.
The group was founded in February 2018 by a handful of HTS defectors who opposed Julani’s drift from
al-Qaeda. That move, announced
two years earlier, was planned to
give HTS (then known as Jabhat
al-Nusra) a facelift, making it more
acceptable to mainstream jihadis.
Defectors accused Julani of “selling
out” on the jihadi cause and vowed
to bring him down.
Hurras al-Din’s founder and chief
ideologue is Samir Hijazi (aka Abu
Humam al-Shami), a Syrian veteran
of the Afghan War who once served
as Julani’s top military commander.
Trained by none other than Osama
bin Laden at the infamous al-Ghuraba Camp, Hijazi was once in charge
of Kandahar Airport under Taliban
rule, with access to the first generation of jihadi leaders such as Ayman
al-Zawahiri and Abu Musab al-Suri.
Bin Laden made Hijazi commander of the Syrian contingent in Afghanistan, after which he returned
briefly to the Middle East and was
jailed for five years in Lebanon, before joining al-Qaeda in Iraq. His
jihadi credentials, amassed over a
30-year career, are far greater than

A battle for power. Syrian fighters during a graduation of new Hayat Tahrir
al-Sham (HTS) members at a camp in northern Idlib, last August.
(AFP)
those of Julani, who emerged only
after the US occupation of Iraq 16
years ago.
Other heavyweights with Hurras al-Din include Iyad Tobassi, the
brother-in-law of Abu Musab al-Zarqawi; Sami Oraydi, the former chief
sharia officer with al-Nusra; and Saif
al-Adel, a veteran Egyptian jihadist and member of al-Qaeda’s Shura
Council, wanted for his role in the
1998 bombing of the US Embassy in
Kenya.
Tobassi outflanks Julani in family affiliation, Oraydi in religious
credentials (with a PhD in al-Hadith
and Islamic sharia) and Adel in war
medals related to the jihadi cause.
These men are famous and popular,

with legendary status in the jihadi
community and a reputation for seriousness and financial impeccability. They have everything that Julani
lacks — and needs.
Additionally, Hurras al-Din seems
to be learning from the mistakes of
HTS, just like HTS learnt from the
mistakes of ISIS, a logical curve in
the jihadi community. Currently
situated in Idlib, Hurras al-Din has
no ambition of expanding within
the Syrian patchwork, although
Tobassi is well-connected to the
underground jihadi movement in
southern Syria, where he served as
commander in 2011-15.
Second, they are all at arms length
from any media exposure, avoiding

the interviews, televised speeches
or online social media buzz that
Baghdadi and Julani were famous
for, preferring to focus on a more
grass-roots and low-profile strategy.
This very little exposure has
raised curiosity among the young
people of Idlib, who are flocking to
their ranks, wanting to know more
about the jihadi group with an Aclass team of founders.
Third, they are not making empty promises and not offering more
money than they can afford to their
fighters. Inasmuch as they would
love to see a global caliphate under
their rule, they seem content with
continuing to rule Idlib — or even
parts of it.
The battle for Idlib is temporarily
on hold, Russian President Vladimir
Putin said. Speaking in Beijing in
late April, Putin said Russia was
committed to eradicating the terrorist threat in Idlib but added: “Right
now, we and our Syrian friends consider that to be inadvisable.”
Putin will be giving his Turkish
ally, President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, the chance to cleanse the
province of jihadi groups, as agreed
upon last September. Erdogan
might find himself with very little
work to do because the three main
jihadi groups have started fighting
each other in Idlib, with Hurras alDin getting the upper hand, winning
minds and hearts throughout the
war-torn city.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of “Under the
Black Flag” (IB Tauris, 2015).
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Iraqis see Baghdadi’s video as threat of more terror
Azhar Al-Rubaie

Traumatic
memories. A 2017
file picture shows
an Iraqi woman
and her child
walking by the
destroyed al-Nuri
mosque while
fleeing from the
Old City of Mosul.

Baghdad

T

he release of a video purportedly showing Islamic
State leader Abu Bakr alBaghdadi sparked concern
among Iraqis who say the recording indicates that more terror is to
come.
The video shows Baghdadi for
the first time since his 2014 appearance at al-Nuri mosque in Mosul,
Iraq, when he declared the Islamic
State (ISIS) caliphate. Iraqi forces,
backed by an international coalition, declared victory against ISIS
in 2017 and Baghdadi has been reported to have been killed on more
than one occasion.
The sight of Baghdadi on the video was unwelcome news to Iraqis,
particularly those in areas liberated from ISIS control. Some Iraqi
refused to comment when asked
about Baghdadi, fearing being targeted with revenge attacks by ISIS
sleeper cells. Others were more
open about their concerns regarding the message.
Ahmed Mohammed, a rights activist from Basra, said there is fear
of an ISIS comeback in Iraq. He
said Baghdadi released the video to
support ISIS sleeper cells.
Saoud Omar, a resident of Mosul,
said the video aims to encourage
ISIS militants “to implement more
destruction against our city. I think
that there will be unexpected attacks on Mosul again.”
Fahad Anter al-Dukhi, a writer
from Kirkuk, agreed, saying: “The
video is an attempt to give a sign
[to ISIS supporters] to renew their
state again. More attacks could be
coming.” It is also a message that

(AFP)

the rest of the world could be a
target for ISIS after the Sri Lanka
bombings, he added.
Iraqis in the West are fearful of
ISIS attacks, too. “There are many
sleeper cells here in Europe, so I am
afraid,” said Noor Alattar, an Iraqi
journalist in the Netherlands.
“I fled home (in 2017) seeking a
safer life but I think the terrorism
might rise here in Europe if ISIS’s
ideology still exists.”
Not everyone is fearful of a return of ISIS. Some who have suffered from ISIS said the group’s
days of darkness are over.
“We had lived a dark age under

ISIS control for more than three
lean years, which resulted in enormous damage. Our houses were destroyed, thousands of people were
killed and hundreds of thousands
were displaced,” said Ayman Saad
Zuhair, a university graduate from
Mosul. “They were really unforgettable memories, still in our minds
but the video no longer frightens
us. ISIS is a film and it has ended.”
Abdul-Hadi al-Saadawi, a member of the State of Law coalition,
said the video did not make a direct
threat against Iraqi security, adding
that the country was ready to counter its enemies.

“They (ISIS fighters) do not
have military strength on the
ground. The Iraqi forces are experienced in street battles with
ISIS and they (Iraqi forces) are
able to counter any future security threat,” said Saadawi. “The
video is just a storm in a teacup,
no more, no less.”
Political analyst Omar al-Azi
disagreed. “The video is an indirect threat to Iraqi forces and
the government,” he said. “Baghdadi intentionally did not mention Iraq, to deflect attention from
his real objective, which is trying to
activate ISIS sleeper cells in Iraq by

all means.
“He (Baghdadi) wants to resume
his activities in Iraq as well as other
countries, such as Turkey, Mali and
Libya.”
The video’s apparent threat to
other countries in the region was
not missed.
“The footage shows Baghdadi
holding files, one of its covers included the word ‘Turkey.’ It is a
clear message that ISIS will target
Turkey,” said Hamza Tekin, a Turkish journalist.
Azhar Al-Rubaie is a freelance
journalist in Iraq.

Interview

Momentum for Kurdish independence stalled but is not finished
Gareth Smyth

M

omentum for a
separate
Kurdish state in
Iraqi Kurdistan
has stalled
since the
September 2017
independence referendum but
has it disappeared? Relations
between the Kurds and Baghdad
are improving but fragile.
Internally, the two main
Kurdish parties — the Kurdistan
Democratic Party (KDP) and the
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan
— remain at odds. Despite the
unified Kurdistan Regional
Government (KRG), each party
controls a separate zone.
The parties’ energies seem to be
going largely into internal
wrangling. Since September’s
parliamentary election in Iraqi
Kurdistan, they have been
battling over how to choose a KRG
president and over how many
vice-presidents there should be.
The likelihood is that the KDP’s
Nechirvan Barzani will be
president and his cousin Masrour
Barzani will be prime minister.
Nonetheless, the idea of greater
independence persists and has
supporters in Europe and the
United States. Kurdish universities are promoting overseas links
and, in October, the University of
Kurdistan Hewler (UKH) will be
the site of an international
conference, “The KRG’s Emerging
Strategy for Stability in Iraq and
the Region,” to help “stabilise a
dysfunctional country.”

The conference co-ordinator is
Bryan Gibson of Hawaii Pacific
University. His 2015 book “Sold
Out? US Foreign Policy, Iraq, the
Kurds and the Cold War” focused
on Mullah Mustafa Barzani, the
Kurdish nationalist leader whose
war with Baghdad ended with
defeat in 1975.
Gibson said that when he
arrived in northern Iraq for the
first time in 2016 for another UKH
conference, he made “a sort of
pilgrimage” to Barzani’s grave in
Barzan, the clan’s mountainous
homeland near Turkey.
“When you travel around
Kurdistan, it’s not what you’d
expect for a country torn apart by
war,” he said.
Nor is this purely economic
development. “Sitting in a cafe, I
felt I could leave my iPhone,
laptop and wallet, walk around
the block, come back and they
would still be there. I can’t do that
in Washington DC, Seattle or
Toronto,” Gibson said.
Gibson said decentralised
politics in his native Canada could
offer Iraq one example, although
it would require greater understanding between Kurds and
Arabs.
“Apart from the politicians who
go down to Baghdad for politics in
the Green Zone, they don’t
interact,” he said. “When the
Mosul crisis [seized by the Islamic
State in 2014] happened, Arabs
were allowed into Kurdistan as a
safe haven and given opportunities to set up businesses… For a
lot of these people, it’s the first
time they’ve ever actually lived in
civility.”
Gibson floated a notion of Iraq
as “four decentralised states or
provinces: the [predominately
Sunni] Kurds, [Arab] Sunnis and

Hopes and challenges. Bryan Gibson, of Hawaii Pacific University,
poses for a photo in the Iraqi city of Erbil.
(Courtesy of Bryan Gibson)
[Arab] Shias would have an ethnic
territory of their own and then a
fourth province would cover
Baghdad, which is more diverse.”
Revenue would be raised
centrally and distributed per
capita to the “states.” The central
government would control
defence, and each “state” its own
police.
Gibson conceded that US
actions exacerbated Kurdish-Arab
tensions. “It was smart for the
Kurds to align themselves with
the US before and after the
invasion but there’s no question…
[this] alienated those who saw the
US as a colonial power,” he said.
“From a North American perspective, colonialism is far removed,
they threw off the shackles of
British colonials in the 1700s.”
Even more contentious is the
Kurds’ relationship with Israel.

“This goes back to 1962,” said
Gibson. “It’s wink-wink, nudgenudge but everyone knows it
exists. The IDF [Israeli Defence
Forces] and the Mossad have
played a role helping Kurdish
security forces.”
Historically, Gibson said, Israel
used the Kurds “to tie down the
Arab armies in Iraq, which worked
well in [Arab-Israeli wars of] ’67

“I don’t think the
desire for
independence has
waned.”
Bryan Gibson,
Hawaii Pacific
University

and ’73.” Since the Kurds established autonomy after the 1990-91
Gulf War, “there’s been a lot of
Israeli investment building up
their technology and communications,” he said. Israel backed the
2017 independence referendum.
“Those relationships are etched in
stone,” said Gibson.
Given that the referendum led
not to independence but to lost
territory, including Kirkuk, will
the Kurds take a pragmatic
course?
“I don’t think the desire for
independence has waned,” said
Gibson. “What changed is the
Kurdish government got a bloody
nose. They were reminded that
the push for independence would
not be easy.”
Gibson said he can imagine a
future “more pliable government
in Iran” giving Iraqi Kurds access
to the sea but noted that Tehran,
like Ankara, opposes independence.
Hence, he said, “The only way
to the sea is through Baghdad”
and that Kurdish leaders have
made a “turn south.” They have
“leverage,” he said, through
controlling river headwaters.
Potential irrigation and electricity-generation require both
technology and political cooperation.
“Israeli irrigation techniques
are some of the world’s best,” he
said. “They have innovations that,
if applied to Iraq, would be
beneficial. Many people in Iraq
would not want that unless it was
surreptitiously provided through
the Kurds.”
Gareth Smyth is a regular
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
He has reported from the Middle
East since 1992.
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Signs of closer
Egypt-Israel ties in
a changing region
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

A

Limited influence. Egyptian opposition member and activist Elham Aidroos speaks during a news
conference at the headquarters of the Egyptian Social Democratic Party in Cairo, March 27.
(Reuters)

Egypt opposition
soul-searching
after referendum
Amr Emam

Cairo

O

pposition activists are
soul-searching after failing
to influence voters during
the referendum on constitutional amendments that, among
other things, extend the current
term of Egyptian President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi for two years.
More than 88% of the 27 million voters who participated in the
referendum voted in favour of the
amendments, which would also allow Sisi to seek a third term. This
means Sisi could stay in office until
2030, if he wins re-election in 2024.
Addressing professional union
leaders and workers April 30, Sisi
said he was happy about the results
of the referendum. The opposition,
however, is frustrated, defeated and
uncertain about the future.
“I have a feeling that there is a
pressing need for a paradigm shift
or an epistemological break,” journalist Hani Shukrallah wrote on Facebook. “It’s no longer possible that
we keep talking to each other, fighting with each other and vying for
leadership over each other… inside
our closed social, political, intellectual and cultural circles.”
Shukrallah’s comment was perhaps an eloquent description of
the conditions of the opposition in
Egypt today.
The constitutional amendments
were widely approved despite intense campaigning against them by
the opposition.
Partly reflecting the limited influence of the opposition, including
members of the Muslim Brotherhood who actively campaigned
against the changes, public approval of the amendments showed the
difficulty of being in the opposition
in Egypt, especially with reports
about authorities allowing no expression of disapproval.

Some of those who campaigned
against the amendments on the
streets were arrested, opposition
figure Alaa al-Aswani said. In a recent video, Aswani referred to a man
who was arrested during the referendum for carrying a sign stating
his disapproval of the constitutional
amendments.
“We are losing hope and feel that
nothing will pay off, regardless of
the type of campaigning we do,”
said Farid Zahran, chairman of the
liberal Egyptian Social Democratic
Party. “There is a very limited freedom margin, while the government
acts as if it does not see us.”

The constitutional
amendments were
widely approved despite
intense campaigning
against them by the
opposition.
An opposition lawmaker was bullied, smeared and thrust into media
and public scrutiny in April for saying he did not like Sisi. Some people called for stripping lawmaker
Ahmed al-Tantawi of his Egyptian
citizenship.
Such attitudes cause many Egyptian opposition figures to keep
silent, rendering the opposition
even weaker. However, the weakness cannot be understood without
knowing Egypt’s recent history.
Opposition political parties complained for years under former President Hosni Mubarak that they had
little freedom for action and communication with the public. When
Mubarak was ousted, those parties
were unable to establish a power
base or win public support.
This gave the Islamists, mostly
the Muslim Brotherhood, an opportunity to prevail because they were
more organised.
“This is why I say the opposition
needs to reorganise itself and reintroduce its programmes to the pub-

lic,” said Tarek Fahmy, a political
science professor at Cairo University. “This will be more useful than
blaming the authorities.”
This is also about more than just
the failure of the opposition to appeal to the public or introduce itself
in a convincing manner. There is
also the issue of Sisi’s popularity.
Sisi became president in mid-2014
when the country faced bankruptcy,
civil war and Muslim Brotherhood
and Islamic State terrorism. Almost
five years later, the economy is recovering, the streets are more secure
and the Brotherhood and the Islamic State are less of a threat, even
though they are far from quashed.
In offering little freedom to his
opponents, Sisi seems to have learnt
from Mubarak, who allowed political activists to demonstrate years
before the 2011 uprising that ended
his autocracy, a senior official of
Mubarak’s ruling National Democratic Party said.
Mubarak realised that the same
mistake caused the downfall of his
regime when the activists mobilised
the public against him in January
2011, the official, who requested
anonymity, added.
Egyptians also seem to have
learnt from the unrest and economic devastation that followed
Mubarak’s toppling, conditions
that were so bad that some people
wished he had stayed in power.
This atmosphere leaves the future of the opposition in doubt amid
fears that shrinking freedoms will affect Egypt’s socio-economic conditions.
“Political freedoms strongly affect economic conditions and social stability in any country,” said
opposition lawmaker Ahmed alSharqawi. “The likelihood of social
stability and better living conditions is stronger when there is freedom and a rule of law.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

reference by Avichay
Adraee, the head of the
Israeli military Arab
media division, about
thousands of Egyptian Christian
Copts marking Holy Saturday
in Israel spoke volumes of the
strength of relations between
Egypt and Israel.
“We welcome the thousands
of Egyptian Copts who arrived in
Israel to participate in the Holy
Saturday mass at the Church of
the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem
today,” Adraee, an Israeli Defence Forces lieutenant-colonel,
wrote on Twitter April 27.
He also posted a photo of a
pack of frozen Egyptian vegetables, saying it was given him by
an Egyptian friend and that the
vegetables were sold at Israeli
supermarkets.
The businessman who owns
the company that packs the vegetables denied that the company’s produce had been exported
to Israel. There were discussions
on whether the Egyptian Christian Copts’ pilgrimage to Jerusalem would benefit the Jewish
state and not the Palestinians of
Jerusalem.
Those references, however,
are only a sliver of the scope of
cooperation between Cairo and
Tel Aviv, analysts said.
“Relations between the two
capitals have been growing
steadily and on all fronts,” said
Samir Ghattas, an Egyptian MP
and an Israeli affairs specialist.
“The current administration in
Egypt is fully aware that Israel is
a country with which Egypt had
signed a peace treaty.”

Sisi’s administration
apparently believes
that peace between
the Palestinians and
Israel is possible and
that this peace can
solve many problems
in the region.
Egypt, in 1979, became the
first Arab country to sign a peace
treaty with Israel after the Egyptian Army liberated Sinai from
Israeli occupation. This peace
was cold for decades because of
public opposition to normalisation of relations with Israel.
Egypt celebrated the anniversary of Sinai’s liberation on April
25 but it seems to have already
thrown off the legacy of hostility
with Israel.
Relations between Cairo and
Tel Aviv have taken a new turn.
The two capitals are reportedly
coordinating on several issues,
including security in Sinai and
relations with the Palestinian
Hamas movement, which rules
the Gaza Strip.
Egypt is coordinating with Israel in its fight against a branch
of the Islamic State (ISIS) in Sinai, Egyptian President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi said.
In January, Sisi told CBS News
that this coordination was the
“closest” between the two countries. He said that Egyptian
fighter jets chasing ISIS fighters
in Sinai sometimes crossed into
Israeli airspace, which required
coordination with Tel Aviv.
Sisi publicly has met with Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu twice since becoming
president in mid-2014.
Egypt, which has strong rela-

tions with Hamas, also mediates
between the Gaza-ruling movement and Tel Aviv. Egyptian intelligence officials averted several flare-ups of Hamas-Israel
fighting in recent years, which
indicates the leverage Egypt enjoys in Gaza and in Tel Aviv.
Sisi’s administration apparently believes that peace between
the Palestinians and Israel, on
the one hand, and between Israel and other Arabs, on the other,
is possible and that this peace
can solve many problems in the
region, including rampant terrorism and extremism, analysts
said.

The two capitals are
reportedly
coordinating on
several issues,
including security in
Sinai and relations
with the Palestinian
Hamas movement,
which rules the Gaza
Strip.
“Egypt knows what peace
means,” Ghattas said. “The peace
treaty with Israel succeeded in
solving many of the pending issues between the two countries.”
Political and security coordination between the two countries is accompanied by growth
in economic cooperation.
In February 2018, US-based
Noble Energy and Israeli Delek
Drilling announced $15 billion
worth of deals to sell natural
gas from Israel’s Leviathan and
Tamar fields to Egypt over ten
years. Commenting on the deals,
Sisi said his country scored a
goal.
Egypt, which aspires to become a regional energy hub, said
it would use gas from other regional producers for liquefaction
and re-export the gas.
Israel is also a member of the
Eastern Mediterranean Gas Forum, an Egyptian mechanism
for strengthening cooperation
between gas producers and consumers in the region.
Tens of thousands of Israeli
tourists cross the border into
Egypt each year to spend vacations in Taba and Sharm elSheikh.
In a way, relations between
Cairo and Tel Aviv are inseparable from relations between Cairo
and Washington. Egypt, which
faced American wrath following
the army-backed popular uprising against Islamist President
Muhammad Morsi in 2013, is
warming its ties with Washington and Israel is reportedly at the
centre of this.
Israeli
newspaper
Yedioth
Ahronot recently reported that
Netanyahu had apparently convinced US President Donald
Trump that Sisi should be the
one leader representing the Arab
side in Trump’s yet-to-be-announced peace plan between Israel and the Palestinians, widely
known as “Deal of the Century.”
The expected deal, analysts in
Egypt said, could allow closer
cooperation with Israel, especially if it restores Palestinians’
rights.
“The whole thing depends on
the content of the awaited initiative,” said Emad Gad, deputy
director of Egyptian think-tank
Ahram Centre for Political and
Strategic Studies. “Agreement
between the Palestinians and
the Israelis can open the door for
common issues, even as differences can persist.”
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Turkey-UAE tensions rise after suspicious death in jail
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

T

he death of a Palestinian
man arrested in Turkey as
a suspected spy for the
United Arab Emirates and
a life sentence given a Turkish citizen by a court in the Emirates are
raising tensions between the two
countries.
Ties between Turkey and several Gulf countries were already
strained over Turkish support for
Qatar in the row with Saudi Arabia,
the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain
and Egypt.
Relations suffered another setback when Saudi journalist Jamal
Khashoggi was killed in the Saudi
Consulate in Istanbul last October
and Ankara blamed the kingdom’s
leadership for the crime. Through
leaks to pro-government media,
Turkey tried to embarrass the US
administration into taking retaliatory measures against Saudi Arabia.
Qatar boosted its relations with
Ankara by promising $15 billion
in investments to support the ailing Turkish economy. The White
House said April 30 that the Trump
administration was mulling a plan
to designate the Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organisation, a
step that could further sharpen
those divisions.
Like Qatar, Turkey has supported the Brotherhood, seen as a
deadly enemy in Riyadh and elsewhere. Several Brotherhood members have found shelter in Turkey.
Now relations could become
much worse, a Turkish opposition
lawmaker said. “Incidents like that
could increase tensions,” Nazmi
Gur, a member of the pro-Kurdish
Peoples’ Democratic Party, said by
telephone.
Istanbul’s state prosecution said
Zaki Yousef Mubarak Hassan, one
of two Palestinian men arrested on
spying charges in April, was found
dead in his cell in the high-security
prison in Silivri. Prosecutors said
Hassan hanged himself on a bathroom door.
The prosecution said it began
an investigation into the case and
ordered an autopsy. There was no
information about the result of the
autopsy.
Hassan and the other man, identified by Turkish media as Samir
Samih Shabaan, had been charged
with “political, military and inter-

Fatal scapegoating. The sister of Zaki Mubarak shows his picture during an interview at their family home in Deir al-Balah in central
Gaza strip, April 30.														
(AFP)
national espionage.”
Reports said the Turkey’s National Intelligence Organisation
had been following the two suspects for about half a year and determined that the two men were in
touch with people in several parts
of the country before they were arrested.
Hassan and Shabaan confessed
during interrogation that they had
been spying on Arab dissidents
in Turkey on behalf of the United
Arab Emirates, Turkish officials
said.
Turkish media reports said the
pair told investigators they had
been tasked with building a “new
spy net” in Turkey after Saudi Arabia lost its intelligence network in
the country due to the Khashoggi
killing. Turkish authorities were
also investigating the possibility the spying suspects could have
been involved in the Khashoggi
killing. They did not provide evi-

dence supporting that accusation.
Several Turkey experts expressed doubts about the motives
and timing of Ankara’s announcement of the arrest of Hassan and
Shabaan. They said it could be a
“diversionary move” to draw attention away from Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s woes
at home after an electoral defeat.
They also attributed it to the Turkish leader’s desire to exploit the
Khashoggi case to his political advantage.
Neither the Turkish leadership
nor the UAE government commented on Hassan’s suspected
suicide but statements by Turkish
nationalists and Hassan’s family
pointed to a possible further rise
in tensions between the two countries.
Ibrahim Karagul, editor of the
pro-government Turkish newspaper Yeni Safak, said the suspected
spies had probably been sent to

Turkey as part of a wider conspiracy by the United Arab Emirates,
Saudi Arabia and Egypt against Ankara. “Turkey is confronted with
these countries’ open hostility,”
Karagul wrote.
Hassan’s family accused Turkish
authorities of killing Hassan. His
son Yusuf told Al Arabiya from his
home in Gaza that an international
commission should investigate his
father’s death.
“My father travelled to Turkey to
make a living, to build us a future.
We were surprised by his arrest
since April 4 and we were more
shocked by the false accusations
against him,” Yusuf told Al Arabiya. He added that his father was a
victim and “a scapegoat in a political conflict.”
Relations between Turkey and
the United Arab Emirates received
another jolt by the decision of the
UAE Supreme Court upholding a
life sentence against a Turkish citi-

zen convicted of promoting Islamist groups in Syria and transferring
funds out of the Gulf state.
The court in Abu Dhabi confirmed the sentence against the
49-year-old Turkish citizen for
“launching an extensive campaign
on a Facebook account named
‘Ali Ozturk Mehmet’ without getting an official permit” to promote
“the ideologies of the two terrorist
groups and sending them funds
through money transfer companies in the UAE,” the state news
agency WAM said.
Court documents cited by the
news agency indicate the man was
found guilty of “colluding” with
former al-Qaeda affiliate al-Nusra
Front and Ahrar Al-Sham, two radical groups in Syria. The Turkish national was accused by prosecutors
of colluding with terrorist groups
in Syria and was found guilty of
fundraising activities in the United
Arab Emirates for the two groups.

Viewpoint

Kuwait’s modernist drive faces political setbacks
Nazli Tarzi

M

edical woes of Kuwaiti Deputy Emir
and Crown Prince
Sheikh Nawaf alAhmad al-Sabah
have called into
question the line of succession in
the oil-rich Gulf state.
Sheikh Nawaf, at 81, eight years
younger than his half-brother
Kuwaiti Emir Sheikh Sabah Ahmad
al-Jaber al-Sabah, has been in and
out of hospital for the past year for
medical tests. Despite his tumultuous health, details of a possible
succession remain either unknown
or shrouded in secrecy.
Kuwait’s diplomatic initiatives
have been lauded by the international community but, at home,
less-publicised internal power
struggles rage.
Progress on Kuwait’s Silk City
brought to the surface old disagreements over the purpose and
scope of the development project.

The plan that Sheikh Sabah’s
eldest son Sheikh Nasser Sabah
al-Ahmad al-Sabah tabled is as
controversial today as when it was
first proposed to the National Assembly.
The ruler’s pronounced motive is to strengthen commercial
partnerships with neighbours Iraq
and Iran and generate alternative
means of income for the oil-dependent emirate.
Without a clear line of succession, disputes on and beyond
the Silk City project, threaten to
compromise Kuwait’s political and
economic ambitions.
As part of the drive to erect a
new metropolis, a $3.6 billion
causeway — the fourth largest in
the world — was inaugurated. The
causeway was a joint enterprise by
a Korean consortium and Kuwait’s
Combined Group Contracting
Company and is to facilitate travel
between northern and southern
Kuwait and cut the hour-long commute to 20 minutes.
Kuwaiti investor Ali al-Salim was
critical of the mammoth causeway’s completion. “It’s cart before
the horse,” he said on Twitter,
adding that “a land-route already
exists.” “Other than the causeway,

progress has been limited,” Salim
wrote.
The wider plan promises to upgrade Kuwait’s infrastructure and
diversify economic growth from
oil. However, the feathers that the
proposal initially ruffled have yet
to be smoothed over as Kuwait
debates implementation of the
high-priced megaproject.

Kuwait’s diplomatic
initiatives have been
lauded by the
international
community but, at
home, less-publicised
internal power
struggles rage.
The absence of strong leadership has stalled government plans
for economic reforms. Attempts
to reduce state spending in 2018
were pushed back and a series of
cabinet reshuffles have not led
the country any further down the
reform path.
Plans for the ambitious Silk City

project followed a similar trajectory as Kuwait’s divided political
house struggles to consent to a
plan of action.
Before officials can invite foreign
firms into Kuwait’s business market, Crown Prince Nawaf, despite
his questionable health, must
win approval of all rival political
camps.
Although legislation passes the
assembly, the emir reserves the
final say on what happens.
There appears to be no consensus between the government and
parliament over laws that will determine how Silk City will be handled from bidding to administration and legal oversight. Draft laws
on the powers the governing board
should be granted caused rifts and
a disapproving National Assembly.
The start date of construction has
been pushed back.
Kristin Diwan, a senior resident
scholar at the Arab Gulf States
Institute, said the deal “will be a
very hard sell.”
Kuwaiti MP Safa al-Hashem
slammed the laws presented to the
national assembly as “the most
dangerous” she has seen, Reuters
reported. Her concerns, like other
MPs, are that an empowered board

might weaken parliamentary
oversight.
The other contention centres on
alcohol, which Hashem said would
undercut the government’s constitutional rights and undermine
Kuwait’s Islamic identity.
Members from Kuwait’s Islamist
camp defended the prohibition of
alcohol in the Muslim country and
cautioned MPs against importing the Dubai-model, in which
the state allows foreign visitors to
consume alcohol.
“Kuwait is Arab, Islamic and
predominantly conservative,”
Islamist MP Mohammed al-Dallal
said, Reuters reported.
Without a common vision and
intergovernmental cooperation,
Crown Prince Nawaf is absent at a
time when he is needed the most.
The absence of a united political
front threatens to alienate future
investors and the political future
of a country where development
remains heavily dependent on oil
wealth.
Nazli Tarzi is an independent
journalist whose writings and
films focus on Iraq’s ancient
history and contemporary
political scene.
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Debate

Reckless statements expose Lebanon’s precarious defence strategy
militia or incorporate it into the
Lebanese armed forces.
Abou Saab’s reckless statement
at the border was no mere faux pas
Makram Rabah
but rather a political Freudian slip
and a window into the mind of his
faction, Lebanese President Michel
ebanon’s first generation
Aoun and his Free Patriotic Moveof politicians was of a
ment, Hezbollah’s main Christian
different breed but what
ally.
those people lacked in
Abou Saab’s retraction was
education and intellectuequally alarming because it reveals
al acumen, they made up
how he and his political faction
for with dedication to the country
are oblivious or perhaps don’t care
and its wellbeing.
about repercussions of the conEmir Majid Arslan, Lebanon’s
tinued disregard of this defence
first minister of defence who led
strategy on Lebanon’s economic
the popular resistance against the
future. In a desperate attempt to fix
French mandate in 1943, is famous
the unfixable, Abou Saab asserted
for allegedly identifying himself
that Aoun would attend to the
and addressing a foreign delegate
defence strategy once the governin Arabic: “I am boom-boom, the
ment budget is set.
minister of defence.”
Lebanon’s grim economic preArslan’s humorous yet sagadicament is not solely the doing of
cious character greatly differs from
Hezbollah and its unmitigated
Lebanon’s current Minister of
expansion in the region. Yet for
Defence Elias Abou Saab, whose
the international commuuniversity education and
nity and especially the
ostensibly cultivated
Gulf States to come
demeanour, as well as
Instead of actively
the critical nature of
seizing on the debate, to Lebanon’s aid,
the state at least
the period, require
the Lebanese state
cosmetically needs
him to be more
allowed the matter of
to reclaim its sovcautious with
Shebaa to be
ereignty and above
statements.
transformed into
all its dignity and
In a recent visit
petty political
reassure them that
to the Lebanesethe Lebanese state is
Palestinian border to
rhetoric.
not a willing hostage
survey the readiness
of Iran and its local Lebaand the resources of the
nese outfit.
5,000 Lebanese troops deMuch of the anticipation of the
ployed in the area, Abou Saab
Lebanese centres on the governstated that the issue of the Hezbolment’s success in passing much
lah arsenal can wait and that “once
needed fiscal reforms, thus allowwe are rid of the Israeli dangers, we
ing the release of $11 billion that
can look into devising a national
the CEDRE conference conditionaldefence strategy.”
Despite Abou Saab’s quick rely earmarked almost one year ago.
traction, this controversial stateCEDRE, as well as the Rome
ment unleashed a gale of criticism
conference that preceded it,
and reignited debate about the
urged the Lebanese to reclaim full
long-awaited Godot-like national
sovereignty over its lands and to
defence policy that wishfully aims
monopolise weapons within the
to resolve the Hezbollah arms issue
official Lebanese security agenand to either decommission the
cies. At the time, Lebanese Prime

L

Any port in a storm. Lebanese Minister of Defence Elias Abou Saab during a news conference
in Beirut.
Minister Saad Hariri vowed to see
this process through and declared
that Aoun promised to convene
a national dialogue to agree on
a national defence strategy, one
more undertaking Aoun failed to
accomplish.
As Lebanon stares the US sanctions against Hezbollah in the face,
Abou Saab’s statement from the
border is nothing short of suicidal.
It not only further exposes Lebanon and places the US-Lebanon
Military Assistance and Defence
Cooperation at risk, it threatens the
$2.3 billion the Lebanese Army has
received since 2005.
If Abou Saab elects to defend
Hezbollah, he has to do so in his

capacity as an ally of the party and
not as a minister in the Lebanese
government, a government that,
more than ever, needs to openly
debate the future of Hezbollah’s
arms and, coincidently, the future
of Lebanon’s failing economy.
Abou Saab’s gaffe was concurrent
with the debate unleashed by Druze chieftain and President of the
Progressive Socialist Party Walid
Jumblatt, whose statement on
the Shebaa Farms, an area whose
ownership has been in dispute
between Lebanon and Syria since
the end of the French mandate.
Jumblatt reignited the debate by
accusing the Syrian regime, as well
as Iran, of keeping the matter of the

(AP)

Lebanese ownership of this land
vague to expose Lebanon to Israeli
retaliation.
Instead of actively seizing on this
debate, the Lebanese state, chiefly
Aoun and his group, allowed the
matter of Shebaa, as it has done
with the national defence strategy,
to be transformed into petty political rhetoric with the pro-Syrian and
Iranian faction accusing Jumblatt
of being a lackey of the West and
Israel.
Makram Rabah is a lecturer at the
American University of Beirut
and author of “A Campus at War:
Student Politics at the American
University of Beirut, 1967-1975.”

Issue of Shebaa Farms stirs heated debate in Lebanon

A

Rami Rayess

s speculation mounts
that Israel could
return the Golan
Heights to Syria as
part of a peace deal,
the status of the
Israeli-occupied Shebaa Farms on
Lebanon’s borders is being fiercely
debated.
Sovereignty over the Shebaa
Farms, an 11km sliver of land on
the borders of Lebanon, Syria
and the Palestinian territories,
has been a contentious issue in
Lebanon for decades.
However, a recent statement
by Progressive Socialist Party
(PSP) leader Walid Jumblatt that
Lebanon has no claim to the
disputed farmlands’ elevated
tensions.
Jumblatt, reiterating a longheld position, said Lebanon’s
claims to the territory were based
on maps altered by its officials,
who were in cahoots with Syria.
The manipulation of the maps,
Jumblatt said, took place after
Israel’s withdrawal from southern
Lebanon in 2000.
Jumblatt implied that
Hezbollah, which claims that
Israel’s withdrawal from Lebanon
remains incomplete because of
its control over the farmlands, is
keeping the controversy alive to
justify its role as a self-proclaimed
defender of the state.
By positioning itself against an
occupying power that could seek
to fully annex the territory, the
reasoning goes that Hezbollah
gives itself a pretext to maintain
its weapons stockpile, furthering
its own interests and those of its

regional sponsors, Damascus and
Tehran.
Jumblatt’s recent statement
on the Shebaa Farms ramped
up tensions between the PSP
and Hezbollah, which have had
a rocky relationship over the
years. The two parties’ relations
were at their worst in 2008 when
Hezbollah embarked on occupying
Beirut and headed towards the
mountains where its fighters
were confronted by inhabitants
supported by PSP.
Relations improved in the years
after but were strained in 2011
when Hezbollah played an active
part in the Syrian war.
Jumblatt came under increasing

Mountains, the Druze heartland.
political pressure. In 2017,
Hezbollah put its full weight
the size of his parliamentary
behind Talal Arslan, a Druze
bloc was effectively limited
politician and a political
after parliament — with
rival of Jumblatt.
Hezbollah’s staunch
PSP’s and
support — passed a
Jumblatt implied
Hezbollah’s split
law that brought
that Hezbollah is
views on the
in proportional
keeping the
Shebaa Farms are
voting.
controversy alive
furthering the two
In 2018,
to justify its role as
parties’ divide.
Hezbollah was
Jumblatt has been
behind a rally
a self-proclaimed
fiercely attacked
outside Jumblatt’s
defender of
by Hezbollah and
headquarters in
the state.
its allies since he
Moukhtara in a show
reiterated his position.
of force to prove it
They accuse Jumblatt
could move into Jumblatt’s
of treason, saying that, by
territory and challenge
foregoing Lebanon’s claims to the
his leadership over the Chouf

A winding path. Peacekeepers of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon drive their vehicles on a road near
al-Majidiyah in southern Lebanon. 			
(AFP)

farmlands, he is working on behalf
of Israel. A social media campaign
was begun in which Jumblatt was
accused of having a close aide
secretly visit Israel.
Politics aside, the legal status of
the Shebaa Farms is complicated.
Lebanese inhabitants there
say they have valid property
documents but Jumblatt said:
“Ownership is different from
sovereignty.”
Historically, the territory has
changed hands several times. It
was governed by Syria from the
early 1950s until the Six-Day War
in 1967, when Israel occupied the
territory.
Syria’s position on the issue is
unclear. Syrian President Bashar
Assad and Foreign Minister
Walid Muallem have publicly
conceded that Lebanon has a
legitimate claim to the farmlands
but have not submitted official
documentation to Lebanon or the
United Nations demarcating the
territory.
In March 2006, Lebanese
Parliament Speaker Nabih Berri
convened the country’s top
officials to address the issue. They
unanimously agreed to call on
Syria to demarcate the LebanonSyria borders and formally
request documentation from the
neighbouring country backing up
Lebanon’s claims. This was never
followed through on.
The dispute remains unsettled
and the territory’s official
legal status undetermined. In
the meantime, politicians are
leveraging the issue to score points
with their constituents. How and
when farmland’s status will be
determined remains to be seen.
Rami Rayess is a Lebanese
writer. Follow him on Twitter:
@RamiRayess.
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Palestinians raise stakes in financial face-off with Israel
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

P

alestinian Authority officials,
facing financial pressure
from Israel and the United
States, doubled down in their
resistance to demands dictated by
them and asked Arab countries to
fill the gap in funds needed to sustain their troubled economy.
Under the 1994 Paris Protocol, Israel was given authority to collect
taxes on imports into the Israelioccupied West Bank and Gaza Strip,
which it would transfer to the Palestinian Authority (PA) each month.
Since February, however, Israel
has withheld 5% of the $180 million-$190 million in tax revenues.
Israel said the deducted sum represents the amount paid by the PA to
families of Palestinians jailed by Israel for security reasons. Israel said
it hopes the move pressures the PA
into halting the payments, thus discouraging Palestinians from attacking Israelis.
The PA said it would either accept
all of the tax transfers or none, rejecting the reduced payment from
Israel. It said many Palestinians in
Israeli jails are “freedom fighters”
who have internationally recognised
rights to resist military occupation.
The PA also argued that it cannot
punish families of those clearly involved in wrongdoing. The PA has
frequently accused Israel of collective punishments, which is counter
to international law.
In the occupied territories, there
is widespread public sympathy towards Palestinians in Israeli jails
and the PA, which is often perceived as too accommodating to Israeli security concerns, fears a public backlash if it stops payments to
the families.
“We’re talking about a very principled issue for the Palestinian people,” Qadri Abu Bakr, chairman of
the Prisoners Affairs Commission of
the Palestine Liberation Organisation, told Haaretz.
The Israeli public has been shifting towards the political right and
wants harsher measures against Palestinians.

A line in the sand. Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas (R) chairs a cabinet meeting in Ramallah, April 29.
The spat comes at a critical time
financially for Palestinians, who
are no longer receiving aid from the
United States following the PA’s fall
out with the Trump administration
over the relocation of the US Embassy to Jerusalem.
The PA accused the United States
of withholding funds to impose a
yet-to-be-unveiled peace deal that
does not end the Israeli occupation
nor establish an independent Palestinian state.
The standoff will likely threaten
the interests of Palestinians and Israelis alike.
The PA slashed the salaries of
government employees in February,
March and April. “Unless they find a
solution… it will be a disaster for the
Palestinian economy,” Palestinian
Economy Minister Khalid al-Asili
told Reuters.
UN Under-Secretary-General for
Political Affairs Rosemary DiCarlo
warned the UN Security Council that
the crisis could lead to “a financial

collapse of the Palestinian Authority.”
The prospect of the collapse of the
PA would not be in Israel’s interest,
observers warned.
“Israel takes it for granted that it
has not experienced any major terrorist attack for years now,” Avraham Sela, professor emeritus of international relations at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, told Reuters. “Coordination with the PA is
invaluable for Israel’s security.”
While Israeli politicians are fiery
in their rhetoric against the Palestinian leadership, Israeli security officials are more concerned about the
potential disintegration of the PA.
“Israeli security officials believe that barring drastic rescue
measures, Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas will step down regardless of whether he quits of his
own free will or is forced out by mass
protests over the failure of fundingstrapped institutions to carry out
their tasks,” wrote columnist Shlomi

Eldar in Al-Monitor.
“Israel has pushed the PA into an
economic crisis and possible collapse and now it must rush to save
Abbas from the economic collapse
in order to prevent an escalation
into chaos — an escalation the outcome of which no one can predict,”
Eldar said.

The spat comes at a
critical time financially
for Palestinians, who are
no longer receiving aid
from the United States
following the PA’s fall out
with the Trump
administration.
The chaos would not only mean
an end to security coordination
between the PA and Israel but it
would return Israeli troops to all
areas of the West Bank, which
would risk wider and more direct
confrontations.

(DPA)

“If the PA goes down, it will be Israel that fills the vacuum. We’ll have
a pre-Oslo occupation,” wrote David
Rosenberg in an opinion article in
Haaretz.
In risking its own downfall, the PA
has apparently hedged some bets by
relying on additional aid from Arab
countries. On April 21, it secured a
pledge of $100 million per month
from the Arab League. “The Arabs
need to be engaging actively at this
critical time,” said Abbas.
Arab aid is not enough to cover
the PA’s needs nor is it sustainable.
Abbas is likely to be waiting for Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu to reverse his government’s
decision on the tax fund deductions.
If a compromise it not reached,
the consequences could be dire for
both leaders.
Mamoon Alabbasi is Deputy
Managing Editor and Online
Editor of The Arab Weekly.

Viewpoint

Trump’s peace plan brings more questions than answers
Claude Salhani

Unclear is whether
the plan will propose
outright the creation
of a Palestinian state,
the Palestinians’ core
demand.

T

he Trump administration said it has a
peace initiative for
the Israeli-Palestinian
crisis that will succeed
where all the others
came up short.
The administration has not
released information on how it
hopes to get this done but Jared
Kushner, US President Donald
Trump’s son-in-law who was
tasked with the dossier, is reported to have told foreign ambassadors that people should keep “an
open mind” regarding the complicated issue.
Kushner said the peace plan is
to be unveiled after Israel forms
a governing coalition after Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s
election victory and after the
Muslim holy month of Ramadan,
which ends in early June, an unidentified source told Newsweek
magazine.
“We will all have to look for
reasonable compromises that will
make peace achievable,” Kushner
said, the source stated.
It would indeed be interesting
to know how they are going to get
this done.
There are four basic points
that need to be addressed before
any lasting peace accord can be
finalised.
The reason all attempts to reach
an acceptable peace between
the Palestinians and the Israelis
consistently failed is because, as
a former Israeli national security

A key demand. An elderly Palestinian refugee holds the key of her
family’s home, in what is now Israel, as she sits at a dwelling in
the Balatah refugee camp east of Nablus. 		
(AFP)
adviser once explained: “The
minimum that the Palestinians
will accept is more than what the
Israelis are willing to offer and the
most the Palestinians are ready
to concede is less than what the
Israelis are willing to accept.”
These are the points in question:
Recognition of Israel’s right to
exist as a Jewish state and the
establishment of full diplomatic
relations between the state of
Palestine and Israel. While the Palestine Liberation Organisation and
Fatah, the main political bodies
in the Palestinian territories, may
accept that, Hamas, the Islam-

ist resistance group, has stated it
would never fully recognise Israel.
There is the first stumbling block.
The right of return of Palestinians who were chased out of Palestine in the wars of 1948 and 1967.
These are Palestinians from lands
that are today inside what is considered Israel proper, or the 1948
borders. The figure thrown around
is an estimated 350,000. This
point may be the easiest one to
solve because, instead of returning, they could agree on financial
compensation.
The question of Palestinian refugees. Refugees in third countries

and who hold status of refugee,
that is who do not hold citizenship
of that country and hold only UN
travel documents, could receive
a Palestinian passport that would
allow them to travel but not to
reside. There is precedent with the
British issuing East Asians B Type
passports when they were kicked
out of Uganda.
Status of Jerusalem as the
capital for both Palestinians and
Israelis. Trump already ruled on
this issue with the transfer of the
US Embassy from Tel Aviv. It is unsure how the Palestinians would
address that point.
Final borders. This has been
another sticking point in previous negotiations as Israel raises
security concerns.
Those are the basic points there
is no getting around. Trump has
already stacked the cards against
the Palestinians.
Achieving this peace plan would
be quite a big feather in Trump’s
cap, especially seeing that Kushner, one of the main architects of
the peace proposal, is his son-inlaw.
The proposal has two major
components: A political piece that
addresses core political issues
such as the status of Jerusalem
and an economic part that aims to
help the Palestinians strengthen
their economy.
Unclear is whether the plan will
propose outright the creation of a
Palestinian state, the Palestinians’
core demand.
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Time running
short in missile
row between
Turkey and US
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

W

ith the delivery of the
first components of
a Russian missile defence system to NATO
member Turkey just weeks away,
time is running short to resolve a
row over the deal that triggered
doubts about Ankara’s commitment to remain a part of the West.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan angered Europe and the
United States by insisting on buying two Russian S-400 batteries for
about $2.5 billion, despite warnings
that the system could put NATO
assets at risk and would push Turkey out of the integrated defence
network of the alliance. Reports
said sections of the Russian system
could arrive in Turkey as early as
June.

The S-400 feud adds to a list
of differences between
Turkey and the United
States. One hot spot is the
Syrian conflict, where
Turkey cooperates closely
with Russia and Iran and is
critical of US policies.
To defuse the situation, Erdogan
used a telephone call with US President Donald Trump to repeat his
proposal to establish a joint committee to look into the Russian system, the Turkish presidency said.
The United States argues the
S-400 is incompatible with NATO’s
defence system and could compromise its F-35 fighter jets. Some US

politicians have called for Turkey
to be excluded from the project to
build the aircraft.
Erdogan said the project would
“collapse completely” without Turkey, which produces parts of the
fuselage, landing gear and cockpit
displays. Reuters, however, quoted
sources familiar with the F-35’s production process and US thinking on
the issue as saying that Turkey’s
role could be replaced.
The row over the S-400 and the
F-35 has turned into a debate about
whether Turkey is a reliable partner
for the West. US and European officials warned that Ankara is moving
too close to Russia, seen as an hostile power by NATO, while Turkey
says it has been treated unfairly by
its allies.
Martin Erdmann, Germany’s ambassador to Turkey, speaking at a
security conference in Istanbul,
said Germany regarded Turkey’s
S-400 deal “with great concern.”
He said that, while every NATO
country was free to buy weapons
of its choice, Turkey had to “expect
consequences” if it insisted on the
S-400.
“It is important for us that Turkey remains firmly anchored in the
Western alliance,” Erdmann said.
Erdogan’s spokesman and foreign policy adviser Ibrahim Kalin,
appearing before the same conference, said Turkey was obliged to
buy the S-400 because Washington
refused to allow technology transfers sought by Ankara in a possible
delivery of the US Patriot system.
“The decision to purchase the
S-400 was not made overnight,”
Kalin said. Turkey’s security concerns on the Syrian border and elsewhere had not been taken seriously

Brewing storm. US national security adviser John Bolton (L) and his Turkish counterpart and senior
adviser to President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Ibrahim Kalin, meet at the Presidential Palace in Ankara,
last January. 											 (AP)
by the United States and Europe, he
said. Turkey faced the accusation of
moving away from the West.
Kalin said Ankara had received
no answer from the United States to
its proposal to have experts determine whether the S-400 would be
a threat to NATO assets, such as the
F-35.
“Turkey is part of the Western security architecture but it takes two
to tango,” Kalin said at the conference organised by the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, a think-tank close
to the Christian Democrat Union,
the party of German Chancellor
Angela Merkel, “You cannot expect
Turkey to do everything and then,
when everything fails, put the
blame on Turkey.”
Some observers said Turkey
could reverse the S-400 decision
and buy a Western missile defence
system. “I think they are just bluffing,” said one European lawmaker
at the conference.
Turkey faces increasing scepticism in the US Congress, where
some members have been outspoken about risks the Turkish S-400
deal poses for the F-35 programme.

They say the S-400 could enable
Moscow to spy on the F-35, the
West’s most advanced jet fighter. Some in Congress questioned
whether Turkey could remain a
member of NATO if the S-400 deal
goes ahead.
US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo and several senators
warned Turkey it would face penalties for buying S-400s under a
law that calls for sanctions against
countries procuring military equipment from Russia. Turkey said that,
as a NATO member, it poses no
threat to the United States and the
sanctions should not apply.
US sanctions against Ankara introduced last year in a spat over
the imprisonment of an American
pastor in Turkey helped push the
value of the Turkish lira to a record
low. US measures over the S-400
row could have even bigger consequences for the Turkish economy,
which is already in recession.
“Washington threatens to bring
its relations with Ankara to the
point of collapse,” columnist Yahya
Bostan wrote in the pro-Erdogan
Turkish newspaper Daily Sabah.

The S-400 feud adds to a list of
differences between Turkey and
the United States. One hot spot is
the Syrian conflict, where Turkey
cooperates closely with Russia and
Iran and is critical of US policies.
Ankara accused Washington of
supporting terrorists because of
US support for the Peoples’ Protection Units (YPG) militia in northern
Syria. Turkey regards the YPG as
the Syrian affiliate of the Kurdistan
Workers’ Party, a Kurdish militant
group seen as a terrorist organisation by Ankara and much of the international community.
It was “deadly wrong for our
American colleagues” to cooperate
with YPG, Kalin said during the Istanbul conference.
The two countries are also at
odds over Iran. Washington has
told Turkey and other buyers of
Iranian oil that exemptions from
sanctions for countries that keep
importing crude from Iran will end
in early May. Turkey said it rejects
any effort by the United States to
tell Ankara how to conduct its relations with a neighbouring country
like Iran.

Viewpoint

Turkish top court deals blow to journalism on World Press Freedom Day
Yavuz Baydar

Because of the
fatigue and the
vacuum, many
discontented Turks
and Kurds follow the
news from
independent outlets
abroad.

W

hen the Constitutional Court
of Turkey announced that it
would, after a
very long waiting period, take up appeals by nine
prominent journalists, some hopes
were raised.
One reason was that the sessions’ timing coincided with
World Press Freedom Day — May
3. Perhaps, some hoped, the top
court would rule for freedom and
justice, not only for those nine, but
for all the journalists kept under
immense pressure, having been
subjected to imprisonment, as well
as for their media outlets.
The response the hopefuls
received resulted in disappointment and bitterness. On May 2, the
appeals based on the “breach of
fundamental rights” were overruled for Akin Atalay, the former
publisher of Cumhuriyet; Murat
Sabuncu, Cumhuriyet’s former
editor-in-chief; Ahmet Sik, a
reporter whose plight with Turkish (in)justice has seemed to have
never ended; and Bulent Utku, a
high-level editorial manager.
As some in the world celebrated
media freedoms May 3, anticipation in Turkey was high despite
the setbacks the day before. Yet,
another backlash: The top court
unanimously ruled to reject the
long-pending appeals by Ahmet
Altan, an internationally known
writer and award-winning senior

journalist; and Nazli Ilicak, one
of the most outspoken female
columnists in Turkey. As of May 3,
Altan had been in detention for 954
days. Ilicak has been kept behind
bars for 1,006 days.
This was the present Turkey’s
heavily politicised Constitutional
Court handed the country’s shackled journalists. It was another conformational message that, indeed,
journalism is a crime in Turkey.
None of the domestic organisations nor the international ones,
such as Reporters Without Borders,
Freedom House or the Committee
to Protect Journalists, doubt that
they, along with the 149 Turkish
and Kurdish journalists in prisons,
are being punished for insisting on
being loyal to the principles and
standards of their profession.
The state of Turkish journalism
can be described as a ruin. Nearly
all — 92% — of the media sector is
under direct or indirect control of
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan.
A new Directorate of Communications, established in Erdogan’s
palace, monitors and intervenes
with the editorial content of the
almost entire pro-government bulk
of the media, especially television,
seen as crucial for shaping public
opinion.
The rest — less than a handful of
channels, among them Fox TV and
some partisan outlets tied to the
opposition — struggle and stumble
under a steady stream of warnings

and threats.
The coverage of the recent local
elections, which were conducted
disproportionately in favour of the
ruling Justice and Development
Party and its minor ally, the Nationalist Movement Party, is proof
of how subservient journalism to
executive power has become.
The Anadolu Agency has fallen
into the control of the palace’s Directorate of Communications. The
competition in national newspaper
distribution network has collapsed.
All newspapers, including a few,
tiny opposition outlets, are at
the mercy of a distributor that is
owned by a pro-Erdogan company.
This leaves fairness of newspaper
delivery nationwide at the mercy
of the power in Ankara.
As a result of the economic
decline, increasing newspaper
prices and rapidly falling circulation figures, the print media are in
a longer disguised crisis. There is
reason to believe that, should the
economic crisis deepen, the media
sector faces a collapse.
Turkish society is, against all
odds, still very vibrant. Because of
the fatigue and the vacuum, many
discontented Turks and Kurds
follow the news from independent outlets abroad, such as Ahval
Online or Arti TV or the BBC or
Deutsche Welle in Turkish.
“I had foreseen this and I must
say that Turkish journalism will
never be able to recover after these
rulings,” said Ergin Cinmen, a

senior lawyer whose battle for the
free speech in Turkey goes back
four decades.
“I can see that much of these
rulings reflect a personal vendetta
by the powers that be. Let me say
frankly that Cumhuriyet staffers were punished because they
reported about the secret arms deliveries to jihadists in Syria. Altan
and Ilicak were punished because
they were the sharp critics of the
authoritarian establishments in the
country.”
He is right. In most such cases
for Erdogan “it’s personal.” The
unanimous rulings May 3 are clear
indications that nobody in the high
judiciary can stand up to Erdogan
in the name of civil law. It had taken the top judges nearly two years
to take up these urgent appeals.
Now, with the state of journalism
in a misery, the only remedy left
seems to be the European Court
of Human Rights. It, however, has
been slow in dealing with Turkish
complaints.
In some ways it is understandable: How could such a court deal
with single cases in a country
whose rule of law has to a large extent collapsed? Even if it did, it has
no effect over strongman regimes
such as the one in Ankara, which
simply ignores rulings against
abuses by the government.
Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish
journalist and regular columnist
for The Arab Weekly.
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Will US sanctions bring Iran
to the negotiating table?
Kelly Kennedy

Washington

E

xperts
disagreed
about
whether US oil sanctions,
a terrorist designation for
Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps and US Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo’s list of 12 demands for Iran to accomplish leave
room for Tehran to return to the negotiating table.
“On the face of it, the game plan
is producing, through maximum
pressure, either the capitulation of
this regime… or the implosion but
it remains opaque to me whether
there’s a serious negotiating strategy or not,” said William Burns,
president of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, which
hosted a panel on the issue April 29.
Retired US Army General David
Petraeus, former director of the CIA
and chairman of the KKR Global Institute, said Pompeo’s “12 things”
are “opening positions for negotiation” because Iran will need to respond to a population not willing to
go through more financial hardship.

“The Iranian people are going to
say, ‘My gosh. Look what you’ve
done to the economy because of
your nefarious activities within
these other groups,’” Petraeus said.
Still, he said he doesn’t expect
changes in the next 12 months and
he agreed with those who wondered
whether Iranian leaders would “grit
their teeth” and wait to see what the
next US presidential election brings.
Panellists said they were concerned about whether US President
Donald Trump’s desire to avoid
conflict would collide with the
more aggressive tendencies of his
foreign policy advisers, whether the
administration hoped to see the Iranian leadership collapse rather than
negotiate and if there was historical precedent to indicate that Iran
might bend to financial pressure.
“I worry about the incoherence
between the president and some
of his advisers and our capacity to
manage that kind of an escalation,”
Burns said.
The gap between Trump and his
foreign policy team has “been a consistent one,” said Suzanne Maloney,
a senior fellow at the Brookings
Centre for Middle East Policy and

Pompeo’s 12 demands

· Declare to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) a full account of the prior military dimensions of its nuclear programme and
permanently and verifiably abandon such work.
· Stop enrichment and never pursue
plutonium reprocessing, including
closing Iran’s heavy water reactor.
· Provide the IAEA with unqualified
access to all sites throughout the
entire country.
· End proliferation of ballistic missiles and halt launching or development of nuclear-capable missile
systems.
· Release all US citizens held prisoner as well as citizens of US partners
and allies.
· End support for Middle East “terrorist” groups, including Hezbollah,
Hamas and Islamic Jihad.
· Respect the sovereignty of the
Iraqi government and permit the

disarming, demobilisation and reintegration of Shia militias.
· End military support for the
Houthi rebels and work towards
a peaceful, political settlement in
Yemen.
· Withdraw all forces under Iran’s
command throughout Syria.
· End support for the Taliban and
other “terrorists” in Afghanistan
and the region and cease harbouring senior al-Qaeda leaders.
· End the Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps-linked al-Quds Force’s
support for “terrorists” and “militant” partners around the world.
· End threatening behaviour against
Iran’s neighbours, many of which
are US allies, including threats to
destroy Israel and firing of missiles
at Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates and threats to international shipping and destructive cyberattacks.

Energy Security and Climate Initiative.
Trump campaigned on renegotiating the Iran nuclear deal, Maloney
said, and “is quite convinced, I
think genuinely, that he could produce a better bargain than was negotiated after more than a decade of
talks through two administrations
here in Washington.”
Petraeus said Trump has some
capital because of the possibility he
might take military action.
“President Trump presents sort of
an unknown to them,” he said.
Trump’s foreign policy advisers
say pressure will work.
“That’s fine rhetoric: Pressure for
the sake of pressure may keep Iran
in a box for a period but it doesn’t
actually produce a resolution of the
situation,” Maloney said. There’s
no serious opportunity for engaging with this administration, she
added.
Pompeo defended his “12 things”
plan April 29 at a session sponsored
by the Hill, a Washington publication, saying he’s had “professionals
in the establishment foreign policy
community” tell him they’re “outrageous.” Iran must agree to and
act on the items before the United
States will agree to talk about ending oil sanctions and other pressure,
Pompeo has said.
“I’d simply ask you to go look
at each one of them, each of the
12 things we asked for and tell me
which one you actually think is
outrageous,” he said. “We’re simply asking Iran to behave like a
normal country, right. They’re simple things like ‘Don’t kill people in
Europe,’ ‘Don’t conduct assassinations.’ It’s not outrageous.”
Pompeo described several of the
requests and then said, “If you stare
at them, they’re not much different
than we ask of the Dutch, right?”
Pompeo said if Iran complied, the
United States would “happily engage.”
So how many of those things is
Iran complying with?
“You know, I’d have to go back
and look at them,” Pompeo said.
“My guess would be zero.”
Burns said pressure only works
if it’s connected to a “realistic set
of aims,” and Pompeo’s “12 things”

Striking while the iron is still hot. US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo leaves after a briefing on Iran at the State Department in
Washington, April 8. 					
(Reuters)
don’t do that. What’s on offer for the
Iranians “is in effect aimed at not a
better deal but more at capitulation
or implosion,” Burns said, which is
not an achievement that is “tethered in history.”
Instead, it “widens the fissures”
between the United States and its
allies, “doing [Russian President]
Vladimir Putin’s work for him,” he
said.
Petraeus argued that Pompeo’s
pressure initiatives may work because they are hurting a country
that’s “already in a recession and
watching the rial go down.”
There have been spontaneous
demonstrations across the country,
causing Petraeus to wonder if Iranian leaders will “grit their teeth”
and try to wait out Trump’s term or
“come to the table now.”
Maloney reminded that this isn’t
Iran’s first pressure campaign.
“Iran can muddle through an
enormous amount of economic duress,” Maloney said. “We’ve seen it
repeatedly.”
However, things may be different
now: 80 million Iranians have a cell
phone and access to social media,
she said, and the leadership may
recognise that economic duress will
not play out well.
“I think they’re looking for a way
out of the impasse that they’re in,”
Maloney said. However, the Trump
administration hasn’t created any
platform for negotiations, she added, saying that perhaps “they’re

doing it back channel but we don’t
see any evidence of it from Iran’s
behaviour or from this administration.”
Maloney said there’s evidence
the pressure is causing financial
shortages for the Lebanese Hezbollah “but ultimately it’s not hurting
Iran’s posture across the region.”
She said, there’s no history for that
kind of pressure leading to a transition to more responsible leaders.
“I think, in fact, we could be
facing a potential outcome that is
much worse than we’re seeing today,” she said.
She acknowledged that Iran’s foreign minister’s trip to New York and
an appearance on Fox News could
be considered evidence that the
Iranians are trying to engage. However, she said the real advantage
could come if Iran tries to disrupt
energy flow to their neighbours,
which would hurt the bottom line
and Trump’s political capital.
Maloney said the United States
should address the “vacuum of
good governance” in the Middle
East because that’s where Iran
tends to move in.
Burns agreed, saying the United
States spends too much time indulging authoritarian regimes that
“creates counterpunch opportunities for a country like Iran.”
“Of course pressure matters,”
Burns said, “but that has to be combined with a willingness to selectively engage.”

Viewpoint

US sanctions on Iran to affect Turkey, India most

A

Jareer Elass

s the international
oil market processes
the Trump administration’s decision to
not extend sanctions
waivers to Iranian
crude customers, two countries
hardest hit financially by the US
move are grappling with how to
meet domestic energy needs.
Turkey and India have each
worked to strengthen political
ties with Tehran while relying on
Iranian crude imports but now
Ankara and New Delhi are preparing to increase imports from existing suppliers and possibly look to
new sources to counter the loss of
Iranian crude deliveries. They are
also weighing alternative payment methods to work around the
Trump administration’s hardening
sanctions policy on Tehran.
Turkey has publicly struck a
defiant tone, suggesting it would
not abide by the unilateral sanctions, while India has taken a more
compliant approach.
In November, the Trump administration unexpectedly granted
6-month significant reduction
exceptions (SREs) to eight of Iran’s

largest oil customers after reimposing US sanctions on Tehran.
The SREs allowed the countries to
purchase Iranian crude at reduced
volumes with the dangling of
potential extensions if the imports
continued to fall leading up to May.
Three of those countries —
Greece, Italy and Taiwan — opted
not to use the waivers, ending
their Iranian oil purchases. China,
India, Turkey, Japan and South Korea took advantage of the SREs and
had been lobbying for extensions
ahead of the Trump administration’s announcement that waivers
were off the table in its drive to
reduce Iranian crude oil exports to
“zero.”
Several of those countries
bumped up their Iranian oil purchases in the first three months
of 2019, fearing a change in the
US administration’s waiver policy
even as they pushed for SRE renewals.
Beijing averaged nearly 500,000
barrels per day (bpd) of Iranian oil
imports during the first quarter,
accounting for approximately half
of Tehran’s crude exports. China
has been the most outspoken
against the American sanctions
on Iran and is well-positioned
economically and politically to
defy Washington and buy oil from
Tehran — possibly in even larger
quantities.

Japanese refiners stopped purchasing Iranian crude in March in
anticipation of a potential cut-off.
During Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe’s White House meeting
April 26 with US President Donald
Trump, the two leaders confirmed
a “joint desire” to curtail oil imports from Iran.
Ankara has decried the Trump
administration’s move to end the
SREs. Turkish Foreign Minister
Mevlut Cavusoglu posted on Twitter on April 22: “Turkey rejects
unilateral sanctions and impositions on how to conduct relations
with neighbours.”
Last year, the Turkish economy
was declared in recession, a
downturn exacerbated by higher
oil prices. Having to pay more to
replace Iranian barrels would be a
further drag on Turkey’s finances.

Indian refiners are
expecting to pay
higher price
premiums from OPEC
members and higher
transportation costs
for supplies from
Mexico and the
United States.

Cavusoglu bristled at the idea
that Ankara should turn to Saudi
and UAE supplies, saying “Iranian
oil isn’t cheap but there is a big
difference,” referring to the higher
prices of crude from the two Gulf
producers.
Given strained relations exacerbated by the killing of Saudi
journalist Jamal Khashoggi in October, Turkey will only reluctantly
call on Riyadh and Abu Dhabi for
replacement volumes if absolutely
necessary.
Just two years ago, Iranian oil
comprised 45% of Turkey’s oil import needs. Iraq has subsequently
grabbed that top supplier spot, accounting for 24% of Ankara’s crude
imports, followed by Russia at 15%
and Iran contributing 12%.
Following an April 17 visit to
Ankara, Iranian Foreign Minister
Mohammad Javad Zarif declared
that Iran and Turkey were preparing to establish a financial mechanism to evade the US sanctions.
Turkish presidential adviser
Ibrahim Kalin has been quoted as
saying that “the Europeans have
set up a mechanism for transaction and payment [to bypass US
sanctions on Tehran]… We will see
either if we can join or come up
with a similar mechanism.”
Push come to shove, Ankara will
probably tap Iraq and Russia for
additional oil supplies rather than

risk running afoul of the Trump
administration. There is also the
expectation that Iranian crude will
be smuggled into Turkey.
New Delhi has responded to
the loss of its SRE extension with
relative equanimity. The Indian Oil
Ministry stated that the country
has “a robust plan to ensure that
there is an adequate supply of
crude oil to Indian oil refineries
from May 2019 onward.”
As a result of the reimposed US
sanctions in November, Tehran’s second-largest Asian crude
customer has seen its Iranian oil
imports nearly halved to around
260,000 bpd.
To secure Iranian replacement
oil, Indian refiners are expecting
to pay higher price premiums from
OPEC members, such as Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, and higher transportation costs for supplies from
Mexico and the United States.
Reports suggest that New Delhi
is politically motivated to maintain
around 100,000 bpd of Iranian oil
imports through a rupee payment
system like that used during the
Obama administration’s sanctions
regime on Tehran but that plan
could collapse under pressure
from the Trump administration.
Jareer Elass reports from
Washington on energy issues
for The Arab Weekly.
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US Brotherhood designation could
throw a spanner in Turkish game in Syria
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

S

yrians on both sides of the
conflict are waiting to see
whether US President Donald Trump will designate the
Muslim Brotherhood as a “terrorist organisation,” something he has
been toying with for more than two
years.
Authorities in Damascus would
undoubtedly welcome the Trump
decision but remain silent, unable
to praise the US president after his
decision on the Golan Heights. So is
the Syrian opposition but for different reasons.
The Brotherhood is strongly represented on the Turkey-backed
Syrian National Coalition, which is
positioned to take part in the forthcoming constitutional committee
within the context of the UN-mandated Geneva peace process.

The Iranians have
condemned the Trump
decision — much to the
displeasure of their allies
in Damascus.
If the Brotherhood is sanctioned,
it becomes technically difficult for
any US official to meet with the Syrian opposition, unless Brotherhood
members are expelled. If they are
asked to leave the Syrian coalition,
that would upset their financial
backers in Turkey and Qatar, costing them money that they are eager
to receive.
If the Brotherhood is squeezed
out of the Geneva process, its members could try to disrupt it.
Throughout the past eight years,
the Brotherhood has been the most
well-organised and coherent political group in the Syrian opposition, with a clear vision, hierarchy
and programme. Few politicians
can afford a confrontation with the
Brotherhood on one front and with

the regime on another.
Although media focus is on Hayat
Tahrir al-Sham (HTS) in Idlib, the
province is historically a hotbed
for the Syrian Brotherhood. This
is where the group nourished in
the 1960s and 1970s, creating underground cells that outlived the
Brotherhood’s 1982 exodus from
Syria.
The older generation of Idlib notables is strongly affiliated with
the Brotherhood and so are their
children and grandchildren, who
are carrying arms with HTS or the
Islamic State (ISIS) now, for lack of
better alternative. With ease, the
Brotherhood could make a visible
comeback in Idlib, carrying arms to
combat HTS, with full backing from
Turkey.
A second option is to cuddle up to
the Russians, who neither sanction
the Brotherhood nor consider it a
terrorist organisation. It agreed to
join the Sochi conference of January 2018 and has been supportive
of the Russian-Turkish-Iranian-led
talks at Astana.
This would play out nicely for
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, who enjoys an excellent
working relationship with Russian
President Vladimir Putin and has
long wanted to usher the Brotherhood into the political process —
more so today than ever, after losing his allies in Egypt and Sudan,
and being on the verge of losing
them in Libya as well.
It can then be slowly injected into
the Russian-led, US-abandoned political process, perhaps after giving
it a facelift, with a new name and
a new identity. That would require
the cooperation of Damascus and
amending of its 2011 political party
law, which prohibits any party from
operating within the Syrian framework, if carrying a religious agenda.
The Syrian government sees zero
reason to accommodate the Brotherhood, unable to forget or forgive
its attempts at seizing power in the
1960s and in 1982. Extensive Russian lobbying is needed but there
are limits as to how far the Russian

Steely gaze. US President Donald Trump (L) and Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan at NATO
headquarters in Brussels, last July.
(Reuters)
can talk the Syrians into accepting
the Brotherhood, which, by Syrian
law, is considered a terrorist organisation. Any contact or membership
is a capital offence in the Syrian legal system.
When Erdogan tried to push for
the Muslim Brotherhood’s empowerment in 2011, during the final
stages of his honeymoon with the
Syrians, he got a very cold shoulder in Damascus. Interestingly, the
Russians don’t mind dealing with
the Brotherhood, nor do the Iranians, who have condemned the
Trump decision — much to the displeasure of their allies in Damascus.
A third option would be for the
Americans to continue dealing with
the Brotherhood members as individuals, not as part of an outlawed

organisation, like they did with the
Palestine Liberation Organisation
at the start of the Madrid Peace
Conference in 1991. This is something Erdogan might try to peddle
to Trump, to keep his proxies on
the Syrian constitutional committee, when they meet in July.
One month after being inaugurated, Trump raised the issue of sanctioning the Muslim Brotherhood
and former US Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson said the group was affiliated with al-Qaeda.
Some members of the Syrian
Brotherhood were, indeed, affiliated with al-Qaeda. Fleeing persecution at home, after failing to
seize power in 1982, many headed
to Pakistan and later to Afghanistan, where they were recruited

by Sheikh Abdullah Azzam, the
Palestinian founder of al-Qaeda.
They reported to him until his 1989
assassination, then to Osama bin
Laden and to current chief Ayman
Zawahiri.
After 9/11, Damascus sent piles
of intelligence that the Syrians
had gathered over the years about
Brotherhood members who joined
al-Qaeda, which were put at the
disposal of the FBI.
One of them, Abou Khaled alSouri, was a main commander in
the Syrian battlefield, until he was
assassinated by ISIS in 2014. Another, Abu Musaab al-Souri — the spiritual godfather of HTS (formerly
Jabhat al-Nusra) — was arrested in
Pakistan in 2005 and extradited to
Syria, where he remains in custody.

Viewpoint

The Trump administration is getting to the root of the problem
Khairallah Khairallah

What it has done in
Yemen and the Gaza
Strip remains the
clearest evidence of
the Brotherhood’s
destructive lust for
power.

I

f the US administration
moves ahead with its initiative to designate the Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist
organisation, as it did with
Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, the move would
constitute a major step towards
getting to the roots of terrorism.
Indeed, it is from the womb of
the Brotherhood that all extremist
organisations were born, including al-Qaeda and the Islamic State.
The infamous terrorist Osama bin
Laden was a graduate of the Muslim Brotherhood school.
This does not mean that terrorism would be restricted to Arab
Sunni communities, especially
when we know that the one party
that has made best use of the
Muslim Brotherhood to serve
its interests and projects is Iran.
Perhaps the best proof of that is
Iranian support for the Muslim
Brotherhood of Egypt when it
seized power in 2012 and gave
Muhammad Morsi the presidency.
Who can forget former Iranian
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s visit to Cairo and his keenness to go to al-Azhar University?
The biggest danger of the
Brotherhood then and now is
that, over a period of many years,
this organisation has infiltrated
important state institutions in
many Arab countries. The Muslim Brotherhood’s activities are
wide-ranging and include creating
conditions for destabilising entire

countries and regions. What it has
done in Yemen and the Gaza Strip
remains the clearest evidence of
the Brotherhood’s destructive lust
for power.
In Yemen, the Brotherhood was
in the service of Iran, albeit indirectly, and in the Gaza Strip it was
in the service of Israel and Iran at
the same time.
The Muslim Brotherhood’s role
in Yemen was essential in leading the country to its current
sorry state. It rode the wave of the
popular protests against Yemeni
President Ali Abdullah Saleh in
2011 and became the spearhead
in overthrowing his government.
In the end, however, we find the
Brothers were acting in the service
of the Houthis who became the
big beneficiaries of the fragmentation of Yemen.
The Yemeni Brotherhood is
playing a malicious role in preventing military change on the
ground. All fronts under their control are frozen because it believes
that time is on its side and one
day it will share Yemen with the
Houthis.
In Gaza, the Muslim Brotherhood, represented by the Hamas
Movement, demonstrated that it
can thwart the Palestinian national project. The Muslim Brothers
did their best to create chaos with
the weapons in their possession
and thus serve the goals of the
Israeli extreme right.
It is because of them that the

world turned on the Palestinians
because of their suicide bombings
in the West Bank and inside Israel
to bury the Palestinian issue and
cause the Gaza Strip to remain
under siege.
The goal of the Muslim Brotherhood in the Palestinian territories was to change the nature of
Palestinian society from one that
was open to the world to one that
is encapsulated in that image of
the closed-minded, masked youth
who want to liberate Palestine
from the sea to the river or from
the river to the sea.
The Obama administration
played a role in pushing the
Muslim Brotherhood to the fore.
In that administration, which
reduced all the problems of the
Middle East to the Iranian nuclear
file, there were people who did not
want to know anything about the
region beyond their own notion
that it deserves to be ruled by the
Muslim Brotherhood.
Nobody in the Obama administration bothered to ask about the
education plans that the Brotherhood sought to impose in Arab
countries such as Egypt, Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, the United Arab
Emirates and Jordan.
That the United States is aware
of the dangers represented by the
Muslim Brotherhood’s project is
a step in the right direction but
it must be pointed out that the
beginnings of fighting this project
took place in an Arab country.

It was the Egyptian people who
first said no to the Brotherhood
and toppled the regime that the
Brotherhood sought to impose on
them through a backward figure
like Morsi. Let’s not forget that
Morsi was backed by both Iran and
Turkey.
The large popular demonstrations that overthrew the Muslim
Brotherhood’s rule in Cairo would
not have succeeded if it had not
been for Arab audacity to counter
the attempt to take Egypt elsewhere. That audacity came in the
form of immediate and generous
aid from Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and
the United Arab Emirates.
Nowadays, it can be said that
Egypt is going through a crucial
stage, regardless of the regime’s
political conservatism at the internal level. It must be recognised
that Egypt is no longer a captive of
Gaza, as in the Morsi era. It’s Egypt
now that is affecting Gaza, not the
other way around.
The change in the US position is the result of a long and
determined effort that is likely to
succeed in more than one place.
At the core of this effort is an Arab
awareness of the dangers posed by
the Muslim Brotherhood project
to every Arab country.
Saving Egypt from the claws of
the Muslim Brotherhood was a
turning point. After the Brotherhood’s failure in Sudan, it is important to make sure that Tunisia
and Algeria do not fall in its grip.
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Spanish Elections

Debate

Spain’s far-right rise highlights re-emergence of identity politics
exhume the body of General Francisco Franco, the fascist dictator
who ruled Spain until his death in
1975, from its resting place at the
Ali Alfoneh
Valley of the Fallen. This mixture
of concrete policy initiatives and
symbolic measures clearly helped
s Spain marked
him win the election.
International WorkThe leaders of the far-right
ers Day, the counVox, on the other hand, vowed
try’s labour unions
to “make Spain great again,”
also celebrated the
campaigned against alleged
victory of Spanish
“gender totalitarianism,” CataPrime Minister Pedro Sanchez, a
lan separatism and warned of
social democrat, in parliamentary
Muslim seizure of power in Spain.
elections a few days earlier.
Following a controversial video
The prospect of Sanchez, whose
production of the Vox party showparty had 29% of the national
ing the remaking of churches into
vote, presiding over a centre-left
mosques, Vox Secretary-General
coalition government in Madrid,
Javier Ortega Smith warned of
was not just welcomed by the
an “Islamist invasion” — a
labour unions. It was a relief
statement investigated by
for those who feared the
Regardless of
Spanish prosecutors as
rise of far-right nationthe nature of
possible hate speech.
alist parties and of
provocations of the
Vox leader
anti-Muslim sentifar-right nationalist
Santiago Abasments in Europe.
parties, the minorities
cal, speaking at a
Identity politics,
post-election rally
however, remains
must insist on
just under the
in Madrid, blamed
their rights and
surface: The April 28
Sanchez’s victory on
obligations as
election also resulted
the once-dominant
European citizens.
in a victory for Vox, the
conservative Popular
first far-right party to gain
Party and, more contro10% of the national vote in
versially, said: “We told you
Spain since the 1970s.
that we were going to begin reSanchez’s campaign strategy
conquering Spain and that’s what
was predictably focused on the
we have done.”
future, building on his record in
Euphoric Vox supporters had
office with achievements such as
no doubt Abascal was referring
a 22% hike in the minimum wage,
to Reconquista, the period from
restoration of slashed pensions,
711-1492 when the Catholic kings
tax increases on multinationals
of Spain tried to end Muslim rule
and rent controls.
on the Iberian Peninsula.
Just as important, Sanchez,
The rise of the Vox in Spain is
whose cabinet is composed of
hardly surprising and follows the
50% women, campaigned on a
re-emergence of identity politics
progressive gender equality agenin the post-ideological era. Italian
da. The social democratic leader
Interior Minister Matteo Salvini’s
also promised to make a clean
League party, Hungarian Prime
break with the past by vowing to
Minister Viktor Orban and Fidesz,

A

Unsurprising trend. Spanish far-right Vox party leader Santiago Abascal delivers a speech during a
rally in Madrid after Spanish general elections, April 28. 			
(AFP)
the Freedom Party of Austria and
Denmark’s the Danish People’s
Party increasingly classify the citizenry by “blood” and relationship
to the “soil.”
Newer far-right parties attempting to steal the mantle of leadership from established nationalists
have taken further measures to attract public support: The leader of
the newly established Stram Kurs
(“Hard Line”) nationalist party
in Denmark systematically burns
copies of the Quran in the public
space to attract attention.

Appeal of identity politicians is
unsurprising. Lacking grand political ideologies and disenchanted
with the political establishment’s
handling of the financial crisis
and influx of immigrants from
sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle
East, the citizenry increasingly organises along ethnic and religious
lines.
This trend increasingly marginalises minorities — in particular
Muslim communities in Europe
— who find it increasingly difficult
to belong.

Regardless of the nature of
provocations of the far-right
nationalist parties, the minorities
must insist on their rights and
obligations as European citizens.
Regardless of how appealing
unmeasured words and deeds to
provocations of rabble-rousers
may appear, civic virtues provide
a better guide through this dark
crisis.
Ali Alfoneh is a senior fellow at
the Arab Gulf States Institute in
Washington.

Spanish election shows there’s hope yet for Europe

T

Stephen Starr

he entry of the Vox
party into the Spanish
Congress following the
April 28 election — the
first time a right-wing
group has done so in
Spain since the 1980s — dominated international headlines.
Vox garnered 10% of the popular vote, setting off alarms for
Spain’s centrist politicians and
foreign nationals but also for promigrant groups around Europe.
However, the real talking point
of the Spanish election ought to
have focused on the victors.
At a time when the rise of the
right has become a trend across
much of Europe, Spanish voters
showed their refusal to yield. The
victory of the Spanish Socialist
Workers’ Party, a left-wing socialist party, showed that not the entirety of Europe has transformed
into a playground for far-right
zealots.
Spain has persistently and successfully fought off the Europewide slide to the right in three
recent national elections over the
past four years.
Bearing in mind that right-wing
sentiment around the continent
has been tied to increasing inward
immigration flows, it’s a remarkable achievement, especially when
considering that Spain accepted
more foreign migrants than any
other European country last year.
Take, for example, how, when all
other Mediterranean countries
refused to let the Aquarius rescue
boat, carrying 600 migrants, dock
last June, Spain opened its doors.
What has stopped Spain from
turning the way of Sweden,
Germany or Hungary? What’s its
secret?

Welcome tonic. Spanish Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez, of the Socialist Workers’ Party, speaks to supporters while celebrating the result in Spain’s general election in Madrid, April 28.
(Reuters)
Part of the reason Spain has
population than even the United
withstood the sensationalist,
States, a country that, a 2017 poll
anti-immigrant rhetoric is beindicated, one-in-five of all
cause it boasts a shared — if
migrants would move to if
sometimes combative —
they could.
history with MuslimMore than one-third
Spanish voters
majority countries
of foreign-born
demonstrated their
and empires that
nationals living
maturity. They were
goes back centuin Spain are from
ries.
Latin America.
able to discern
Some conservaThat doesn’t tell
between fear
tives in the United
the whole story.
mongering and
States
claim that
For decades, Spain
reality.
Spain succeeded
has attracted imin integrating immigrants from Latin
migrants from there
America and sunseekers
because of shared cultural
from northern Europe. It
and skill sets, even suggesting
is home to more foreign-born
that those attempting to seek
people as a percentage of its

asylum in America should try
Spain instead.
That’s a half-baked argument.
The people fleeing to Spain from
the Middle East and North and
sub-Saharan Africa have much in
common with those from Central
America in the 1980s. They, too,
were running from murderous
regimes and failing economies.
And while the Vox party’s
leadership used inciteful antiimmigrant language on the campaign trail, it’s failed to gain much
traction even as the performance
of Spain’s economy languishes far
behind the likes of Germany or
Sweden.
None of this means that im-

migrants can expect a free ride or
that Spain constitutes some kind
of utopia. Nor can it be ignored
that more than 2.5 million people
voted for the anti-immigrant Vox
party.
This is a party whose election
campaign used the provocative
slogan: “The Reconquista will begin in the lands of Andalusia.” Its
rise is clearly cause for concern
for liberals and centrists throughout Europe.
Incidents of Islamophobia are
on the rise in Spain (as elsewhere)
and vast sections of southern
Spain face long-standing high
unemployment and depressed
wages, meaning the conditions
for right-wing growth are in place.
Yet the underlying reason for
the Vox party’s comparative rise
has little to do with immigrants. It
is, instead, tied to events in Catalonia, where separatists positioning for independence fuelled a
nationalist backlash among Spanish voters. In addition, the Vox
party took votes from the centreright People’s Party because the
latter has been scandalised by
corruption allegations.
The prospect of Catalan independence has enveloped Spain
in its biggest crisis for 40 years.
If nationalist politicians succeed
in further gains in future polls, it
will be because of what’s happening in Barcelona, not because
Spain is accepting more refugees
and migrants.
Spanish voters demonstrated
their maturity. They were able
to discern between fear mongering and reality. That, in an age of
sensationalism and Brexit hyperbole, is a welcome tonic for the
continent as a whole. Let’s hope
it spreads.
Stephen Starr is the author of
“Revolt in Syria: Eye-Witness to
the Uprising” and has lived in
Syria and Turkey since 2007.
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4IR centre in Dubai marks new step into the future

Tunisia raises
minimum wage
for industrial
and agricultural
sectors

Sabahat Khan

Dubai

D

ubai officials have opened
the Centre for Fourth Industrial Revolution, the
first such research facility
in the region, in cooperation with
the World Economic Forum.
The centre, at AREA 2071 in Emirates Towers, marks another step
into the future for Dubai and the
Emirates, which have intensified
efforts to enable positive transformation in recent years.
The term “Fourth Industrial
Revolution” (4IR) was introduced
by World Economic Forum (WEF)
founder Klaus Schwab in Foreign
Affairs magazine in December 2015.
Previous industrial revolutions
were marked by the introduction of
steam power, mass production and
digital technology. Schwab said 4IR
is fundamentally different because
it is characterised by technologies
that fuse the physical, digital and
biological worlds.
The agreement to establish the
centre was signed by Dubai Crown
Prince Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed al-Maktoum in January at the
WEF in Switzerland. The theme of
the WEF meeting dealt with the opportunities and challenges of 4IR,
reflecting the fast-growing importance of the issue.
The WEF identified nine areas
that underpin 4IR. The 4IR centre
in the United Arab Emirates is to
specialise in three of these: artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning; blockchain and distributed ledger technology; and precision
medicine.
The other focus areas are: the internet of things; robotics and smart
cities; autonomous and urban mobility; drones; digital trade; 4IR for
the Earth; and data policy.

The centre, inaugurated
at AREA 2071 in Emirates
Towers, marks another
step into the future for
Dubai and the Emirates.
The opening of the centre in
Dubai forms part of a broader strategic co-operation agreement between the Emirates and the WEF.
The Dubai 4IR centre is the fifth
globally and is to work closely with
the main hub in the United States. It
is expected to form part of a global
WEF-network of 4IR centres in Ja-

Tunisian Prime Minister
Youssef Chahed announced a
6.5% increase in the minimum
wage for the industrial and agricultural sectors.
The monthly minimum wage
will be 403 dinars ($134 dollars).
The minimum wage for construction workers and pensions for the
private sector will also increase
6.5%.
The increase, effective May 1, is
the third since 2017.
The move comes days after 12
farmworkers were killed and 20
others injured in a traffic collision
in central Tunisia when a truck
carrying the workers collided
with another carrying poultry in
Cebalet in Sidi Bouzid province.

A hub for innovation. A speaker presents details of the Emirati Strategy for the Fourth Industrial

Revolution during the UAE Government Annual Meetings in Abu Dhabi.
pan, China and India. The WEF also
has programmes with Colombia
and Israel to host affiliate centres.
The 4IR project brings together
a fast-growing global network of
major private sector organisations
along with government partners,
including Microsoft, Amazon, Huawei and Reliance Industries.
Dubai has reinforced its position
at the global forefront of producing ground-breaking research to
inform international efforts and
assist the development of policies
and governance systems to develop
the opportunities such technologies present.
Specialised project teams of experts from around the WEF network will be assigned to the Dubai
centre, Dubai officials plan to begin
running pilot programmes in AI and
blockchain technology along with
projects to study genome sequencing for the development of precision medicine.
The centre will facilitate Dubai’s
vision and goals, such as being
among the world’s first to transform
into a truly “smart city,” accelerate
the Emirates’ transformation and
become a hub in the global network
for innovation and technology.
The vision of Dubai Ruler Sheikh

Mohammed bin Rashid al-Maktoum has emphasised embracing
innovation and change for the future. He had said he wants Dubai to
be a regional beacon for knowledge
and innovation.
Marking 50 years of public service, Sheikh Mohammed in January announced a 50 Year Charter
for Dubai. A Ministry of Possibilities has been established by the
United Arab Emirates. The ministry is to function virtually and with
input from across the cabinet to address critical challenges.
In 2016, the United Arab Emirates
created ministries for the future,
happiness and tolerance, reflecting
its approach to future challenges.
Sheikh Mohammed each year
hosts the Future Government
Summit in Dubai, which includes
government leaders and senior administrators to focus on the role of
new and emerging technology in
governance.
Next year, Dubai is to open the
Museum of the Future in Emirates
Towers, an incubator for innovation and design that will take provide visitors with a look as to what
life in 2035 will be like. The museum is an initiative of the Dubai
Future Foundation, which will run

Cairo

W

heat pricing is emerging as a problem as the
Egyptian government
tries to collect enough
grain to produce bread for millions
of citizens enrolled in the national
food rationing system.
Ahead of the wheat harvest,
which started in late April, the
Egyptian Ministry of Supply said it
would pay 3,900 pounds ($226) per
tonne of wheat bought from local
farmers.
This price is not satisfactory for
farmers, who say the cultivation of
the wheat is too expensive.
“This price isn’t fair at all,” said
Saddam Abu Hussein, the selfstyled head of the independent
Farmers’ Union. “The farmers were
surprised by the ministry’s price
declaration.”
The Ministry of Supply said it
needs 3.6 million tonnes of local
wheat to produce subsidised bread
for national food rationing beneficiaries. Approximately 73.6 million
Egyptians are enrolled in the country’s food rationing system. They
buy bread at about 12% of its production cost. The government pays
the rest.

Egyptian bakers produce nearly
91 billion loaves of bread every
year. The 3.6 million tonnes of
wheat would cover only one-third
of quantities needed for bread production. That means the Egyptian
government must turn to international markets for the rest.
However, the failure of the government to offer an appropriate
price for the wheat — at least in the
view of farmers — may force it to
import more wheat this year, specialists said.
“The wheat pricing policy is totally wrong,” said Adel Qadir alNaquib, the former dean of the
College of Agriculture at al-Azhar
University. “The government has
to offer the farmers an appropriate
price for their wheat so they can be
tempted to sell their produce to it,
not to the private sector.”
Nonetheless, the price the government is offering is higher than
the wheat price on the international market where 1 tonne of wheat
sells for $180-$208.
Among the complaints of the
farmers are high wheat production
costs. Wheat producers do not receive government support, except
for fertiliser and some technical
tips.
Subsidised fertiliser offered by
the government, the farmers say, is

but a fraction of what they need for
their farms.
“The farmers have to buy the remaining amounts of fertiliser from
the market and at market prices
that keep increasing every day,”
Abu Saddam said.

The price the government
is offering is higher than
the wheat price on the
international market
where 1 tonne of wheat
sells for $180-$208.
Apart from fertiliser, landowners
also must pay workers, agricultural
equipment rent and fuel for equipment. Combined, the costs are far
higher than the price the government is offering for wheat.
That leaves farmers and landowners searching for buyers who
pay higher prices.
This year, around 1.3 million hectares of Egypt’s 4.1 million hectares
farmland is cultivated with wheat.
Overall, wheat production is expected to reach 9.5 million tonnes,
Minister of Agriculture Ezzedine
Abu Steit said.
Wheat farmers sell some of
their crop to the Ministry of Supply, some to the private sector and
keep some for personal use. Most

(Deutsche Presse-Agentur)

(WAM)

the Centre for 4IR.
AREA 2071 was designed as
a physical manifestation of the
vision behind the UAE Centennial Plan, which aims to place the
United Arab Emirates among the
world’s leading countries by the
time it turns 100 years old.

The 4IR project brings
together a fast-growing
global network of major
private sector
organisations along with
government partners,
including Microsoft,
Amazon, Huawei and
Reliance Industries.
These steps represent strategic
efforts to accelerate the development of mindsets, policies and
governance frameworks allowing
the technology and innovation that
underpins 4IR to be harnessed positively, as early as possible and with
minimal risk.
Sabahat Khan, based in Dubai,
maintains a cross-disciplinary
focus in international security,
defence policy and strategic
issues.

Low wheat pricing exasperates Egypt’s farmers
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Briefs

Egypt’s farmers bake their own
bread. They use wheat as feed for
animals.
Wheat pricing is a problem that
appears every year and an increase
of wheat imports puts pressure on
the state budget and lessens foreign currency reserves.
“Importing more wheat seems to
be inevitable, even as it is still early
to reach this conclusion because
we are still at the beginning of the
harvest season,” said Mohamed
Saad Abdel A’ati, a professor of agriculture at the University of Kafr
al-Sheikh in the Nile Delta.
He said he expected the government to need to import more than
6 million tonnes of wheat this year.
Egypt’s ability to increase wheat
production is limited by water resources, growing consumption and
poor storage.
After harvest, the wheat is often
stored in outdated silos that result
in a loss of almost 20% of the output, said the Research Committee
for Wheat Output, a government
panel tasked with finding ways
to increase wheat production, of
which Abdel A’ati is a member.
“This reduces the overall output and increases the need for imports,” Abdel A’ati said. “These imports are also a heavy pressure on
the state budget.”

Kuwait
inaugurates
causeway to free
trade zone
Kuwait inaugurated one of the
world’s longest causeways, linking Kuwait City to an uninhabited
border region planned to become
a major free trade hub.
The 36km bridge connects
Kuwait City to the northern desert
area of Subbiya, where Kuwait
aims to create the “Silk City”
project linking the Gulf to central
Asia and Europe. The Jaber Bridge
was named after late ruler Sheikh
Jaber al-Ahmad al-Sabah.
It span reduces the driving time
between Kuwait City and Subbiya,
close to Iraq and Iran, from 90
minutes to less than half an hour.
Investment in the Silk City
project is expected to top $100
billion. A 5,000-megawatt power
plant has already been built in
Subbiya.
(The Associated Press)

Iran inflation
could reach 40%
this year
Iran’s economy is expected to
shrink for the second consecutive
year and inflation could reach
40%, an International Monetary
Fund senior official said, as the
country copes with the effects of
tighter sanctions imposed by the
United States.
Washington, which reimposed
sanctions against Iran’s oil exports
in November, has demanded buyers of Iranian oil to stop purchases
by May or face sanctions, ending
six months of waivers that allowed Iran’s eight biggest buyers
to import limited volumes.
Iran’s economy shrank 3.9%
last year, International Monetary
Fund (IMF) estimates state, and
is expected to shrink 6% in 2019,
Jihad Azour, director of the IMF’s
Middle East and Central Asia
department, said, adding that the
projection preceded the latest
elimination of waivers.
US sanctions against Iran have
denied its government more than
$10 billion in oil revenue, a US
official said.
(Reuters)
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Morocco’s public health-care and
education sectors facing worst crisis
Saad Guerraoui

Serious
grievances.
Doctors take
part in a strike
in Rabat.

Casablanca

M

orocco’s public healthcare and education sectors are going through
serious crises amid the
government’s inability to find a solution to repeated strikes.
Public sector doctors began a
1-week strike on April 29 because
of what they said were deteriorating working conditions. Hundreds
of doctors clad in black vests took
to the streets of Rabat to protest
Health Minister Anas Doukkali’s
and the government’s ignoring
their claims.
The government allocated $2.9
billion in the 2018-19 budget to
the health-care sector, including
$732 million for construction and
equipment at the University Hospital Centres of Rabat, Tangier,
Agadir, Marrakech and Oujda as
well as the creation of 4,000 budgetary positions.
Moulay Abdellah el-Montadar
Alaoui, secretary-general of the Independent Union of Public Sector
Doctors, said nearly 1,000 doctors
from across Morocco had resigned,
pending ministry approval.
“It’s a week of ire against the
government for its indifference
towards our legitimate rights and
demands,” said Alaoui. “We are
simply asking the government to
fulfil our demands to improve the
degrading health-care sector but it
is turning a deaf ear.”
Doctors have two main claims,
a union statement said, including
application of salary index 509 in
the calculation of their wages and
its equivalence to the state doctorate. The second is to improve
working conditions with additional medical equipment in public
hospitals.
Doukkali told the National Radio
that the ministry would increase
the number of positions assigned

(Saad Guerraoui)

to doctors and paramedics to alleviate congestion at hospitals and
health-care centres.
“This year was marked by records in terms of doctors recruited,” said Doukkali, adding that the
number of resident and internal
medical positions had been revised upward.
Last year, 308 out of 500 candidates showed up but they refused
to be assigned to the various hospitals of the country in response
to the ministry’s failure to respond
positively to the doctors’ demands.
Alaoui said about 50 doctors answered the ministry’s call. The rest
withdrew because of unfavourable
working conditions, particularly in
southern Morocco.
The Health Ministry said it was
committed to investing $1.7 billion in 80 projects, including new

premises and university hospitals
but experts said the move was not
enough to solve chronic problems
in the health-care sector. They
argue that the public demand for
doctors far exceeds the number
of recruits, who cannot offset the
deficit in hospitals.
Some public doctors switch to
the private sector or emigrate to
seek better situations in the West,
exacerbating the crisis in Morocco.
Approximately 8,000 Moroccan
doctors work overseas, the Health
Ministry said.
“We need between 10,000 and
11,000 doctors to offset the deficit
in the public sector. Bringing doctors from other countries will not
solve the problem because they
also want favourable working conditions,” said Alaoui.
The public education sector is

also going through a major crisis.
Contracted teachers suspended a
nationwide strike in response to
appeals from several parties in Morocco after seven weeks of tension
with the Education Ministry.
Teachers have been waging protests and strikes to end renewable
contracts in favour of permanent
jobs that offer civil service benefits,
including a better pension. They
wore black armbands as a sign of
mourning for teachers’ dignity, a
statement by the national coordination of teachers’ unions stated.
Education Minister Said Amzazi
threatened to dismiss teachers unless they ended the strike, which
has affected 7% of Morocco’s 7 million students.
Some 55,000 teachers out of a
total of 240,000 have been hired
on renewable contracts by regional

education delegations since 2016
to address overcrowding in rural
classrooms.
The Education Ministry announced April 13 the suspension
of all the administrative and legal
measures against senior teachers
of the Regional Academies of Education and Training, adding that
their salaries would also be paid.
Teachers insist on the need to
respect commitments and speed
up the organisation of the second
round of dialogue.
Some opposition members of
parliament called on the government to end the stalemate, which
is likely to linger unless teachers’
demands are met.

over five years.
Recent cabinet meetings
focused on cutting spending on
government employment, an area
of rampant waste. Saad Hariri,
who has followed his father both
as prime minister and leader of
the mainly Sunni Future Movement, warned of “the most austere” budget in Lebanon’s history.
“The proposal revolves around
a deficit-to-GDP ratio of 9%,
down from above 11%… in 2018,”
said Barakat. “Among the main
measures suggested by the draft
budget law are reducing public
sector allowances, putting a ceiling on public-sector benefits…
making income taxes more progressive to reach a ceiling of 25%
rather than 20% currently, raising
the withholding tax on interest
from 7% to 10% and cancelling
exemptions from custom duties
except those subject to international agreements.”
Whatever anecdotes abound on
state employees who rarely turn
up for work, rumours of cutbacks
prompted lively demonstrations by retired army and security officers. Their spokesmen’s
complaints over embezzlement
tapped a widespread belief that
the politicians will be the last to
tighten their belts.
In an interview with Al Arabiya,
Khalil suggested losses at stateowned Electricite du Liban made
up 36% of the “internal deficit”
but he gave no hint on how he
would reduce it. Large parts

of Lebanon, including Beirut’s
southern suburbs, a Hezbollah
stronghold, pay no electricity
bills. Increasing charges for those
who do pay would fuel resentment, especially while daily power cuts last at least three hours in
Beirut and longer elsewhere.
While Europe offers carrots, the
Trump administration is hardly
keen on foreign aid either for
Lebanon or for Syrian reconstruction. Instead it seems set on an
economic squeeze of Iran and its
allies, including Hezbollah, which
has three government ministers
in Lebanon. Hanging over the
proceedings is talk of another
Israel-Hezbollah war.
Barakat stressed there is “still
room for a soft landing in public finance rather than harmful
measures, such as devaluation
or debt restructuring, that would
have long-lasting adverse effects.”
In January, the government reassured the banks by stressing its
commitment to make all debt and
interest repayments on time.
But Hezbollah Secretary-General Hassan Nasrallah on May 2 told
the banks they had a “national,
moral duty” to “participate in the
solution when it comes to debt
servicing and reducing interest
rates.”
True, government employees
might like the idea of banks taking a slice of austerity but those
holding deposits in the banks
might then conclude their money
would be better placed elsewhere.

Saad Guerraoui is a contributor
to The Arab Weekly on Maghreb
issues.

Viewpoint

Lebanon nearing fiscal crunch
Gareth Smyth

Government
employees might like
the idea of banks
taking a slice of
austerity but those
holding deposits
might then conclude
their money would be
better placed
elsewhere.

T

wo decades after
then-Prime Minister Rafik Hariri put
Lebanon on a path
of post-war reconstruction financed by
high government borrowing, the
country seems to be nearing a
fiscal crunch. At $84 billion, the
public debt is more than 150%
of GDP, the world’s third highest
such ratio.
This has been possible because
Lebanon’s banks have financed
government borrowing. The
banks’ vast deposits, mainly
from Lebanese abroad, are four
times the size of the economy. In
past years, politicians suggested
economic growth would reduce
public debt by swelling GDP and
boosting government revenue
through a higher tax yield but
this year, International Monetary
Fund said, growth will be 0.2%
after 1% of 2018.
The regional situation is
partly responsible. Gulf countries,
which, in the 1990s and 2000s,
invested in Lebanon and boosted
tourism, have partly shunned a
country where they say Iranian
influence is too strong. While the
Lebanese Army, security officers and politicians prevented
the 8-year Syrian conflict from
spilling over the border, Lebanon
faces a prospect of perhaps 1.5
million Syrian refugees settling in
while Syria remains in ruins.
As the cabinet met in early May
to discuss the budget, Lebanese

Finance Minister Ali Hassan
Khalil felt compelled to say the
country was “definitely not on
the brink of bankruptcy. Central
Bank Governor Riad Salameh insisted the Lebanese pound would
“remain stable.”
Marwan Barakat, chief economist at Banque Audi, identified
two “defence lines” — avoiding a
run on the pound and the transfer
abroad of bank deposits.
“Foreign exchange reserves at
the Banque du Liban [the Central
Bank] stand at about $38 billion, the equivalent of 76% of the
Lebanese pound money supply.
Bear in mind that, under previous
stress periods, with the assassination of former Prime Minister
[Rafik] Hariri in 2005 and the
Israeli invasion in 2006, a maximum of 30% of Lebanese pound
holdings were converted into
foreign currencies,” said Barakat.
“For the second defence line,
the primary liquidity of banks in
foreign exchange represent circa
39% of their foreign exchange
deposits. So, we need to have 39%
of depositors leaving Lebanon to
have a liquidity issue.”
This would spell serious
trouble. Europe is piling on the
pressure for curbing the government deficit and easing the debt.
Its officials are talking tough on
conditions for the $11.6 billion
pledged at last year’s Paris donors
conference during which Lebanon
agreed to reduce its deficit-toGDP ratio by at least 1% per year
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Egypt’s Ramadan fare: Fewer
television series, less politics
Mohamed Abdelhadi

Cairo

I

n past years, the names of top
TV and cinema stars have been
associated with the Ramadan
television season. Production
companies sought to sign big names
because the mere mention of their
names would attract a wide audience of advertisers and viewers, regardless of the type and quality of
the programmes in which they appeared.
That equation is changing starting
with the upcoming Ramadan’s fare
of television dramas and series. This
year, the top stars of the small screen
will be absent.
Most of the usual faces, such as
Adel Imam, Yahya al-Fakharany,
Yousra, Elham Shahin, Laila Elwi,
Ghada Abdel Razek and Mervat
Amin, will not be seen on TV this
Ramadan for financial and marketing reasons and, reportedly, because
of the lack of quality roles in proposed scripts, almost all of which
focus on youthful matters that make
roles for older actors marginal.
Imam, who was to be part of the
series “Valentino,” is not appearing
this season after the series was postponed for conflicting reasons.
No less than 15 Egyptian soap operas are being marketed for Ramadan.
That number may shrink because
some directors announced they had
begun filming late.
Some directors found themselves
in a crisis because of restrictions set
by Synergy Productions on costs
for new productions. Budgets were
capped at $4 million and celebrity
actors’ fees were reduced to one-

quarter of what they used to be. Synergy has been producing about 70%
of Ramadan dramas with a focus on
feminine leading roles.
“Synergy now owns the distribution and production block or the
upstream and downstream,” critic
Tarek El Shennawi said. “It has become the owner of all types of media. It owns most of the dramas it
produces and has a virtual monopoly on most important screening outlets, which confirms its monopoly
philosophy.”

The political atmosphere
in Egypt makes it
undesirable to plunge into
themes about politics and
social injustices so
screenwriters resort to
safe set pieces.
Promotional clips for this year’s
dramas suggest the same lack of diversity that characterised Ramadan
productions for ten years, whether
they were comedies, social dramas
or suspense and action shows. The
new dramas have returned to old
recipes of telling stories of vengeance, of rich and handsome but
corrupt businessmen with multiple
marriages and of the poor young
hero standing steadfast in the face of
injustice.
Some critics said the political
atmosphere in Egypt makes it undesirable to plunge into themes
about politics and social injustices so screenwriters resort to
safe set pieces that do not cause
problems or run the risk of being
misinterpreted.
For this season, they tapped into
the world of sports, of exceptional

heroes and in old-fashion love stories between the rich girl and the
hard-working, poor young man.
Most of the dramas use tried-andtrue formulas found on big-screen
productions.
In the series “Lams Aktaf,” Yasser
Galal plays a boxer chased by gangs
after he announced his desire to
repent and renounce the world of
crime. In “Hogan,” Mohammed
Imam was cast as a young, muscular hero who can pull cars with his
hands, bend metal coins with his fingers and eat glass.
With scenarios like these, screenwriters are trying to grab younger
audiences, such as teenagers and
young adults obsessed with body
building. Directors had their leading
actors train in the martial arts and
lift weights to make their bodies fit
the roles.
TV critic Magda Morris said this
coming Ramadan TV season will
be marked by the absence of many
production companies known for
the dramatic and artistic qualities of
their productions and for their reliance on famous actors because of
the dominance of Synergy Productions.
Morris said Synergy’s monopoly is
disturbing and frustrating the Egyptian drama production. Many artists
and actors are looking for Arab companies outside Egypt to boost their
careers.
Some big names in TV dramas
have lost some of their lustre after
the success of new names. The recent series “Abu Arousa” (“Father
of the Bride”), starring Sayed Ragab,
not considered a top-rank actor, has
become popular thanks essentially
to the quality of its scenario.
The show struck a realistic chord

A changing equation. Poster of the Egyptian series “Hikayti”
(“My Story”). 						
(Twitter)
with audiences because it revolves
around family problems resulting
from the generation gap between
parents and children.
Critic Ahmed Saad said this year’s
Ramadan productions are half the
number of last year’s mainly because, for many programmes, production began in February, which
leaves little time to be ready for the
Ramadan viewing season.
He pointed out that the fewer
number of series may turn out to
be a blessing because viewers often

cannot follow all the series being offered during Ramadan.
Also, because of the large number of series usually offered, some
productions may be stuck on less
favourable time slots and some very
basic work, whose main ideas could
be told in a relatively brief time, get
stretched to last 23 hours to fill the
30 days viewing for purely commercial objectives.
Mohamed Abdelhadi is an Egyptian
writer.

Syrian TV series shows ‘safe distance’ in post-war chaos to be fake
Nidhal Qushha

Damascus

I

n “Masafat Aman,” Syrian director Allaith Hajjo went deep into
the Syrian crisis and created a
work of art centred on a network
of social relations so distorted and
perverted that a dangerous and alienated society emerges.
The TV series, written by Imen
al-Saeed al-Katheer, gives a broad
canvas of social and personal burdens resulting from the chaos experienced by Arab societies in general
in post-war periods and focuses on
characters from the Syrian society
in particular who have been affected
by the events.
“Masafat Aman” (“A Safe Distance”) brought together talented
Syrian actors such as Karis Bashar,
Sulafa Miear, Abdel Moneim Amiry,
Qays Sheikh Najib, Nadine Tahssine Bek, Jerjis Jabara and Haya
Maraachli.
The Arab Weekly was on the set
during filming of the series and
talked with Hajjo about his work
and other issues.
“In any society that has suffered
the horrors of war, everything becomes dangerous and even more
dangerous than the war itself because of the tangled and distorted
relations it produces,” Hajjo said of
his latest work’s title.
“The nature of the society changes and becomes chaotic in terms of
love relations, work and life in general, which becomes fraught with
mistakes. We become surrounded
by the hazards of the utter chaos left
by the war.”
“Each of us is trying to create a
safe distance between oneself and
these hazards to protect oneself
from the repercussions of this critical stage,” he said. “Has any of us
succeeded in developing such safe
distances?

“I believe that the safe distance
that each one of us creates is fake.
There is no safe distance to protect us from the chaos that we have
come to.”
In his previous work, Hajjo raised
questions but refrained from offering answers. In “Masafat Aman,” he
veered from his usual artistic path
and provides new visions and specific answers.
“I usually do not offer answers in
my work but this time I feel compelled to adopt a new approach
because the results we are talking
about have become real, imbricated
in the details of our daily lives. We
can’t see them but we experience
them,” Hajjo said.
“I found it necessary to include
them in the work for these results
are very obvious in love relations,
family relations, work and all details
of life in general.
“We are today surrounded by hazards of all kinds, social, economic
and other. Chaos governs all relations inside the whole society and
we are living in a state of emergency
that carries with it new, strange and,
of course, dangerous things.
“This does not mean that we are
finished as a society. There is always
some hope left and it is this hope
that we all seek and which drives
us forward but it brings us face-toface with tough and crucial choices.
Either we stay where we are and we
go on living in crisis and chaos or we
get out of it and seek safety.
“In this work, we are building a
specific end that is reflected in the
answer that we give. I was obsessed
with open endings but I gave that
up because we’re offering an answer
regarding the critical stage of the aftermath of war.”
Hajjo’s work, whether comedic
or tragic, has been characterised
by deep explorations of the human
psyche. In “Masafat Aman,” he pursues that approach.
“For me, art is the means and ul-

A distinctive style. A scene from “Masafat Aman” shows Syrian actor Abdel Moneim Amiry.
timate goal to reach the depths of
man; otherwise, art becomes just
a means of entertainment. I’m not
against art for entertainment and I
respect this form of artistic expression and its fans and their opinion
but I prefer to do work with intellectual dimensions because understanding human nature is my first
and ultimate goal,” he said.
That artistic approach is quite
visible in “Masafat Aman.” “I consider all of the production components like lighting, the decor, the
costumes and of course the most
important element, namely the actor, as contributing elements to conveying the idea, which is everyone’s
goal. I believe that presenting things
in a simple way is extremely important and requires a greater effort,”
Hajjo said.

“Going for the visual wow oftentimes serves to hide other shortcomings. I’m of the idea that there
should be an overall artistic and
creative mix between all elements
to create a specific harmony in accordance with a clear and simple
vision. I want to be faithful through
this harmony to the ideas in the scenario. I try my best to engage a visual dialogue with the audience by
injecting enough visual enticement,
especially in the context of the presence of a fierce visual competition in
parallel works.”
Hajjo’s
distinctive
cinematic
style appears in some of his works
and disappears in others. There
are traces of it in his documentary
“Nawafidh Al-Rouh” (“Windows
of the Soul”) and more recently in
a short film based on a scenario by

(Al Arab)

writer Rami Koussa titled “Al-Habl
Al-Sirri” (“The Umbilical Cord”).
“When I made the TV series ‘Ahlam al-Gharam’ and some scenes of
the show ‘Spotlight,’ some of my
friends and fans often commented
that these works had cinematic
qualities,” he said. “So I was tempted to give my TV works a cinematic
dimension and became obsessed
with the idea of directing a film.
“It did finally happen with my latest film ‘The Umbilical Cord.’ I liked
its central idea and its production
conditions and time. I completed
the work and it was successful with
audiences. I’m not a big fan of festivals as much as I’m a fan of cinema
itself because it is a beautiful world
in which I have big dreams.”
Nidhal Qushha is a Syrian writer.
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International
camel racing
another attraction
in Sharm el-Sheikh
Amr Emam

Cairo

E

gypt made its international
camel racing debut at a new
track in Sharm el-Sheikh.
The contest, the first in
Egypt on such a wide scale, lasted
two days in late April and showcased racing camels from 16 countries, including the United Arab
Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia,
Algeria, Morocco, Kuwait and Bahrain.
Although many camel racing
events are organised in Egypt every
year, generally they are all smaller
in scale.
“Egypt has its own camel racing
history,” said Eid al-Muzaini, the
head of the Egyptian Camel Racing
Federation. “Camel racing is a very
important sport all throughout our
country.”
Camel racing is most popular
among Egypt’s Bedouin communities, including in Sinai, in southern
Egypt and in the Western Desert.
Hundreds of Egyptian tribes take
pride in owning the fastest and finest camel breeds.
The Sharm el-Sheikh International Camel Racing Contest included 454 camels competing in
various racing events. The Egyptian Howeitat tribe claimed first
place.
The championship started days

after the inauguration of Sharm elSheikh’s first camel racing track.
Nearly $6 million was invested
in building the 6km track, which
is suitable for almost all types of
camel racing competitions. The
track complex covers an area of 380
hectares.
The track is the first in a series
of camel racing facilities planned
across Egypt with the aim of entering the international camel racing
scene, Muzaini said.
In trying to claim a spot on the
camel racing map, Egypt borrowed
from Arab Gulf states, notably the
United Arab Emirates and Saudi
Arabia, that have established camel racing records. With a focus on
boosting tourism, Egyptian officials hope camel racing will attract
enthusiasts from across the world.
The first races at Sharm el-Sheikh
coincided with preparations for the
African Cup of Nations June 21-July
19, further evidence of using sporting events as strong magnets for
tourists.
South Sinai Governor Khaled
Fouda said the camel races grabbed
the attention of camel lovers from
around the Arab world.
“Our country has a strong camel
racing heritage that we want to preserve,” Fouda said at the opening of
the racing contest April 25.
This heritage is especially deeply
rooted in Sinai where thousands
of tribesmen cherish camel racing
and breeding. Fouda described the

A heritage to preserve. A camel competes at Sharm el-Sheikh International Camel Racing Contest.
					
(Courtesy of Egyptian Camel Racing Federation)
opening of the track in Sharm elSheikh as a “dream come true” for
tribesmen in his province.
He said he expected the track and
the official attention paid to camel
racing as a sport to contribute to
socio-economic stability in Sinai.
This, Fouda said, would encourage
local camel breeders to commit to
the production of the finest camel
breeds.
“This will, of course, stimulate
the economy in Sinai and bring
Egypt closer to excellence when it
comes to camel racing,” he said.
Excellence, specialists said, is
not a far-fetched dream for a country with strong camel racing traditions, some of the world’s finest
camel breeds and some of the most

skilled racers. Last August and September, Egyptian tribes won first
and second places at the Crown
Prince Camel Racing Festival in
Saudi Arabia.

The first races at Sharm
el-Sheikh coincided with
preparations for the
African Cup of Nations
June 21-July 19, further
evidence of using sporting
events as strong magnets
for tourists.
“This shows that we can easily
compete with a little extra effort,”
said Sheikh Ibrahim Salim, a Sinai
chieftain and owner of a racing

camel. “Most of the tribes in our
country have their own very talented racers.”
Advanced techniques were applied during the Sharm el-Sheikh
races to ensure transparency and
fairness. Camels entered in the races were examined to make certain
that they hadn’t received performance-enhancing drugs. Electronic chips were fixed to the legs of
camels in the contest to calculate
distances run and speed.
“These measures prove that our
ability to organise such important
sports events is quite significant,”
Muzaini said. “This is why I expect
our country to become the camel
racing hub of the Arab world in a
matter of a few years.”

‘Sponsor a Palm’ initiative for conserving Iraq’s famed dates
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

T

ala,
Habbaba,
Kawkab
and Lina are some of the
nicknames for palm trees
adopted by Iraqi families
under the private initiative “Sponsor a Palm,” which was established
to preserve Iraq’s palm trees and
boost the once-booming date industry.
Iraq is famous for the quality of
its dates. Palm trees are found in
all Iraqi cities — on the streets, in
private gardens, in farmlands and
fields. Before its war with Iran in
the 1980s, Iraq had 30 million date
palms producing 1 million tonnes
of dates annually. However, disastrous military campaigns and decades of neglect devastated the trees
and damaged the date industry,
which was second to oil in national
export revenue.

Three decades ago, Iraq
had more than 30 million
palm trees but there are
approximately 12 million
trees currently.
“Since I was a child, I have a
certain affinity and attachment to
palm trees,” said Amina Sultani,
22, who started “Sponsor a Palm.”
“Palms are associated with childhood memories when the whole
family, relatives and neighbours
used to gather under the trees at
the time of date picking to get their
share of the delicious fruit.”
“In my grandfather’s home garden there were many kinds of
palm trees bearing different types
of dates with different tastes. Iraqi
dates are famous for their unique

taste and they were abundant in the
countryside, especially in Karbala
and Najaf,” Sultani said.
She said the idea behind the initiative was inspired by a Saudi TV
programme that showcased the
importance of safeguarding palms
through adoption to maintain ecological balance.
“I thought, ‘Why not implement
a similar approach to Iraq’s palms,”
said Sultani, who said she was distressed by the regression of palm
trees caused by wars, government
neglect and people’s lack of interest
in cultivating the trees.
Backed by a UN Development
Programme loan of $41,000, Sultani began “Sponsor a Palm” as part
of an awareness campaign on the
importance of preserving palms as
a national treasure and valuable
source of income.
“The campaign was disseminated
through emotional letters titled ‘A
Message from a Palm’ in which we
exposed the plight of the tree and
its degradation due to neglect and
cutting,” Sultani said. “There was a
viral spreading of the message. The
public showed great response and
support to the initiative, which I
hope would encourage palm planting.”
Under the initiative, palm owners
can offer their trees for adoption in
return for relinquishing the crop.
Depending on the size and type of
the palm, sponsors pay an annual
fee of $50-$77 for maintenance.
More than 500 trees were adopted in the first few months after the
initiative’s introduction, mostly
in Baghdad’s private gardens and
farms near the city that are threatened by urbanisation.
Iraq once produced three-quarters of the world’s dates but now
accounts for 5% after it switched
its economic focus to oil and after decades of conflict devastated

Hopes for
revival. A man
climbs a palm
tree during
date picking
season in Iraq.

(Oumayma Omar)

its farms. The country ranks sixth
among world date producers and
many people left date production
and agriculture to find jobs in more
prosperous industries.
Sultani said the idea behind naming the adopted trees was to create
“kinship” with the sponsors.
“We all have people dear to our
heart and naming the tree after that
person makes it special. Sponsors
name the trees after their fathers or
mothers, especially if they are deceased, also after their daughters,
wives or sweethearts,” she said.
Ahmad Jawadi, a student of agriculture and a main activist in
the initiative, said the group gets
a share of the crop in addition to
the annual fees to help sustain
the project.

“We have been able to produce
date-based Iraqi sweets that we are
selling at home but hope to export
soon to Arab markets,” Jawadi said.
Three decades ago, Iraq had more
than 30 million palm trees but there
are approximately 12 million trees
currently and only about 6 million
produce fruit, agricultural expert
Tahseen Moussawi said.
“Corruption, neglect and erroneous planning and urbanisation
led to a systematic massacre of the
trees, threatening Iraq’s wealth of
dates, which once competed with
the produce of neighbouring countries on international markets,”
Moussawi said.
“The only way to save this wealth
is by supporting farmers and palm
growers financially and logisti-

cally,” he said, calling on the Iraqi
government to buy the crops and
repackage dates for exportation.
Last year, the Iraqi government
began projects to revive the date industry by planting more palm trees
and creating jobs. One project involved the planting of 70,000 palm
trees south of Baghdad along with
thousands of trees in Karbala, Najaf
and other parts of southern Iraq.
Iraq bans the importation of
dates to protect its farmers but, given its porous borders, the market is
flooded with dates from neighbouring Iran.
Oumayma Omar, based in
Baghdad, is a contributor to
the Culture and Society section
of The Arab Weekly.
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An Iraqi poet’s view of the merits of literature
Sharmila Devi

M

uhsin al-Ramli
is an Iraqi
poet, playwright,
short-story
writer,
novelist and
translator who has lived in Spain
since 1995. He was born in the
village of Sudara in northern
Iraq, in 1967, published his first
work in 1985 and writes in Arabic
and Spanish. He teaches Arabic
at the Saint Louis University in
Madrid.
He fled Iraq after the death of
his brother, poet Hassan Mutlak,
who was hanged in 1990 after six
months of imprisonment during
which he was tortured for his
involvement in an attempted
coup against Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein.
In 2006, nine of Ramli’s
relatives were killed in Iraq and
their severed heads were found
in banana crates. He uses the
incident in the opening of his
novel “The President’s Gardens,”
which recounts the effects of
Iraq’s wars on ordinary people
over the past 50 years and which
was recently translated into
English to glowing reviews. He
spoke with The Arab Weekly via
e-mail.
The Arab Weekly (TAW): You
wrote your novel “The President’s Gardens” partly as a
response to the killing of nine of
your relatives. Have you achieved
any peace, if that is possible?
Muhsin al-Ramli (MAR): “Yes,
up to a point. I feel relieved
because to express something
helps the one who says it and the
one who hears it. A human being
has to express himself and
everything he does in life is a

form of expression.
“As for the book, I’ve received
thousands of messages of thanks
from relatives of victims in Iraq
and that makes me feel that I’ve
helped the many who are
suffering to raise their voices
further, something that allows
them to be supported and heard.”
TAW: Is the killing of your
brother still part of your motivation to write and in what way?
How do you think he might have
reacted to your work?
MAR: “I wish my brother were
still alive and could read this and
my other books, which I wrote to
please him. Part of my task is to
continue writing so that his name
survives as long as I’m alive.
“He was my master and my
idol. He confronted the [Saddam]
dictatorship directly and lost his
life when the dictator was at the
height of his power, control and
savagery.
“Many national Arabs see this
dictator as a hero, a leader and a
source of pride and I want to tell
them who he was in reality, this
tyrant, the murderer of my
brother and my people, through a
literary description of the
disaster and destruction that he
brought to Iraq and above all the
great harm and pain he caused to
families, lives and the souls of
people.”
TAW: Do you feel the translation into English, Spanish and
other languages of your novels

“It’s time for other
people from other
cultures to read us
and know us better
through our
literature.”

Iraqi poet
Muhsin al-Ramli

Hopes and concerns. Iraqi poet Muhsin al-Ramli.
		
(Courtesy of Muhsin al-Ramli)
and those of other contemporary
Arabic writers is helping to bridge
Western ignorance of the Middle
East and in what way?
MAR: “Yes but very little up to
now because this vacuum is too
deep. There’s a general ignorance
in the West about Arab culture,
literature, people’s complex
situation, history and modern
reality.
“The press, which both
manipulates and is manipulated,
is not enough, nor is it the best
medium for knowledge. For
example, the press talks of
victims in terms of numbers,
while literature focuses on the
human and on every victim, his
circumstances, his thoughts,
feelings and dreams.
“We have got to know other
cultures better, among them the
West and Latin America, more
through literature than the press.
It’s time for other people from

other cultures to read us and
know us better through our
literature.”
TAW: Have you noticed any
change in attitudes among your
students towards the Middle East
since you started to teach Arabic
language, literature and culture?
MAR: “Without a doubt, many
came to my classes out of
curiosity and took them as a
secondary option but they’ve
ended up wanting to specialise in
it for the rest of their lives.
Others are living in Arab countries or have married Arabs.
“In general, people fear the
unknown and tend to judge it
badly or superficially but when
they open themselves up and get
closer, they get to know it better
and, in some cases, fall in love
with it. Knowledge is the key to
everything.”
TAW: Your last trip to Iraq was
in 2014. Are you planning any

trips back? How do you feel about
Iraq now? Do you feel optimistic
about its future?
MAR: “I want to and must visit
Iraq when I can, especially now
that my people have been
liberated from [the Islamic State]
ISIS after four hard and savage
years.
“I want to see my sisters and
nephews, who were miraculously
spared.
“As for the future of Iraq, it will
continue to be difficult, complicated and hard. No one could yet
say that Iraq is in the hands of
Iraqis. It’s not a truly sovereign
country and its running is in the
hands of others, such as Iran, the
US and other foreigners.”
TAW: Do you think that Arabic
language literary prizes are
helping to encourage more Arabs
to read fiction?
MAR: “Yes, to a great extent,
although these prizes often hurt
the quality of the literature when
they encourage writers and those
who are not writers to produce
too much too quickly in order to
participate. They also sometimes
give the prize to mediocre works
for reasons that have nothing to
do with quality.
“But the marvellous phenomenon these days of being able to
read many novels in the Arab
world is not thanks to prizes but
because the young, who are a
majority of the Arab population,
are looking for a vision of the
world, a form of understanding it
and themselves and their
identity, especially without the
weight of ideology, philosophy
and loss of faith in books of
religion, politics, official education and even history books that
contain so much manipulation.”
Sharmila Devi is a former British
correspondent in the Middle East
and writes extensively on
political and social issues in the
region.

Beirut exhibition where art serves philanthropy
Samar Kadi

Beirut

K

“

oudourat,” a collective
exhibition of Lebanese
and foreign artists coupled with an auction of
artworks is an example of how art
can be invested to serve humanitarian work, in this case helping children
with special needs, curator Rania Halawi said.
The exhibition, in the church hall
of Saint Joseph University in Beirut, showcased more than 50 works
donated by 38 artists to raise funds
for the Early Childhood Intervention-Lebanon (ECIL), which provides free medical and psychological support to children 3 years and
younger.
“The idea of the exhibition/auction
came about when a young emerging
artist donated paintings to ECIL because he had no cash to give,” Halawi
said. “I was approached and from
there we decided to enlist the support of the largest number possible
of rising as well as well-established
artists.”
The theme “Koudourat” — “capacities” in English — was built around
a common feature of art and childhood, Halawi explained.
“When the artist [begins] on a new
painting, the canvas is blank. It takes
time for him to decide on what he
wants to draw, to start feeling what
he wants to express. He then starts
with the first brush, which develops
into an artwork,” Halawi said.

“The same applies to children.
When they are born, they are like
blank canvas. Depending on how
much care, love and education you
give them, their capacities will develop and are reinforced, especially
in the first three years of their life.”
Of the 53 paintings and sculptures
on display, 13 were auctioned during
the 1-day exhibit and the rest were
sold at fixed prices. They were donated by established Lebanese painters,
including Hassan Jouni, Chucrallah
Fattouh, Pascale Massoud, Mohammad el-Rawas, Oussama Baalbaki
and Hrair Diarbekirian, as well as
emerging artists Samir Tamari,
Camelia Chahine and Shadi Abousada. Artists from the United Kingdom,
Syria, Iran and Senegal, including
well-known
Lebanese-Senegalese
artist Hady Sy, also donated works.
Halawi said she approached
the artists directly, avoiding going
through galleries that contract them.
“I introduced the theme of the exhibition and the work of ECIL. The
artists were very receptive and the
majority came back with a very positive response,” she said. “Artists are
usually concerned about where their
works will be exhibited, who are the
other artists also exhibiting and for
what end or for what cause is the exhibition. It is very important for them
and their image.”
“There are big names. Some artists
did paintings especially for the exhibition, which was organised for the
first time as a fundraising means for
ECIL,” Halawi added.
Prices of artworks ranged from
$100-$5,000. The highest bid in the

More than art. Paintings on display at the Koudourat exhibition in Beirut.
auction was $4,500 for “Paysages” by
Lebanese painter Mazen Rifai.
“We expected to raise more money
but it was good enough in view of
the economic situation in the country. The funds raised will help ECIL
sustain its work for another year and
treat a bigger number of children,”
Halawi said.
ECIL has 12 specialised workers,
including speech therapists, physiotherapists, psychomotor therapists,
behavioural therapy and social workers.
“The exhibition will weave the way
for ECIL to be able to fulfil its mission

and provide the best service for the
future of our children,” said Halawi.
“Through their participation, the
collaborating artists believe it to be a
step forward in giving the children a
better future.”
In all, 36 paintings were sold,
bought by individuals and institutions, including Lebanon’s Central
Bank to add to its well-garnished collection.
“The remaining paintings will be
hopefully placed on an online art
platform, Artscoops, to be sold online,” Halawi said.
Commenting on the first show that

(Courtesy Rania Halaw)

she had curated, Halawi said: “I was
very happy in curating this exhibition because I felt how much humanity and care we still have in our
society.”
“I felt that despite everything that
we have been through in Lebanon,
financial hardships and economic
slowdown, people still care for each
other. There is human solidarity. All
these artists donated their works
with all their hearts for a cause that
they strongly believed in,” she added.
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society section editor.
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Syria’s lost heritage
stands out in Aleppo’s
shell-beaten minarets
Angus McDowall

Aleppo

T

Promising project. A digital blueprint of the Beirut Museum of Art.

(BeMA)

Striving to build a museum
culture in the Middle East
Kelly Kennedy

Washington

A

s enormous, modern
museums open in the
Middle East, their curators said the spaces can
provide cultural centres to help
people through the upheaval and
change many countries face.
However, they must act quickly
or many of the Middle East’s historical artefacts and artworks will
be lost, curators and other panellists said April 29 at a Middle East
Institute forum in Washington.
“Our mission is not just idyllic,”
said Taline Boladian, a member
of the Association for the Promotion and Exhibition of the Arts in
Lebanon. “It’s kind of a necessity.”
The association is the founding
entity of the Beirut Museum of
Art (BeMA). Using Lebanon as an
example, Boladian cited the importance of giving communities
a place to learn about each other.
In Lebanon, about 1.5 million
immigrants have flowed into a
community of 4.5 million, which
is causing anti-immigration sentiment.
Glenn Lowry,
director of the
Museum of Modern
Art in New York

“There is a fairly substantial
shift that’s occurring in
traditional centres of culture.”
“We have a humanitarian crisis,” Boladian said. “It’s the cultural institutions that inspire
people to come together.”
Those institutions teach co-existence, empathy and tolerance
and they can provide a safe space
for people to talk about issues,
explore ideas and learn about
people whose backgrounds are
different from their own.
However, countries could lose
the tools necessary for such institutions, the experts said. The
Middle East Institute plans to
open a Middle East art gallery this
year to promote cross-cultural

understanding between the Middle East and the West.
“We’re at a critical point in our
arts because the pieces that the
[Lebanese] Ministry of Culture
has loaned to us are a mess,”
Boladian said.
The pieces have been in and out
of storage and they have been in
unconditioned buildings. Mice
have
damaged
centuries-old
paintings and mould has been
noted on others.
“If we don’t restore it right now,
if we don’t save it right now, it’s
totally going to disintegrate,”
Boladian said.
The timing may be right for
those pieces to come together.
Cultural centres have shifted
since the “Arab spring” and, as
money has moved in the Middle
East, so have museums.
“There is a fairly substantial
shift that’s occurring in traditional centres of culture,” said Glenn
Lowry, director of the Museum of
Modern Art in New York, adding
that history museums in Egypt,
Israel and Turkey have been
joined by museums in Abu Dhabi
and, soon, Lebanon.
The panellists said for the new
museums to work — to justify
the huge sums of money spent in
their creation by drawing tourists and show they are true cultural centres by attracting locals
— people must feel as if they are
represented. They must be given
an opportunity to learn to become museum-going cultures
and feel that the museums provide a place to express opinions,
whether through giving personal
histories, using the spaces to create art or seeing how their children learn in the museums.
“Tourism was big for the economy,” said Peggy Loar, president
of International Museum Planning Consultants. “The cost of
the building was meant for tourism. At the same time, if it didn’t
include what’s important to locals, then it’s a failure.”
“For BeMA, we’re thinking of
the museum as a culture mediator, rather than a culture authority,” Boladian said. “We don’t have
a museum-frequenting society.”
In Lebanon, students don’t go
to museums on field trips as they

do in the West, she said.
Without the programmes, safe
space and dialogue with the community, the centres won’t have an
audience, Boladian added. Those
programmes include students
learning to make art and art residency programmes. One of the
main goals is to spread awareness
of Lebanese art.

Social change has
encouraged salons in the
United Arab Emirates and
Saudi Arabia where artists
gather with their peers to
look at socio-political
issues .
Through the BeMA collection,
she said museum and galleries
can use pieces to tie together
different communities, not just
Lebanese. They can host exhibitions or they can have people
restore art, as was recently done
when BeMA created an exchange
with the University of Stuttgart
to work on restoration and teach
Lebanese students how to repair
artworks.
Not all museums are expensive
behemoths. Social change has
encouraged salons in the United
Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia
where artists gather with their
peers to look at socio-political
issues and human rights and the
future and they can talk about
them and present new ideas.
“What I have seen [in Saudi
Arabia] is a real grass-roots attempt to start their own salons,”
Lowry said, adding that people
need a place to talk and meet and
work out ideas together.
In Saudi Arabia, artists must
apply for a licence for each exhibit and they must get approval
for each piece to be displayed, he
said.
“The artists are taking matters
into their own hands and they operate below the radar,” he said. He
said he is also seeing that trend
in Algiers, Abu Dhabi, Dubai and
Sharjah.
“How long can it endure?”
Lowry asked. “I don’t know but
golden moments never endure
for as long as we think they did.”

he pencil minaret of the Ottoman Adliyah mosque in
Aleppo lists to one side and
is scored by an ugly gash
down its flank, the result of bombing in the war.
The sorry state of Aleppo’s Old
City, a labyrinthine World Heritage
Site and a battlefield from 2012-16,
is obvious from a glance across the
skyline at its shell-beaten minarets.
They look down on an area that suffered massive damage in a conflict
that brought down the mediaeval
covered souk, smashed mosque
domes and burned churches.
UNESCO in December said 10%
of Aleppo’s historic buildings had
been destroyed and more than half
the buildings they assessed showed
severe-to-moderate damage.
Restoration work in Syria is controversial, however. Except for the
Islamic State, which deliberately
targeted ancient ruins, all sides in
the war portrayed themselves as
guardians of historical sites and
their enemies as vandals.
A huge image of Syrian President
Bashar Assad dangles from the
monumental gateway of the ancient
citadel in central Aleppo.
Western countries that have imposed sanctions on Assad’s government oppose any reconstruction
work until there is a political solution to the conflict, arguing it would
reward him for war crimes they say
he committed but which he denies.
That has cut off most funding
from the countries that are normally top donors for cultural work,
prompting state media to accuse
them of complicity in destroying
Syrian heritage.
A few of the most famous monuments are slowly recovering. At the
Umayyad Mosque, bullet-scarred
walls are being refaced and the
stones of the fallen minaret are
piled under a yellow crane, ready to
be rebuilt.
One of the tallest, loveliest
stretches of the souk has been restored, its collapsed domes rising
high above the cobbled floor using
original materials and techniques.
However, these sites represent
only a fraction of the Old City’s
myriad historical streets and buildings and, without fresh funding, the
others risk falling into yet grimmer
ruin.
“If there are funds I am optimistic
that it will all be restored. We only
need the money,” said Bassil alZaher, an engineer who is restoring
part of the souk.
At the Halawiya Madrasa, part
of the dome has already caved in.
It was once a Byzantine cathedral,
built on the site of a Roman temple,
and was converted to a mosque by

a Muslim ruler during the Christian
Crusades. With more rain, the rest of
the dome will fall, an engineer said.
From the roof of the restored
Saqatiyeh section of the souk, damaged minarets can be seen punctuating the Old City’s skyline. The
18th-century Kemaliyeh mosque,
the Mamlouk-era Siffahiyeh mosque
and the 14th-century Tawashi
mosque all suffered considerable
damage.
Viewed close up, it is hard to
see how the 16th-century Adliyah
mosque’s minaret is still standing. The hollow interior and tightly
wound spiral staircase inside are
visible through a monstrous shell
hole on its west side.
“The best solution is to rebuild
it because it is not straight. Even if
there’s a small earthquake, it would
collapse,” said Zaher.
Work on mosques is the domain
of the Ministry of Awqaf or Islamic
endowments and it lacks the money
for major repairs.
At the medieval Mehmindar
Mosque, the minaret above the door
is now a stump. The mosque’s dome
is shattered, with only a corner left.
In the courtyard two men, the
imam and a friend, hauled large
stones to one side to clear the floor.
The men have spent three months
clearing and sorting the stones and
said they have no idea when or if the
minaret will be rebuilt.
Each covered street in the Old
City seems to harbour a dozen alleys, and each alleyway has hidden
stone courtyards ringed by mosques
or shops, with olive and lemon trees
growing in the centre.
Down one street, under a high,
vaulted ceiling, most shops were
empty, their floors covered with debris and the walls scorched. A man
sat at a table in one, singing Quranic
verses, his melodic voice echoing
softly through the souk.
Near Bab al-Nasr, one of the historic gates into the Old City, a few
traders have reopened their stalls.
Metal shutters hang down and the
streets are quiet.
A local group worked in this area
to clear debris and restore parts of
the old gateway and nearby buildings, including two large, protruding, wooden windows.
The UN Development Programme
is also at work, providing traders
with aid to clear shops and buy fittings and stock.
Ahmed Sabbagh’s pistachio shop
has been in his family for generations. He has just reopened it.
However, in the Attariyah souk,
the destruction is almost complete. Roofs have collapsed and
old thoroughfares where traders
once shouted their wares are now
narrow, overgrown lanes between
neatly stacked piles of stone under
a hot white sky.
(Reuters)

A victim of war. The damaged pencil minaret of the Ottoman Adliyah
mosque in Aleppo, April 11.
(Reuters)
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Agenda
Marrakech:
Through May 16
The Marrakech Biennale is a
festival with the mission to build
bridges between cultures through
the arts. The seventh edition is
taking a multidisciplinary approach to introduce artists and
works primarily from the Arab
world, the Mediterranean region
and sub-Saharan Africa.
Beirut:
Through June 1
The Laugh Story Comedy Show
takes place Thursday through
Saturday at the Royal Hotel. The
programme features comedians
such as Tony Abou Jaoude, Hicham Haddad, Bonita Saade and
Jad Bou Karam.
Amman:
May 6-June 5

Exterior view of the Cave of Miracles. 											

(Dubai Municipality)

Dubai’s Quranic Park on mission
to build cross-cultural bridges

N.P. Krishna Kumar

Dubai

D

ubai Municipality recently opened Quranic Park,
Al Khawaneej, known as
Dubai’s agricultural heartland 18km from the Dubai Airport.
The attractive design of the park
entrance, enclosed by an unobtrusive low wall, reveals the major features inside, bestowing a welcoming
atmosphere.
Dubai Municipality Director-General Dawood al-Hajri said the park,
opened during the United Arab Emirates’ Year of Tolerance, is aimed “to
promote the Islamic cultural and
civilisational roles. The park contains
cultural elements that bring closer
the interaction between different
cultures.”
“The Quranic Park will be an important attraction for citizens, residents and tourists alike,” Hajri said.
“In addition to its Islamic character
and innovative concept, what makes
it a unique project in the world is the
park’s modern design to international specifications.”
Faeqa Akram, Dubai Municipality
architectural engineer, said the park,
set on 64 hectares, consists of 12 gardens containing 45 types of plants
mentioned in the Quran.
“It is a destination with a difference. The Quranic Park aims to
provide bridges of
intellectual and

A view of the Glass House.

cultural communication with different cultures, religions and peoples
and to showcase the achievements
of Islam in the field of plant ecology,”
Akram said.
Walking around the imaginatively
laid out gardens is a relaxing and
educational experience. Across the
main entrance is the Cave of Miracles, depicting seven miracles mentioned in the Quran, including the
story of Prophet Isa making a bird
out of clay.
The display uses 3D map and hologram displays and interactive techniques along with sound effects and
commentary in Arabic and English.
More languages are to soon be added.
Nasif Kayed, founder of the Arab
Culturalist, which is meant to connect East and West through unique
and engaging cultural consultancy
programmes, said: “The Quranic
Park is a mixed-use recreational site
that’s more than just a place to enjoy
a day outdoors in Dubai. It’s a unique
blend of greenery with gardens and
orchards and a large greenhouse but
what makes it so special is its purposeful design.
“The orchards are full of plants and
trees mentioned in the Quran — from
ginger and black seed to olives, figs
and Sidr. With its fountain and water
feature that represents the parting of
the sea by Moses, to the cave attraction that features stories from the
Quran, it’s a great way to learn more

Ramadan at The Boulevard is
an event that features artisanal
products exhibitions, traditional
food, live entertainment, music
and children’s workshops.
Dubai:
May 9-13
The 11th Dubai Tango Festival
includes tango workshops with
milongas for famous tango dancers and singers.
Dubai:
May 17-June 3
The Fabula Ramadan Craft Market
will take place at Madina Mall and
will feature different goods such
as jewellery, handmade products,
decoration items and more.
Oman:
During June and July
Taking place annually in Dhofar
province, the Salalah Tourism
Festival hosts street shows, concerts, games, fireworks, cultural
activities and food stalls for both
locals and tourists.

Inside the Cave of Miracles.
about the stories from the holy book
of 1.8 billion people,” Kayed said.
He added: “However, it’s not just
for Muslims. The stories of Isa, Ibrahim and Suliman and their miracles
are shown on the walls inside the
cave and many other shared stories
from the holy books of Christians
and Jews. It’s a way to explore the
importance of the Quran in the daily
life of Muslims and a way to unite
people through similar stories and
important figures.”
“This attraction has opened during the UAE’s Year of Tolerance in

(Dubai Municipality)

(Dubai Municipality)

Rabat:
June 21-29

the hopes that it will attract visitors
to enjoy this recreational space while
promoting tolerance, peace and understanding of Islam and Muslims
worldwide,” Kayed said.
Between the Cave of Miracles and
the Glass House is a split lake symbolising Moses’s parting of the Red
Sea.
The Glass House, which functions
as a greenhouse, is at the highest
point of the park and features a distinctive architectural design allowing visitors to see trees and plants
that grow in certain temperatures
and environmental conditions. The
display includes descriptions of each
plant and its scientific name,
uses in food and medicine
and the Quran verses that
mentioned them.
Entry to the park is free
of charge with fees limited
to the Cave of Miracles and the
Glass House at 5 UAE dirhams ($1.36)
each.
Visitors can download the smart
guide application, available in eight
languages, to learn about the park’s
facilities and plants in detail.
Dubai Municipality said Quranic
Park attracted 10,000 visitors in the
first week after it opened March 30,
showing that it has added to Dubai’s
reputation as a family-friendly destination.
The cost of the Quranic Park project has been estimated at around
$45 million.
Dubai Municipality announced
several investment opportunities in
the emirate’s public parks and the allocation of different areas for restaurants and small shops in each park.

The 18th Mawazine Festival
takes place in Rabat and features
international and local musical
performances.

N.P. Krishna Kumar is a
Dubai-based contributor to
The Arab Weekly.
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Beirut:
July 23
Musician Yanni will perform his
first concert in Lebanon as part of
his World Without Borders tour.
He will be accompanied by an
orchestra of virtuoso musicians
and vocalists.
Beiteddine:
July 18-August 10
The annual Beiteddine Art
Festival, situated in the Chouf
mountains, includes a variety of
performances from opera and
concerts to theatre and art exhibitions. The festival welcomes more
than 50,000 visitors as well as
numerous star performers.
Carthage:
During July-August 15
The Carthage Festival is one of
the oldest arts and cultural events
in North Africa, drawing a mix of
local and international performers to Tunisia over several weeks.
Performances take place at the
Amphitheatre of Carthage.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest to
travellers in the Middle East
and North Africa.

